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INTRODUCTION
This dissertation explores transcultural performance art, focusing on a specific group of
artists who are border crossers. I am interested in the ways in which Guillermo Gómez-Peña,
Coco Fusco, Violeta Luna, Roberto Sifuentes, and La Pocha Nostra have aligned and converged
in theory and in praxis, as they established sociocultural and sociopolitical critiques of
hegemonic discourse. I begin with a line of inquiry based on the following three questions: 1]
how does the artist/artwork celebrate or engage cultural hybridity? 2] how does the artist/artwork
disrupt the epistemological value of borders? 3] how does the artist/artwork challenge notions of
monocultural, monoethnic, and monolingual purity? To explore possible answers to these
questions I employ a modified transcultural approach in my analysis of the following works:
Gómez-Peña’s Border Brujo (1989), The New World Border: Prophecies for the End of the
Century (1992 -1994); Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s collaboration The Guatinauï World
Tour/Undiscovered Amerindians/Couple in the Cage (1992-1993); Fusco’s A Field Guide for
Female Interrogators (2008), Operation Atropos, A Room of One’s Own (2006) and A Bare Life
Study #1 (2005); Sifuentes’s collaborations with Gómez-Peña: The Temple of Confessions (1996)
and The Cruci-Fiction Project (1994); and, Violeta Luna’s Requiem for a Lost Land/Réquiem
para una tierra perdida (2013) and NK603: Action for Performer & e-maiz (2009). I have
chosen these works because they represent a synthesis of the artists’ aesthetic projects, and
because it is possible to see in these works the artists’ intention to disturb normative cultural
paradigms, interrogate notions of cultural hybridity, and trouble the epistemological value of
national, cultural, racial, and ethnic delimitations.
The U.S.-Mexico borderlands continue to be a site of socio-economic and geopolitical
conflict more than one hundred and sixty years after the 1848 signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe
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Hidalgo, and more than twenty years after the signing of the North American Free Trade Act
(NAFTA) in 1994. I examine the central role of the United States-Mexico border and border
thinking in the works mentioned above. As the 2016 U.S. Presidential Campaign demonstrated,
debates about the U.S.-Mexico border are still ongoing. The most recent iteration of borderlands
discourse emanating from the White House calls attention again to strained U.S.-Mexico
relations. For many, the resurfacing of racially charged rhetoric associated with purist notions of
national identity has had a haunting effect on the collective imagination of transborder
communities. Debates regarding the U.S.-Mexico border among artists, cultural critics,
politicians, and scholars are far from dead.
To understand the complexities of this historical relationship between these two
neighboring nations, I am guided by Walter Mignolo’s view that thinking from the border
provides a unique perspective from which to examine notions such as nationality, language,
literatures, and nationalistic imagery such as banners, flags, and anthems. I analyze ways in
which this group of artists has used performance art to articulate conceptual, physical, and virtual
border crossings.
I introduce the term transcultural performance as a trans-disciplinary intersection within
broader performance studies. I elaborate on Richard Schechner’s view that “Performance must
be construed as a ‘broad spectrum’ or ‘continuum’ of human actions ranging from ritual, play,
sports, popular entertainments, the performing arts (theatre, dance, music), and everyday life
performance to the enactment of social, professional, gender, race, and class roles” (Performance
Studies 2). I align myself with Diana Taylor’s description of performance art, as a way to
“challenge regimes of power and social norms, placing the body FRONT AND CENTER in
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artistic practice” (Performance 1). Both perspectives inform what I refer to as transcultural
performance.
I understand “transcultural” as that which involves, encompasses, or extends across two
or more cultures. It is a compound term that conjoins the Latin prefix “trans-”, meaning “across”
or “beyond,” with the English adjective “cultural.” I use the term to describe a particular form of
representation that, from a thematic point of view, deconstructs concepts such as “society,”
“class,” “nation,” “civilization,” and even “art.” I view transcultural performance art as a means
of portraying the multi-directional process of passing back and forth between cultures and
cultural markers.
I view “culture” from an artistic/humanist perspective, in line with Doris Sommer’s
notion that culture is a disruptive force that intervenes in systems such as sociology,
anthropology, and/or history to produce something novel that has not yet been named.1 Such
phenomena include without limitation the human talent for classifying, categorizing, and
representing experience through symbols and creative and imaginative acts such as drama,
theater, and performance. I extend this to include performance art and artists whose aesthetic
projects articulate critiques of cultural normativity and the epistemological value of cultural,
national, and racial borders.
I base my modified transcultural approach, in part, on Jerzy Grotowski’s view that
performance itself is transcultural and transcends space and time, as there are specific elements
of performance that may be construed as “deep universal human truths” (Schechner,
Performance Studies, 301). In order to distinguish between Grotowski’s notion of transcultural
performance and my own, I am guided by Doris Sommer’s concept of particularist literature. I

1

I refer to Sommer’s presentation at Harvard University’s Think Big 4. For more information, see
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extend literature here to include performance art such as, but not limited to, Gómez-Peña’s
monologue performance poem, Border Bujo. Sommer’s view is that particularist texts lure
spectators into a false sense of understanding, only to deliver a “slap of refused intimacy . . . to
slow [spectators] down, detain them” (ix) on the threshold of cultural consumption. Sommer
warns spectators to proceed with caution when examining such texts. Such an admonition
questions universalistic views of performances/texts akin to Grotowski’s, and thus challenges
spectators to rethink, reexamine, and re-explore purist fantasies of a monolithic national identity.
My approach is also informed by Fernando Ortiz’s notion of transculturation, introduced
in the 1940s in response to the Anglo-American anthropological term “acculturation,” which
described the process of cultural exchange observed in so-called “primitive” societies under the
onslaught of colonial rule. Whereas, acculturation proposed to examine the process of cultural
change in terms of people acquiring culture, transculturation elaborated on the processes of
passing from one culture to another.
In the same light, I explore the representation of subaltern perspectives in order to reveal
the complexity of human relations in cultural transactions in transborder regions. This approach
reveals multicultural, multiethnic, and multilingual perspectives that stand in stark contrast to
purist fictions of monoculture. I believe that the complex range of cultural, political, and social
dynamics may be viewed in terms of modernity––the epistemological frame that is inextricably
bound to the European colonial project. I underscore Aníbal Quijano’s view that coloniality and
modernity are flipsides of the same coin, and that “European modernity was part of a radical
mutation of society, feeding off the changes prepared by the emergence of capitalism” (144). I
have noted elsewhere that the shared history of European and U.S. imperialism, and the
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inseparable condition of capital and violence, are not limited to the U.S.-Mexico border alone.2
This dissertation looks beyond geographically centered critiques of Eurocentrism, toward an
epistemic conception of coloniality that is not necessarily bound to specific geopolitical sites
such as the U.S.-Mexico border, even though many of the works discussed here utilize the U.S.Mexico border as an aesthetic and political platform from which to form critiques of the
hegemonic order. As noted earlier, performance art centers on the human body as a site where
colonial, postcolonial, and decolonial debates are formed.
I explore ways in which this select group of artists, as individuals and as a collective,
contributes to current debates on transnational flows of culture and migration. Likewise, I
discuss ways in which their works portray the subjective realities of transborder communities
and identities beyond historical distinctions between race, ethnicity, language, and nationhood.
To do this, I provide close readings of solo performance monologues, ritual actions, and
environmental and proscenium pieces. I work from photographs and video reproductions of
politically charged domestic and international performances, in order to look at ways in which
works reveal networks of information flowing back and forth between cultural signposts. I am
interested in ways these works may rupture androcentric epistemological constructs in the
colonial/imperial world order. I show that these performers use different strategies to represent
cultural identities in order to intervene in debates, institutions, and systems of thinking, and
classification.
I have positioned the works of this group of artists within and exterior to hegemonic
discourses. I posit that as Chicanos, Latinos, and Mexicans, Gómez-Peña, Fusco, Luna,
Sifuentes, and La Pocha Nostra represent particular sectors of U.S. society. They are cultural

See Stark, William. “Two Fleeting Glimpses of Capitalism and Violence,” Border-Lines Journal of the Latino
Research Center, 2015, pp. 121-40.
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others whose aesthetic projects operate within and exterior to the normative boundaries of
theatrical traditions of performance and text-based cultural production, thus speaking from
within the very institutions their works seeks to critique. Nelly Richard addresses a similar
exterior/interior dichotomy of the center/margins binary when she states that intellectual
“others,” even when they operate “outside the hegemonic trace of the metropolitan culture” (58)
still rely on a way of thinking that “exerts a centrist function for those of the margin who figure
as the ‘other’” (58). I show that most of these artists address similar issues when they employ
hyper-stylized stereotypes of marginalized sectors of society within the architecture of
authorized representation.
The ways in which these artists enacted singular and/or communal strategies of selfhood
are distinct. To elaborate on aesthetic practices, I turn to several critical thinkers whose works
enact singular and/or communal strategies of selfhood. Donna Haraway’s belief that “‘women of
color’ might be understood as a cyborg identity, a potent subjectivity synthesized from fusions of
outsider identities” (216) is an important point of departure in my considerations of the
cybernetic performance personas of Violeta Luna and Roberto Sifuentes. Here, there is a concern
not only for the representation of cultural and ethnic identities, but also for the existential threat
to the human organism posed by transnational corporations, GMOs, and globalization.
I show that the work of this select group of performance artists interrogates cultural,
ethnic, and racial categorization from the underside of colonial difference. Their works disturb
the epistemological architecture of borders, while at the same time speaking from the border. I
explore the works of La Pocha Nostra and its individual members in terms of Walter Mignolo’s
views regarding the geopolitics of knowledge, noting that where works are generated is as
important a factor in understanding their aesthetic and political motivation as the knowledge that
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they wish to impart. I compare La Pocha Nostra with Fluxus to signal a marked difference in
philosophical orientations, as they both speak from opposite sides of colonial difference. I show
that La Pocha Nostra’s works speak from the underside of authorized power––from the
underbelly of coloniality/modernity and the perspective of the colonized—while Fluxus artists
spoke from the core of the European colonial/imperial world order. I believe that this a third
country––third space––an other perspective.
To show that the works of Gómez-Peña, Fusco, Luna, Sifuentes, and La Pocha Nostra
serve as multilingual and multiethnic lenses with which to critique purist notions of monocultural
and monoethnic identity in the United States, I have structured this dissertation, such that each of
the five chapters centers on one or more performance artists/artworks. The first chapter examines
Gómez-Peña’s written and performed works, Border Brujo and The New World Border. The first
part of the chapter offers bibliographical information and the critical framework, followed by
analysis of Gómez-Peña’s monologue performance poem. Deconstructing the notion of binary
identitary constructs, I show that Gómez-Peña embodies multiple identities to portray the
complexity of U.S.-Mexico relations in the transborder region. The chapter ends with a
discussion of The New World Border, exploring a dystopic, postnational scenario in which
ethnic/social pyramids are inverted, Spanglish becomes the official language, and sectors of
society who once held power are forced to seek work in Mexico.
Chapter Two focuses on the works of Coco Fusco, including her collaborative
performance project with Gómez-Peña, Couple in the Cage. The analysis centers on the
subject/object relationship between spectator and audience, while also exploring the process of
“othering” inextricably linked with coloniality/modernity. The chapter then turns its focus on
Fusco’s text A Field Guide for Female Interrogators, as the overarching framework for the solo
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performance works Bare Life Study #1, Operation Atropos, and A Room of One’s Own, in which
my analysis looks at Fusco’s portrayals of women’s role as interrogators in the War on Terror
and in U.S. politics and society.
Violeta Luna is the focus of Chapter Three. In her works Requiem for a Lost Land and
NK603: Action for Performer & e-Maíz, I analyze Luna’s use of the body to portray violence and
articulate ethnographic identities and technological interfaces with the human organism. This
chapter explores Luna’s critical reactions to the U.S.-Mexican War on Drugs in Requiem and the
effects of global markets and transgenic corn on small Mexican villages. I also look at Luna’s
artistic choices in portraying subjective and communal strategies of selfhood, new sites of
belonging, and notions of gender and identity.
The fourth chapter delves into Roberto Sifuentes’s work with Gómez-Peña, Fusco, and
La Pocha Nostra, in The Cruci-Fiction Project, Temple of Confessions, and briefly, The New
World Border. This chapter explores the interface of human organism and technology as a means
to problematize notions of ethnic identity. It examines rasquachismo with respect to linguistic
transcultural juxtapositions such as cyber and punk, and robo and baroque––aesthetic strategies
that call into question transborder sensibilities and subjective realities.
The fifth and final chapter is an examination of La Pocha Nostra’s workshops and
concept of radical performance pedagogy. This chapter describes Pocha Nostra workshops and
centers on specific conceptual elements of the collective’s theoretical stance on performance.
Included in this chapter are descriptions of a workshop I attended in Santa Fe, New Mexico, in
2016.
In each of the chapters I provide biographical information regarding the performance
artist in question. And, because access to Latina/o and Chicana/o Theatre, Performance, and
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performers is limited in Storrs, CT. and the majority of my research has been supported by
working with archives, reviewing secondary bibliography, and studying videos of performance
art, it was necessary to reach out to these performance artists for interviews. They were very
accommodating. We exchanged texts, emails, Skyped, and talked over dinner and drinks––
conversations and moments that have informed this dissertation.
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CHAPTER ONE
1.1 Guillermo Gómez-Peña: From Border Brujo to El Naftazteca
In this chapter, I examine ways in which Guillermo Gómez Peña develops a transcultural
aesthetic project. I focus on two emblematic pieces: a monologue performance poem, Border
Brujo (1988-89),3 and the proscenium art piece The New World (B)order: prophecies for the end
of the century (NWB) (1991).4 These pieces evince a moment in Gómez-Peña’s career that
involves the celebration of cultural hybridity, promoting a complex vision of cultural borders,
and symbolizing migrants, transnationals, and transcultural subjectivities.
I begin this chapter with a biographical overview, followed by a synopsis of GómezPeña’s work and an explanation of the critical framework of my analysis. Following these
introductory pages, I summarize Border Brujo and NWB, and follow each with a discussion and
analysis of their critical value and historical importance within the U.S. and international
performance art communities. Analysis of each work subsumes discussions of aesthetic effects
such as costumes, lighting, performance locations, music/sound effects, props, and technology.
My analysis explores ways in which Gómez-Peña: 1) engages cultural hybridity; 2) disrupts the
epistemological value of borders; and, 3) crosses cultural borders to challenge notions of racial
and ethnic purity and hegemonic monocultural and monolingual discourses. In this section I also
examine Border Brujo’s use of costumes, music, lighting, and props.
Mexican-born Gómez-Peña currently divides his time with his wife Balitronica Gómez
between San Francisco, Mexico City, and performance workshops in diverse locations around
the globe. He is an outspoken, politically motivated, critically acclaimed, internationally
3
4

I refer to the 1990 film and the TDR/The Drama Review (TDR) text.
There are multiple versions of The New World Border. I refer to the performance in general terms as NWB. I refer
to the TDR text (1994), titled The New World Border: Prophecies for the End of the Century as NWB94 and the
book adaptation titled The New World Border: Prophecies, Poems & Loqueras for the End of the Century (1996) as
NWB96.
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recognized, author/poet, cultural theorist, intellectual, and performance artist, whose written and
performed works question normative sociocultural and sociopolitical paradigms.
A native of Mexico City, Gómez-Peña crossed the U.S.-Mexico border to study studio art
at California Institute of the Arts (Cal Arts) in 1978.5 Performance theorist and author Richard
Schechner observes that Gómez-Peña is “a performance artist, critical theorist, poet, and
provocateur. He enacts his belief that nomadism and migration are the central experiences of our
epoch” (Theory 316). Coco Fusco comments that Gómez-Peña is an “interdisciplinary artist and
social commentator whose creative vision is grounded in his transcultural experience, what he
calls his journey from Spanish to English, from Aztec to high-tech, from the Mexican carpa to
‘high cultural’ gallery” (Introduction to Border Brujo 46). Author Thomas Foster observes that
Gómez-Peña is an “important voice in academic and public debates about globalization,
transnational flows of cultures and persons, and the effects of such flows on multicultural
formations in nation-states” (49). Likewise, cultural theorist and author Paul Allatson describes
Gómez-Peña as a “Mexican-cum-Chicano” (254). Allatson’s description informs both GómezPeña’s post-Mexican identity and what Gómez-Peña himself refers to as the process of his
“chicano-ization” (Bitácora 9).
In the early 1980s, Gómez-Peña founded several collaborative performance groups,
including Poyesis Genética (1980-81), The Taller de Arte Fronterizo/Border Arts Workshop
(TAF/BAW) (1984-90), and in 1993, in Los Angeles, California, Gómez-Peña, Roberto

5

For this and other information regarding Gómez-Peña’s early life, I have utilized the Hemispheric Institute’s
retrospective hyperlink on La Pocha Nostra’s website (http://www.pochanostra.com/). I have abbreviated the
citations to read simply, (lapocha), followed by numbers (1-52), and further numerical reference to paragraph
number. The following is a direct link to the site: http://hemisphericinstitute.org/web-cuadernos/en/multiplejourneys
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Sifuentes, and Nola Mariano6 formed La Pocha Nostra, a domestic and international performance
collective that formally conceptualized Gómez-Peña’s collaborations with other performance
artists. In 1995, La Pocha moved to San Francisco, which I will discuss in greater detail in
Chapter Five. I argue that this period––the early to mid 1990s––was very important in GómezPeña’s aesthetic and philosophic trajectory; there are marked shifts in his theoretical and
practical approaches to performance. Gómez-Peña notes that he and his collaborators began the
process of taking their performance personas “out of the museum or theater and into the streets,
often crashing politically charged sites in costume” (la pocha 29, 1). In essence, Gómez-Peña
and his colleagues began to erase the borderlines between performance and daily life. When
asked about this period in Gómez-Peña’s career, Ehrenberg observed that this was yet another
proof of how close art and life are, a view that at that times is diametrically opposed to that held
by curators who believed that art was not life.7
In addition, to performance art projects, Gómez-Peña co-authored, with journalist Marco
Vinicio González, the bilingual/binational magazine, The Broken Line/La Línea Quebrada
(1983). He has also been a contributing editor to Latino National Public Radio (LNPR), and has
penned articles as a correspondent for La Opinión and High Performance magazines (1983).
Concurrently, Gómez-Peña directed the cultural section of La Prensa de San Diego (1983).
In addition to essays and articles, Gómez-Peña has written books that vary in genre and
scope; there are collections of theoretical and personal essays and poetry, and transcriptions of
performance pieces that inform his experiences as a border crosser. As of 2016, the list
comprises, in order of publication, the following volumes: Warrior for Gringostroika (Graywolf
6

Mariano has served as Director of Circuit Network since 1987. According to its website, “Circuit Network has
been instrumental in the commissioning, producing, and touring of dozens of original productions by such
preeminent artists as Contraband, The Hittite Empire, Guillermo Gómez-Peña, and Culture Clash, among others”
(http://circuitnetwork.com/about_mariano.html).
7 Ehrenberg, Felipe. Personal interview. February 2016.
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Press, 1993); The New World Border: Prophecies, Poems & Loqueras for the End of the World
(City Lights, 1996); Friendly Cannibals (with artwork by Enrique Chagoya) (Artspace Books,
1996); Temple of Confessions: Mexican Beasts and Living Santos (powerHouse Books, 1997);
Dangerous Border Crossers (Routledge, 2000); Codex Espangliensis (with artwork by Enrique
Chagoya) (City Lights, 2000); Ethno-techno: Writings on Performance, Activism and Pedagogy
(Routledge, 2005); El Mexterminator (Oceano, 2005); Bitácora del cruce (Fondo de Cultura
Económica, 2006); Conversations Across Borders (Seagull Books, 2011); and Exercises for
Rebel Artists (Routledge, 2011).
Gómez-Peña has received many awards and honors for his performance work, essays,
and books. These awards include the New York Dance and Performance Award known as the
Bessie Award in (1989) and the International Theater Festival of the America’s Prix de la Parole
award in Montreal (1989) for his performance art piece, Border Brujo. Gómez-Peña then
received the prestigious MacArthur Fellowship (1991) for works that promoted intercultural
understanding and dialogue. It is important to note that Gómez-Peña was the first Chicano to
receive this award. In 1993, he received the Viva Los Artistas Award, followed in 1997 by the
American Book Award for his publication of The New World Border: Prophecies, Poems &
Loqueras for the End of the Century (1996); The Cineaste Lifetime Achievement Award (2000);
The Free Culture Award (2012); United States Artist Fellow Award (2012) and, the Fleishhacker
Foundation Eureka Fellowship (2016) (see Figure 1.1). Gómez-Peña’s notoriety also served to
attract like-minded international performers and artists to collaborate on projects worldwide.
In the 1990s, Gómez-Peña’s work turned from a critical examination and vigilance of the
U.S.-Mexico borderlands to a complex exploration of the post-human and post-national
condition, cyborgs, and radical notions of hybridity. His critique of identity politics is evident in
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his descriptions of himself as an “artista del performance, escritor, videasta, periodista, activista,
borderólogo, antropólogo invertido, lingüista experimental, pirata mediático, mal actor,
representante latino de servicio al consumidor para el mundo artístico norteamericano, y doble de
Antonio Banderas” (Bitácora 9). While these playful names are entertaining, they are also views
into the conceptual shift of Gómez-Peña’s work in the early 1990s.
1.2 Critical Orientation
As noted above and in the Introduction, I use a modified transcultural approach to
explore ways in which Gómez-Peña celebrates cultural hybridity. I view much of his work as
interrogations of the faults, prejudices, and fears manufactured by hegemonic discourse. At the
same time, his work draws attention to the multiplicity of cultures in the U.S., Mexico, and the
interstitial trans-border region. He points to the many voices and selves that speak from the
underside of what Aníbal Quijano refers to as coloniality/modernity.
In Hybrid Cultures (1990), Néstor García Canclini explains his understanding of
hybridization in terms of “sociocultural processes in which discreet structures or practices,
previously existing in separate form, are combined to generate new structures, objects, and
practices” (xxv). For the purpose of this dissertation, I consider processes of hybridization and
cultural hybridity as transcultural phenomena. It is my view that Gómez-Peña’s artistic
production is transcultural in nature; in addition to transmitting cultural knowledge and memory
to viewers and between other performers, his work centers on the body to show ways in which
information is transferred in multidirectional circuits. This is evident in his juxtaposition of low
art figurines, such as trans-border tchotchkes, and performances in high art galleries. The
juxtaposition of English and Spanish is another means of fluidly moving from one cultural
signpost to another.
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Figure 1.1. Wall of awards and memories in La Pocha HQ, San Francisco, CA, 2016 (Photo
courtesy of the author)

Figure 1.2. Wall of tchotchkes at La Pocha HQ, San Francisco, CA, 2016 (Photo courtesy of the
author)
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Figure 1.3. Still from Isaac Artenstein and Gómez-Peña’s film Border Brujo (Photo by Max
Aguilera Hellweg)

Figure 1.4. Gómez-Peña as Border Brujo (1988) (http://hemisphericinstitute.org/webcuadernos/en/multiple-journeys)
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Figure 1.5. Gómez-Peña as Border Brujo with megaphone (http://www.vdb.org/titles/borderbrujo).

Figure 1.6. Coco Fusco as Miss Discovery auctioning off the Third World at performance of
NWB at the Walker Art Center 1992 (NWB94 130)
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Figure 1.7. Gómez-Peña as El Naftazteca (NWB94 124)

Figure 1.8. Coco Fusco as Miss Discovery “segregates audience by race and language skills at
the Randolph Street Gallery in Chicago, January 1993” (NWB94 126).
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Figure 1.9. Gómez-Peña as Warrior for Gringostroika in NWB at Walker Art Center in
Minneapolis, 1993 (Gómez-Peña, “The New World Border, 130)
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I believe that Homi Bhabha’s views regarding ambivalence, difference, hybridity, and
mimicry, which have helped shape the field of post-colonial studies, are likewise helpful in
understanding Gómez-Peña’s work. Bhabha’s notion of a Third Space––an “interstitial passage
between fixed identifications” that permits the “possibility of cultural hybridity that entertains
difference without an assumed or imposed hierarchy” (4)––alludes to an intervening space in
which cultural identities resist categorization and/or slip between the cracks of authorized
categories. I view much of Gómez-Peña’s work in terms of Bhabha’s Third Space, and as a
critical locus that is forever in motion. Such dynamic processes constantly seek positions in
relation to ever-shifting physical, symbolic, and conceptual borderlines.
In line with Bhabha, who refers to hybridity in terms of “the overlap and displacement of
domains of difference––[where] the intersubjective and collective experiences of nationness,
community interest, or cultural value are negotiated” (2), I view Gómez-Peña’s performance
personas as “intersubjective and collective experiences;” however, I view them more as transsubjective and collective experiences that cultures negotiate. This substitution of the prefix transfor inter- signals my interest in multidirectional processes and movement of ideas and
knowledges across cultures.
It is my view that Gómez-Peña employs narrative tactics and aesthetic strategies that are
not always easily locatable within U.S., European, or Latino discourses. Rather, Gómez-Peña
engages cultural hybridity performatively; he articulates difference from the border, that
peripheral, marginal space that surges from the underside of authorized power. These
engagements, and the representations Gómez-Peña enacts, issue from what I refer to as the
cultural divide. Walter Mignolo refers to the same locus as colonial difference. My
understanding of this cultural divide informs a critical locus with respect to coloniality/modernity
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within the modern world system. The cultural divide is also informed by Moroccan literary critic
Abdelkir Khatibi’s notion of une pensée-autre, “an other thinking,” a product of a Third Space
that is not culturally, historically, nor traditionally defined by dichotomous thinking, or the
attributes of binary models. Mignolo refers to this epistemological construct as “an other form of
thinking,” or as border gnosis.
Mignolo conceives of “an other thinking,” as another paradigm, a particular form of
gnosis that issues from an intervening space. Gómez-Peña’s fierce critiques of the U.S.
government’s policies toward immigration and trade have been informed by two worlds: the U.S.
and Mexico. Likewise, his work is informed by English and Spanish and their corresponding
literatures, and views on art, etc. His work is also critical of U.S. colonial/imperial and neoliberal
policies worldwide. It is clear that speaking of Latin American cosmovision in English is
considerably different than speaking of Latin American cosmovision in Spanish. Epistemological
and cultural histories inform each language. In Border Brujo and NWB, Gómez-Peña opposes
Spanish to English, and native tongues to drunken accents. His nimble linguistic vacillations
speak to his understanding of cultural, political, and socio-economic transactions wherever he
encounters borders.
1.2 Border Brujo: linguistic hybridization and transcultural monologue
In Border Brujo, Gómez-Peña mesmerizes spectators with a monologue performance
poem that is a mixture of poetry and half-spoken, half-sung politically charged pronouncements.
He sits at an altar in front of a bombastic display of trans-border kitsch purchased in Tijuana.
Wearing a border patrolman’s jacket he has decorated with buttons, bananas, beads, and shells,
his soliloquy is a critique of U.S. colonial attitudes toward Mexicans (see Figures 1.2, 1.3 and
1.4). Gómez-Peña has commented that his intention was to reproduce “the migratory patterns of
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the Mexican Diaspora” (Border Brujo 21). To this end, he performs fifteen distinct trans-border
identities in “Spanish to Mexicans, in Spanglish to Chicanos, in English to Anglo-Americans,
and in tongues to other brujos and border crossers” (49). This vacillation back and forth between
various border personas, sometimes as a Pachuco, others as a drunkard with a thick Texas accent,
is at its core transcultural, and a means not only of representing cultural identities and
communities in conflict in the borderlands, but also of producing and transferring knowledge that
is informed by the colonial divide.
To facilitate a nearly two-year world tour, Gómez-Peña stripped the piece down to reflect
a “low-tech, language-based type of performance” that could fit into a suitcase (lapocha 21, p. 1).
This aesthetic strategy permitted Gómez-Peña to add and subtract elements from the piece with
each performance. The TDR version of Border Brujo notes that it is a “work in progress” (49)
that requires little more than a “portable table, megaphone, cassette recorder, tequila bottle, toy
violin, etc. The props lie on a table. A digital billboard announces, ‘SPONSORED BY
TURISMO FRONTERIZO’” (50). On the road, lighting and staging concerns were secondary to
costume, monologue, and props.
In Border Brujo, Gómez-Peña constructed a trans-border space in which the solo
performer becomes “a migrant performance artist” (49). He took this work on the road, traveling
from city to city, country to country, and back, performing in art galleries, theater and arts
festivals, museums, and auditoriums in the U.S., and Europe. While its essential characteristics
remained the same, the performance changed from venue to venue.
The title Border Brujo juxtaposes the English word “Border” with the Spanish word
“Brujo.” This speaks to the confusion that inheres in linguistic, ethnographic, and cultural
binaries that obtain in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. The coupling of English and Spanish in the
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title also draws attention to the underlying rhetoric of antagonism implicated in Anglophone and
Hispanophone cultural transactions. The U.S.-Mexico borderlands––that is, the frontier/frontera–
–are the site of two Americas: an América con acento, according to Chicana “boom” author
Cherríe Moraga, and an America without accent. Gómez-Peña’s aesthetic strategy in Border
Brujo was to disrupt U.S.-Mexico national imaginaries, reflect the confusing experience of living
in the borderlands, and parse border theory performatively.
Gómez-Peña’s border personas and linguistic vacillations underscore the long and
complicated history of violence and power plays in Anglo and Hispanophone relations. The
representation of these complex and conflicted day-to-day transactions and clashes of culture in
the U.S.-Mexico borderlands reveals an aesthetic sensibility, which, as author Marvin Carlson
observes, echoes “through all of Gómez-Peña’s subsequent work” (203). In effect, Border Brujo
was “a ritual, linguistic, and performative journey across the U.S.-México border” (Border Brujo
49). Schechner comments, “Border Brujo taught Gómez-Peña how to cross the borders of
cultures, communities, institutions, and territories. Increasingly, he enacted a radical and
experimental hybridity” (Introduction 316). I believe that the experimental hybridity Schechner
refers to here is a performative expression of multiple cultures in the borderlands. Gómez-Peña
disturbs the monocultural and monolingual centering of notions of purity embedded in national
discourses. His trans-border personas reflect the experiences of the colonized and illuminate the
violent power plays that are rooted in coloniality/modernity.
Gómez-Peña’s aesthetic strategy was to interrogate U.S.-Mexican national imaginaries,
highlight the plurality of borderlands experiences and identities, and parse border theory
performatively. Laurietz Seda says that Gómez-Peña uses performance art “to challenge people
to think about and question how they define themselves and others” (230). In Border Brujo,
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Gómez-Peña challenges the self-proclaimed center of mono-ethnic and monolingual paradigms
that threaten the “very rasion d’être of any monoculture, official or not” (NWB96 12). In this
light, Border Brujo was a fierce critique of U.S. policies on immigration. I view Gómez-Peña’s
Border Brujo as a critique that emerges from the underside of coloniality/modernity––that is, as
a counter narrative to U.S. and Eurocentric epistemology, and the logic that informs the
nationalist obsession with border security measures.
I argue that Gómez-Peña creates a metaphorical in-between space––on a geo-political,
theoretical, and imaginary level––in which he engages cultural issues in the U.S.-Mexico
borderlands. The first example of this appears at the very beginning of the piece. In the TDR
version, Gómez-Peña divides the performance into forty fragments. In the first fragment,
Gómez-Peña addresses the audience with a megaphone (see Figure 1.5). His comments reference
the U.S.-Mexico border as a site of misunderstanding and historical amnesia. He puts “a mirror
between the [U.S. and Mexico] and breaks it in front of the audience” (Border Brujo 49).
Dear audience/ feel at home/ this continent is your home/ grab a cigarette/ this is a
smoking world/ kick back/ grab the crotch of your neighbor/ and allow me the privilege/
of reorganizing your thoughts/ dear foreign audience/ it’s January 1st, 1847/ & the U.S.
hasn’t invaded Mexico yet/ this is Mexico carnales!/ there is no border/ we are merely
divided/ by the imprecision of your memory (50).
This example shows ways in which Gómez-Peña centers notions of cultural, geopolitical, sexual,
and sociocultural boundaries. When Gómez-Peña delivers the line, “grab the crotch of your
neighbor,” he gives a performative lesson on U.S. imperialism and its history of “grabbing”
Mexican territories in the nineteenth century. By way of this transgression, the geopolitical
border between the U.S. and Mexico becomes a lens with which to reconsider the past. To do so,
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Gómez-Peña turns the North American continent upside down, shifting the orientation of the
speaking subject with respect to “home,” “this continent,” “the U.S.” The border becomes a site
of enunciation from which Gómez-Peña troubles the limits and absolute, reductionist definitions
associated with monocultural and monolingual national narratives. He plays satirically upon the
confusion and disorientation that inhere in transcultural scenarios. He highlights the imaginary
lines between Anglo and Hispano identities and cultures, and underscores the transcultural
dilemma of disentangling Latino and Anglo cultural narratives and imaginaries.
I view Border Brujo as a critical intervention that played upon sociocultural,
sociopolitical, and aesthetic concerns that characterized transcultural performance art in the U.S.
at the end of the twentieth century. Schechner observes, “Gómez-Peña is at heart an ironist: he
turns situations inside out and upside down in order to knock them to the floor like a wrestler
does, the better to squeeze out and show their meanings and politics” (Schechner, Intercultural
Warrior, 60). Border Brujo is a good example of this, as Gómez-Peña satirically wrings the truth
out of border politics and border identities by displacing the locus of monoethnic and
monolingual hegemony from center to periphery.
Unlike authors of literatura de frontera who have attempted to demystify the idea of the
U.S.-Mexican border through the lens of interracial violence, sexuality, rancor, and suffering,
Gómez-Peña disturbs U.S. nationalist fictions of monocultural and monolingual purity by
managing multiple borderlands languages and personas. His objective was to restructure the
epistemological architecture of androcentric, essentialist discourses, in order to get his audiences
to rethink the inextricably intertwined Anglo and Hispanophone narrative logics through which
the U.S. has been imagined often at the expense of its Hispanophone sectors.
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I argue that Gómez-Peña’s objective in Fragment XXXVI was to expose the more than
five hundred years of interracial violence in the Americas. He alludes to the social fabric of the
American continent and the logic that legitimated Manifest Destiny and U.S. imperialist
expansion in the Americas. I assert that such historical realities, and economic and political
relations, have informed the imaginaries of U.S.-Mexican trans-border communities, and are
expressed in Gómez-Peña’s multiple personas and linguistic practices. These transcultural
vacillations describe the back and forth advance of cultural stereotypes over time and through
space; they are discursive representations that reveal conflicted existential realities in U.S.Mexico trans-border communities. Gómez-Peña’s performance personas create a world in which
normativity has been upended and hybridity celebrated.
In this fragment, Gómez-Peña has been speaking through a megaphone (see Figure 1.5).
He addresses viewers directly and urges them to turn the continent upside down:
[He puts down the megaphone.] /& you, my dear negro, latino, indígena,
asiático or hybrid in between/ you’re next/ like it or not/ you have till
January 1st of ’92/ to turn the continent upside down/ & infect English with Spanish &
Japanese/and many other verboten imbricalingüis (64).
Here, Gómez-Peña calls on Blacks, Latinos, Native Americans, Asians, and hybrids––people
between categories, to upend the American continent. In doing so, he signals problems central to
the discourse of multiculturalism in the U.S. at the end of the 1980s.
Stacy Alaimo observes, “Despite its celebration of ‘other cultures,’ the hegemonic form
of multiculturalism places an Anglo consciousness at the center as the knower and marginalizes
other peoples and cultures as static objects of knowledge” (164). Gómez-Peña calls for a radical
reversal of this paradigm. He imposes a deadline: “Jan 1st of ’92.” He tells a cohort of minority
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subjects that they are next, whether they like it or not; and they must “turn the continent upside
down.” This is a call for the inversion of the sociocultural and sociopolitical order, a
rearrangement not only of the monocultural, monoethnic, and monolingual status quo, but also of
multiculturalism as a discursive practice that “essentializes culture, flattening out [diverse
cultures] out into easily consumable icons that contain difference and make it less threatening”
(163). As a disruption of monocultural and monolingual narratives that center ethnic and
linguistic purity, Gómez-Peña calls for the infection of English with “Spanish & Japanese and
many other verboten imbricalingüis,” thus subjecting viewers to the vertigo of conceptual and
linguistic layering characteristic of transcultural processes. In this case, Gómez-Peña signals the
use of forbidden languages, such as Spanish, Japanese, German to erase the purist fiction of the
U.S. as a monolingual society; that is, any and all languages that do not conform to the fiction of
a monolingual center in U.S. society.
This fragment recalls a passage in Gloria Anzaldúa’s poem “To live in the borderlands
means you” (1987). In this poem, Anzaldúa described what the cultural hybrid must do in order
to survive the borderlands. She noted that the mestizo is “neither hispana india negra española”
(216). Similar wording links Gómez-Peña to Anzaldúa and her description of the European
conquest of America and the formation of a new hybrid race, “half and half––both woman and
man, neither––a new gender” (216). Gómez-Peña, like Anzaldúa, breaks from traditional racial
and gender binaries that oppose male to female, active to passive, and brown to white. In this
fragment, I argue that Gómez-Peña is calling for the upending of sociocultural and sociopolitical
status quo on the American continent.
There is a spatial and temporal dimension to the binary constructs that Gómez-Peña seeks
to problematize. Spatially, Gómez-Peña’s aesthetic strategy is to describe movement not only
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within and exterior to hegemonic discourse, but also back and forth, and in-between. This
translates not only as central and peripheral loci of enunciation, but also as sites of transference
of knowledge located between the center and the margins. Gómez-Peña calls on particular
sections of society occupying the margins to move to the center, and vice versa.
Border Brujo signals transcultural processes with linguistic vacillations that inform
cultural hybridity. Schechner says that Gómez-Peña exemplifies, in praxis and in theory, a
“brand of intercultural performance [that] refuses utopian schemes, uncloaks and parodies power
relations, and promotes critical ideological perspectives” (Intro 314). I assert that Schechner’s
notion of intercultural performance is similar to my views on transcultural performance.
Schechner observes that Gómez-Peña’s work exhibits the “intercultural tension” to be expected
of an aesthetic stretch that extends between “Ciudad Mexico and LA/NY (with some Chicago
thrown in)” (Warriors 60). I believe that the prefix “trans-” rather than “inter-” conforms more
accurately to such multidirectional transfers of knowledge across national borders. This is
evident in Schechner’s statement that Gómez-Peña’s work is able to “explore the creative
possibilities of playing across national, cultural, artistic, and personal borders” (Intro 314). This
“playing across” I view as transcultural performances, in which Gómez-Peña transmits cultural
knowledge to viewers and collaborators across geopolitical, metaphorical, symbolic, and virtual
borders.
Throughout Border Brujo, Gómez-Peña exchanges one language after another. He
switches from a pseudo-Indian dialect to English to speaking in tongues. This multilingual
strategy provides viewers with linguistic “composites of multiple cultural traditions and
identities” (Border Brujo 13). The stage directions of Fragment I exemplifies this:
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[Soundtrack: Tarahumara violins. Border Brujo organizes his altar table, while
speaking in an Indian dialect. When he is done fixing the altar he grabs megaphone
and switches to English.] [He enters into a trance & begins speaking in tongues.
Then he switches to the voice of a drunk.]. (Border Brujo 50)
By switching codes, speaking in tongues, and moving back and forth, across linguistic
cultural signposts, Gómez-Peña’s performance personas elude the network of classifications that
easily locate identities in cultural space. According to Gómez-Peña, Border Brujo fused
“dialectical forms borrowed from a dozen sources, such as media, tourism, pop-culture, Pachuco
and pinto slang, and political slang” (49). This aesthetic sensibility points to cultural pluralism
and, even more, to the transcultural orientation of the artist.
The narrative––or disnarrative8 structures, as Gómez-Peña refers to them––and
fragmented modalities of Border Brujo call attention to a prevailing view of cultural difference
as an epistemological object; I believe that Gómez-Peña performed “otherness” as an
epistemological subject, where the locus for the production and transmission of cultural
knowledge and identity is his body and the embodied behaviors he enacts. I consider GómezPeña’s Border Brujo as a multi-faceted approach to considering trans-border communities
beyond historical distinctions between race, ethnicity, language and nation.
This performative engagement of narrative strategy underscores processes of
hybridization and cultural hybridity. Moving back and forth, across and between linguistic,
contextual, and cultural markers, Gómez-Peña articulates difference from the point of view of
the subaltern subject; that is, he signified difference from the periphery of authorized power.

8

The renowned expert on narratology, Gerald Prince, offers two subcategories of dis-narration––the un-narrated
and the un-narratable. See his article “The Disnarrated.” Style 22 (1988): 1-8.
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1.3 The New World (B)order: Cultural Borders and Transcultural Subjectivities in Chicano
Virtual Reality
NWB was a collaborative project begun by Gómez-Peña and Coco Fusco in 1992.
Gómez-Peña launches El Aztec High-Tech, a post-Mexican prognosticator whose predictions for
the end of the millennium project the processes of balkanization in Eastern Europe onto the U.S.
El Naftazteca signals a post-national dystopia in which the U.S.-Mexico border disappears and
Spanglish supplants English as the official language of a new hybrid state, which in turn upends
the ethnic/social pyramid of the U.S. The world tour coincided with the September premier of
the world tour of The Year of the White Bear and Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit the West
at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, Minnesota.9
NWB toured extensively from 1992 to 1994 in museums and art galleries in coordination
with various forms of technology, such as television, radio, and multiple electronically modified
soundtracks. According to Gómez-Peña, “The idea was to force the audience to experience the
cultural vertigo of living in a multilingual/multiracial society” (NWB96 21). Fusco (see Figure
1.6) left the tour midway (1993), leaving the Technical Director and Road Manager, Roberto
Sifuentes, to fill her shoes for the remaining year of the tour as Super Pocho.
In 1990, Gómez-Peña moved to New York City to live and work with Coco Fusco. The
move coincided with his aesthetic philosophical decision to distance himself and his work from
the Border Arts Workshop, and what he saw as the commercialization of border art. His move to
New York City in 1990 was in part a “search for a new place from which to speak” (22). Only a
year earlier, Gómez-Peña had staged the funeral of Border Brujo to mark a definitive break from
the world tour and his role as an artist problematizing the border.

9

See Alexander Gray Associates website: http://www.alexandergray.com/artists/coco-fusco/coco-fusco_2/.
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I argue that NWB marks a shift in Gómez-Peña’s theoretical and practical orientation
toward the notion of borders as cultural, ethnic, gender-based, national, racial, and sexual
constructs. In NWB, Fusco and Gómez-Peña underscored a host of critiques of sociocultural,
sociopolitical, and technological developments in the U.S. at the beginning of the 1990s. Many
of their critiques reflect social unrest at the margins of U.S. society and the rise of antiintellectualism and attacks from the conservative right upon artists.
As I noted, at the end of the 1980s, Gómez-Peña began looking for a new place to
problematize his performance of the border and he considered that trope had run its course in
terms of offering a critique of nationalism. This entailed distancing himself physically from U.S.Mexico border-specific performances and texts, and critically shifting his focus toward a postnational imaginary in which the U.S.-Mexico border no longer existed and positions of power
previously held by Anglos were in the hands of Chicanos. In line with this vision of the world
turned upside down, Roberto Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña conceived of a Chicano Virtual Reality
Machine, wherein Chicanos subvert the authority of the White House, take control of the U.S.,
and rename the capitol building the Brown House.
Artistically, NWB was a multimedia installation featuring experimental radio soundtracks
and electronically filtered amplification of the performers’ voices. It was a proscenium piece
with a stage designed to look like a futuristic radio station. A sign indicating that the
performance was “on the air” hung to the left of the stage, a lectern to the right, a human
skeleton hung upstage center, and a dead chicken hung downstage center. In addition, there were
two chairs and two small tables for props up and downstage center. According to set design
notes, there was “a portable tape player that played “radiorama” programs in multiple
languages” (NWB94 125). There were ceremonial candles and lifeless chickens suspended from
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the ceiling. The spare furnishings, coupled with the electronically modified speech of the
performers, created an unhinged atmosphere.
So-called “open theater” aesthetics of the Twentieth century moved to eliminate the
separation of performers and audience. Gómez-Peña’s work prior to and after NWB and Border
Brujo challenged traditional theater staging and views of performance, in some instances
involving audience members in the performance. In some theaters, galleries, and museum
settings, Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes were forced to improvise, sometimes defining the space
within which they operated with lit candles (see Figure 1.7).
The performance venue became a laboratory in which performers manipulated socioethnographic dynamics of the city, state, or country in which they were performing. The idea was
to expose the inequality that continues to divide marginalized sectors of society based on culture,
ethnicity, gender, language, nationality, or race. In the lobby before the show, Fusco and GómezPeña would interact with audience members, Fusco with a bullhorn asking visitors to part with
“money, ID, condoms, keys, a poem, a credit card, your pain, your anger, etcetera…”(NWB94
125) (see Figure 1.8). Fusco and Gómez-Peña began to use what they termed “reverse
segregation” of audiences. Prior to performances, they would sort audience members according
to their minority status: if audience members were immigrants, minorities, or bilingual, they
were given preferential treatment and allowed to enter the performance area before other
audience members. Gómez-Peña says, “Before the performances, we often utilized the strategy
of ‘segregating’ the audience according to racial and/or linguistic criteria, and people had a very
hard time feeling like a minority in their own country, even if only for an hour and a half”
(NWB96 22). The goal was to displace the center in order to “force monolingual, monocultural
Americans to feel like foreigners and “minorities” in their own country” (lapocha 25, 3).
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Likewise, when Fusco and Gómez-Peña toured the world, they reverse segregated audiences
according to the demographics of the location. In France, for instance, the performers permitted
North Africans to enter the theater first. This performance strategy had controversial
consequences. For many, dividing the public into cultural, ethnic, and linguistic groups was like
turning back the clocks.
In Prophecy #V: Robo-Raza, a fragment of NWB, Coco Fusco and Gómez-Peña describe
the new youth culture. They speak simultaneously, Coco Fusco (CF) translating Gómez-Peña
(GP) who is speaking in tongues:
CF (in English) AND GP (in tongues and caló): A lecture on American
pop multiculture. Simultaneous translation: The new transcontinental
youths are global culture cyborgs. Their style of dress is a combination
of lowrider nostalgia, futuristic heavy metal, and ‘pomo-ethnic’ details
appropriated from many officially sanctioned traditions. Generically
called robo-raza, they rarely love, talk, or cry. They are aloof, slim, very
stylized, and gorgeous-looking. (Music interruption #2: song by Maldita
Vecindad) When they speak, they use one language, a blend of Spanglish,
Franglé, and Portuñol, spiced with caló and borderismos borrowed from
Chinese, Tagalo, corporate and media jargon. Due to their fluency in
this trans-border Esperanto, a youngster from Sao Paulo has no
problem understanding a teen from say Montreal or San Diejuana.
However, neither one of them could understand this presentation since
it is written for the most part in academic Mexican English . . . These
youths are too entranced by their virtual reality games to grasp the
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visceral experiences of racism or hatred for the otherness; yet what
they’ve gained in coolness, they’ve lost in passion for the cause; and
what they have achieved in existential fluidity they have lost in depth.
They are the children of Gringostroika and Art-maggeddon, the new
citizens of horizontal nothingness. No commitments or convictions:
Zero identity (Blackout) (NWB94 134).
This fragment signals cultural hybridity in an imaginary futuristic postnational scenario. Allatson
affirms that Gómez-Peña’s and Fusco’s collaboration “fully stages the postnational world”
proposed by an “artist-centered American Dream” (288). Gómez-Peña notes that this piece
projected “the processes of balkanization that Eastern Europe underwent from 1989 to 1992 . . .
onto the United States” (NWB96 21). In line with Allatson, I view Gómez-Peña’s performance as
a political platform from which to critique the U.S. and initiate a new transcultural debate, where
the idea of America is replaced with the New World Border.
Gómez-Peña and Fusco inverted and mocked normative sociocultural and sociopolitical
pyramids in the U.S. in order to undermine the hegemonic cultural forces that disavow and vilify
the cultural production of minority groups. Gómez-Peña and Fusco employed a narrative strategy
they termed “reverse anthropology,” which entailed a paradigm shift, a change of
epistemological premise that stood apart from multicultural considerations. They adopted an
imaginary center to force the hegemonic culture to the periphery. For Gómez-Peña and Fusco,
this was a way of producing a site for subaltern agency. They inverted the subject/object
relationship such that subalterns were represented as speaking subjects. In doing so, they pushed
the hegemonic culture to the margins and made it seem exotic.
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In NWB94, Gómez-Peña and Fusco signal the vertiginous impact of supranational global
corporations taking on greater importance relative to nation-states and national identities. People
identify more with groups than nationalisms. This signals the need to rethink notions about art,
language, identity, culture, ethnicity, and nationalisms.
Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes performed at least twenty-five different versions of NWB
from 1993 to 1994. It was a technologically driven sci-fi performance art piece with a
technologically enhanced virtual border aesthetic that layered and juxtaposed clashing idioms,
musical genres, sounds, and images. I will return to this topic in more detail in Chapter Four,
when I talk about Roberto Sifuentes’s Chicano cyberpunk aesthetic, which became a central
component of NWB after Fusco’s departure.
Gómez-Peña observes that every performance of NWB was redesigned at each location
“to incorporate cultural and political specificities of the site” (NWB96 22). In my analysis of
Fusco’s Miss Discovery persona and Sifuentes’s Super Pocho persona, I see similar multilingual
commentaries. Gómez-Peña sought to locate the performance within and exterior to hegemonic
discourse, to describe a third space, spatially and temporally, in-between the signposts of
historicity and ethnographic categorizations. While Fusco and Sifuentes brought different
personas and aesthetic strategies to the performance, Gómez-Peña took sole credit for the script,
such that changes to the performance were more site-specific than conceptual. Seda describes
this aesthetic strategy as trans/acting––that is, as “the conscious use of performance and
negotiation as strategies to reinvent and redefine the art and politics of living in-between
cultures, ethnicities, nations, professions, and genders, among others” (228).10 Art critic Amelia
Jones comments that Gómez-Peña performs “across technological media and historical signifiers
10

See “Trans/Acting Bodies: Guillermo Gómez-Peña’s Search for a Singular Plural Community.” Trans/Acting
Latin American and Latino Performing Arts. Ed. Jacqueline Bixler and Laurietz Seda. (Lewisburg: Bucknell
University Press, 2009), 228.
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– the time and space of borderlines, of the past and future tenses called forth in stereotyping, are
evoked and provoked as elements of how we come to identify” (83).11 It is my view that GómezPeña sought to delink from U.S. and European-based epistemology, problematizing the
representation of cultural others in virtual environments.
In NWB, as in Border Brujo, Gómez-Peña negotiates multiple personas; he is at times El
Aztec High-Tech, El Pachuco, a Mexican Wrestling Referee, a Lunatic, a Latino, a Gringo, and
in one performance at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis in 1993, he appeared as the Warrior
for Gringostroika (see Figure 1.9). In the NWB94 version, Fusco likewise appears in different
guises: Miss Discovery, an anchorwoman, an airline hostess, a gringo, a French newscaster, and
tourist guide. In the NWB96 text, Roberto Sifuentes has taken her place. He drops the Miss
Discovery persona and replaces it with Super-Pocho.
NWB had no plot and no characters per se. The performers were “’media images and
virtual reality clones’ of their own (fictionalized) identities” (NWB96 21). The performers’
voices were “disembodied, and their/our actions [became] totally ritualized and antithetical”
(21). Artistically, the performers’ voices were modified to sound robotic, and in some sections of
the performance, when Fusco/Sifuentes acted as interpreter for Gómez-Peña, the translations
were deliberately incorrect and/or unintelligible.
Fusco and Gómez-Peña explored the transcultural processes of hybridization and the
phenomenon of crossing virtual borders, where communication technologies and virtual social
networks confuse and conflate identities. To do this, Gómez-Peña and Fusco presented
themselves as ethno-cyborgs, a hybrid mixture of polyethnic stereotypes and cyber-identities –
11

Amelia Jones, “Wake up, the Other is Here – es más. The Other is You.” Guillermo Gómez-Peña: Homo
fronterizus (1492-2020). ed. Orlando Britto and Omar-Pascual Castillo. (Las Palmas de Gran Canaria: Centro
Atlántico de Arte Moderno, 2012), 83.
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ethno-techno beings that are a mixture beyond science fiction. In Chapter Four I suggest that it
was Roberto Sifuentes’s Chicano cyberpunk aesthetic that, as technical director and road
manager, informed Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s performance strategy, as it explored processes of
“othering” in a metaphoric cyberspace. Gómez-Peña played on this aesthetic strategy when he
wrote that he is “a man, a woman and a s/he . . . Asian, Mixteco, German and multi-hybrid
replicant” (Dangerous 45). I see the same aesthetic strategy in a poem, which appears in English
in Friendly Cannibals (1996) and Dangerous Border Crossers (2000), and in Spanish in La
bitácora de cruce (2006):
Today, I’m tired of ex/changing identities in the net.
In the past 8 hours
I’ve been a man, a woman and a s/he.
I’ve been black, Asian, Mixteco, German
and a multi-hybrid replicant
I’ve been 10 years old, 20, 42, 65.
I’ve spoken 7 broken languages.
As you can see, I need a break real bad,
just want to be myself for a few minutes.
ps: my body however remains intact, untouched, unsatisfied,
unattainable, untranslatable. (Dangerous 45)
In this poem Gómez-Peña engages the notion of hybridity in cyberspace. Identities such as
“Mixteco” and “multi-hybrid replicant” are radical departures not only from the fictional centers
of monolingual and monocultural narratives, but also, I argue, ethnographic and anthropological
classifications associated with coloniality/modernity. I view NWB as an example of the depiction
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of transcultural realities, as “ethno-techno” and “Chicano cyberpunk” art forms articulate
multiple identities and transcend national and racial ideologies.
In the early 1990s, Fusco and Gómez-Peña called attention to “the sinister human
exhibits, the pseudo-ethnographic spectacles that were so popular in Europe from the
seventeenth century until the early twentieth century” (lapocha 25, 1). NWB subverts those
narratives and symbolically locates border culture and hybrid identities into the center to become
official culture, while pushing Anglo-American culture to the periphery, in order to imagine it as
minority culture. The artists adopted a fictional center. This offered audiences a view of the
world from the other side of the hegemonic order. The goal was to create a space in which the
performers promoted awareness while engaging hybridity in order to promote understanding
through the reinterpretation of oppressive dominant cultural practices. Similarly, Gómez-Peña
and his collaborators challenged the epistemological premise upon which the relationship
between the audience and performers is based. Their intention was to upend notions of center
and periphery, interior and exterior, and other binaries associated with androcentric, essentialist
epistemological constructs.
NWB was an interactive pedagogic dialog that was linguistically, politically, satirically,
and technologically charged. Gómez-Peña, Fusco, and Sifuentes fused the vision of a dystopic
virtual world with the U. S. This interpretation of future events predicted the inversion of
hegemonic cultural paradigms, the balkanization of the U. S.,12 the supremacy of hybrid cultural
others, and the marginalization of people still clinging to monocultural and monolingual notions
of ethnic, racial, and national purity. In this vision of the future, transnational media corporations

12

Gómez-Peña observes, “In the NWB, the process of balkanization that Eastern Europe underwent from 1989 to
1992 are projected onto the United States: dozens of micro-republics pop up everywhere; the U.S.-Mexico border
disappears; Spanglish becomes the ‘official’ language; the hybrid state is now a political reality; and the
ethnic/social pyramid has been turned upside down” (NWB96 21).
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and venture capitalists were televised via “Reali-TV.”13 The illusion they promoted exposed the
failed policies of multiculturalism to celebrate difference, and the failure of humanism to relate
to new technologies and the rise of transcultural identities in virtual settings.
NWB was a transcultural project that confused stereotypes. It created alternative
identitary constructs with which to resist cultural, ethnic, gendered, and racial stereotypes.
“Multi-hybrid replicants” are not easily locatable in normative cultural models, and as such resist
constructions of “Mexicanidad” and other “indigenismo.” Anthropomorphic and
ethnographically stylized figures, such as “Cyber Vato” and “Aztec High Tech” resist
categorization and slip into intervening spaces––the same places from which Gómez-Peña begins
his explorations. I argue that these spaces are conceptually and linguistically transcultural, as
they fuse opposing concepts and worlds of meaning in order to create “an other” understanding.
From this same in-between space, Gómez-Peña explains that “the nation/state is purely
metaficción/nostalgia; the border and climate fluctuate as I write” (Cannibals 11). I argue that
Gómez-Peña’s discourse must be viewed with respect to ever shifting borders. Their critique
issues from a Third Space to challenge the normative value of central/peripheral sociocultural
constructions.
Costumes and props were as elaborate as the technical requirements. Coco Fusco donned
facial makeup, an Afro-like wig, “plastic Taína suit, sneakers, tropical glasses and masks”
(NWB94 124), while Gómez-Peña wore “mariachi pants and hat, earrings, Aztec chest piece,
snake boots, 3-D glasses, low-rider glasses, bandana, black gloves, heavy metal bracelets, and an
assortment of masks and wigs” (124). When Sifuentes replaced Fusco halfway into the tour, his

13

The NWB94 adaptation provides an official press release to be published as part of the program and distributed as
“a conceptual ‘press release’ to local newspapers” (122). The press release highlights many of the fictions the
performance piece touches on, including Reali-TV shows and Empty-V, where programming incorporates multiple
languages for such shows as “Mexercise” (123).
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costumes consisted of a “Black suit, shirt & ties, mariachi hat, pre-Columbian-style facial and
arm tattoos, wrestler masks, ‘Caucasian’ mask, death mask, and a stereotypical ‘low-rider’
outfit” (NWB96 124). Gómez-Peña’s list of props included multiple masks, wigs, boxing gloves,
rubber heart, machete, gauze, soccer ball, and a shampoo bottle. Also included were chairs,
tables, a lectern, candles, “incense, rope, a medical skeleton, and two dead chickens with
feathers, head and feet” (NWB94 124). Another set of props that tied in with the live radio
broadcast theme of the piece included cardboard signs that were used to prompt audience
members to laugh, applause, or express outrage.
As Technical Director and Road Manager, Roberto Sifuentes supervised equipment and
technical requirements until Fusco left the show one year into the tour, at which moment he
called for “Two ghetto blasters, three mikes (one of them must be wireless), a battery-operated
megaphone, theatre lights, a sound mixer with capabilities to alter the voice, a sound system, an
‘ON THE AIR’ sign” (NWB94 125). This ushered in a restructuring of NWB. While this list
seems spare, the effects were striking. Much of the performance consisted of Gómez-Peña
speaking in tongues, in “Spanish, French, English, Spanglish, Franglé and several made ‘robolanguages’” (NWB96 21). Again, this was a transcultural strategy to show that moving from one
culture to another, from one place to another, is confusing, violent and potentially dangerous.
Electronic manipulation of his voice at times made what he said almost indiscernible. I also view
Fusco’s and Sifuentes’s purposefully incorrect translations of Gómez-Peña’s antics to be
transcultural in nature, as they show the ease with which meaning is found or lost when people
from different cultural backgrounds come into contact.
As I have argued, Fusco’s, Sifuentes’s and Gómez-Peña’s performance in NWB emerges
from colonial difference; it shows that people of color have a different view of transculture and
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hybridity than Anglo-Americans. Terms like “global cultural cyborg,” “robo-raza,” “Franglé,”
and “Portuñol,” inform a futuristic postnational transcultural imaginary in which trans-border
communities communicate via “trans-border Esperanto.” This postnational imaginary points to
the impact of global economic, political, and cultural processes. In the following fragment,
Gómez-Peña and Fusco describe the world they envision. Note the text’s constant codeswitchings between Spanish, English, Spanglish, and other idioms.
GP/GENTLE VOICE: Are there any non-Anglo Europeans in
the audience? Can you please raise your hands? (CF counts
them.) (Music: British-Hindu rap by Apache Indian)
(CF walks into the audience. She touches the heads of audience members
while guessing their nationality or race. GP delivers text, changing accents
abruptly.)
GP/PACHUCO: Hello raza. This is the voice of the Gran Vato
Charrollero interrupting your coitus as always. Tonight’s
broadcast is about migration…mi gration!
GP/NASAL: This new society is characterized by mass
migrations and bizarre interracial relations. As a result of this,
new hybrid identities are emerging. All Mexican citizens have
turned into Chicanos or Mexcimos and all Canadians have
become Chicanadians.
GP/GRINGO: Everyone is now a borderígena, meaning a native
of the great border region. (NWB94 131)
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The processes of hybridization Gómez-Peña refers to here relate to global economic, political,
and technological forces that have displaced millions of people on the planet. Cultural hybridity
is an inescapable fact of human existence, arising from nomadism and migration, the central
experiences of our epoch. According to author Thomas Nail, “The twenty-first century will be
the century of the migrant. At the turn of the twenty-first century, there were more migrants than
ever before in recorded history” (187). Gómez-Peña’s view of the process of hybridization and
cultural hybridity as “cross-racial, polylinguistic, and multi-contextual” (NWB96 12)14 is in line
with Mark Overmyer-Velázquez comment that “human mobility is a defining characteristic of
our world today. Migrants make up one billion of the globe’s seven billion people––with
approximately 214 million international migrants and 740 million internal migrants” (1). In
Border Brujo, Gómez-Peña used cultural hybridity to highlight the conditions and processes of
displacement, migration, and exile from which no one and no place is excluded. In NWB,
Gómez-Peña effaces the U.S.-Mexico border, erases the U.S. as a nation and makes Spanglish
the authorized language of a new hybrid state. He signals colonial difference, noting that terms
such as “transculture” and “hybridity” are different signifiers depending on one’s orientation
with respect to coloniality/modernity. He calls attention to the very constitution of the hybrid
model as a fluid and interpretable paradigm. This fluidity, I assert, permits vacillations between
and across cultures. This entails myriad identities among multiple cultures as interchangeable
masks on global players.
I believe that Gómez-Peña’s ethno-techno hybrids resist cultural, racial, and national
classifications. They offer hyper-stylized identities that cross “racial categories into the virtual”

14

Gómez-Peña says, “From a disadvantaged position, the hybrid expropriates elements from all sides to create more
open and fluid systems. Hybrid culture is community-based yet experimental, radical but not static or dogmatic. It
fuses “low” and “high” art, primitive and high-tech, the problematic notions of self and other, the liquid entities of
North and South, East and West” (NWB96 12).
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(Foster 117) as figures that are both “monstrous and illegitimate” (Haraway 154), and lacking
any Western foundational story (150). Such configurations signal the need to rethink U.S.
hegemonic monocultural and monolingual discourses, such that fissures in the self-proclaimed
centering of monoculture are exposed. Foster observes that “the only true ‘others’” are those who
rebel against cultural hybridity (Foster 54).
1.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, Border Brujo and NWB mark specific periods in Gómez-Peña’s artistic
career. In both works he refined his aesthetic transcultural project to challenge the
epistemological value of cultural, gender-based, national, racial, and sexual borders. In Border
Brujo, he constructed a trans-border space in which the solo performer became an itinerant
cultural salesman following the diaspora of a post-Mexican artist back and forth across the U.S.Mexico border. NWB marked a departure from his previous focus on the U.S.-Mexico border. It
marks a change in aesthetic strategy to engage hybridity and transculture technologically in a
mock-virtual reality. In this dystopic, futuristic vision of the U.S., Gómez-Peña eliminates the
U.S.-Mexico border and upends the sociocultural and sociopolitical pyramid on the American
continent. In both works, Gómez-Peña employs linguistic code switching to engage virtual
hybridity and intervene in representations of trans-border identities. The vision of the world that
Gómez-Peña enacts issues from the border, a location that is “no longer located at any fixed
geopolitical site” (NWB 5). This “fissure between two worlds” (Documented 127) speaks to a
Third Space that describes neither one world or the other, but “an other” locus of enunciation. In
Chapter Two, I address many of the same themes in Fusco’s work with Gómez-Peña in Couple
in the Cage, and in her solo work depicting women’s roles in the U.S. military and in society.
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CHAPTER TWO
Coco Fusco: Aesthetic Projects, Lines of Inquiry & Transcultural Dilemmas
In this chapter, I examine ways in which Coco Fusco, a Cuban-American
interdisciplinary artist, author, and performance theorist, born in New York City, responds
artistically to representations of two historical events: the so-called discovery of the New World
and the appearance of U.S. military women in photos of naked, bloodied detainees at Abu
Ghraib, which appeared in the The New Yorker in May 2004. I focus my analysis on five
examples of Fusco’s work that I consider to form a synthesis of her aesthetic projects: Couple in
the Cage (1992-1993),15 Bare Life Study #1 (2005), A Room of One’s Own (2006-2008),
Operation Atropos (2006), and A Field Guide for Female Interrogators (2008).
Following a brief biographical introduction and synopsis of Fusco’s work, I provide a
summary of Couple in the Cage, followed with my analysis. Directly thereafter, my analysis
turns to A Field Guide for Female Interrogators, a text that will serve as the overarching
framework for my consideration of the performance art pieces A Room of One’s Own, Bare Life
Study #1, and Operation Atropos. Discussion of each work includes its historical importance
with respect to performance art in the U.S. and Europe. Discussion of the performance art pieces
also includes an examination of aesthetic effects, such as costumes, music, lighting, props, and
performance spaces.
My analysis of these works explores ways in which Coco Fusco: 1) crosses cultural and
epistemological borders to destabilize notions of ethnic and racial purity consistent with
monocultural and monolingual discourses; 2) interrogates the epistemological value of borders;

15

This piece is alternately referred to as Couple in the Cage, Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit the West, and the
Guatinaui World Tour. For the sake of simplicity, I will limit my references to Paula Heredia’s 1993 filmic
production, The Couple in the Cage: A Guatinaui Odyssey, and will refer to the piece going forward as Couple in
the Cage.
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and 3) disrupts multicultural and feminist discourses to expose the fragile alliances individuals
and sectors of society make with nation-states and/or particular institutions.
Coco Fusco is an important voice promoting Latina/o and Latin American arts, especially
theatre and performance. Her projects articulate sociocultural and sociopolitical interrogations of
transcultural realities in the U.S. national imaginary. Fusco (née Juliana Emilia Fusco Miyares)
currently holds the Andrew Banks Endowed Professorship of Art at the University of Florida.
She is a native of New York City, where she developed an interest in performance early on, as
many of her drama teachers were off-Broadway actors. Early exposure to performance art in
venues such as the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA) provided her with opportunities to view
works that stood in stark contrast to anthologized works by playwrights such as Shakespeare,
Eugene O’Neill, and other dramatists included in high school English curricula.16
Fusco later attended Brown, Stanford, and Middlesex universities. After graduating, she
worked for her former college teacher, Argentine artist, Leandro Katz, who had arrived in New
York City in the 1960s. Katz had worked with actor, director, and playwright Charles Ludlum
and was the first person to publish the works of experimental novelist and punk poet Kathy
Acker. The student-teacher relationship between Fusco and Katz faded as the latter exposed the
former to the arts scene in New York City clubs. After work, Katz and Fusco explored the
experimental, interdisciplinary artists, and performance art of New York City. According to
Fusco, Katz introduced her to multimedia artists, such as John Jeserun, Joan Jonas, Carolee
Schneeman, and Hanna Wilke.17
As a young artist in New York City, Fusco witnessed firsthand the subjective realities of
celebrated women artists of the 1960s and 1970s as they entered middle age and confronted a

16
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Fusco, Coco. Personal Interview. June 2016.
Fusco, Coco. Personal Interview. June 2016.
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male-dominated art world. Women artists whose works Fusco admired were forced to contend
with the glass ceiling. Others, like Joan Jonas, the ex-girlfriend of minimalist sculptor Richard
Serra, encountered the end of a period of life in which they had been marked as ingénues and, as
a result, were unprepared for the bitter break-ups that left them without money or prospects.
Still, many of these artists had careers in their own right, having moved on from the period in
which the misogyny of rich and famous male artists determined their decision-making process.
Fusco watched as many of these artists made choices that she would later work to avoid.
Other performance artists, such as Carolee Shneeman, expatriated to Europe, fed up with doors
closing in her face in the U.S. Yet other artists, such as Hanna Wilke and Kathy Acker, met with
difficult decisions when they contracted cancer: neither had health insurance. These were artists
whose work Fusco respected. She saw firsthand what happened to artists who failed to make
decisions that would prepare them for the unforeseeable. The precarious nature of these artists’
existence was at odds with the way Fusco wanted to live her own life and had an enormous
impact on her vision of being an artist; this included people she chose to make art with, and how
she would earn a living.18 This, in turn, affected Fusco’s decisions about aesthetic projects:
whether or not to collaborate, whether or not to work with men, and how to proceed if she was
going to do so.
Fusco’s collaborative works with Guillermo Gómez-Peña are some of the best-known
examples of 1990s cultural performance art, and their collaborative works attracted international
praise. However, after working with Gómez-Peña roughly from 1990 to 1993, Fusco’s works
began to explore the “widespread confinement and control of women’s bodies, and in some cases
their literal imprisonment and even execution” (Carlson 201). Such works include but are not
limited to Better Yet When Dead (1997), Votos (1999), Último deseo (1997), and El evento
18

Fusco, Coco. Personal Interview. June 2016.
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suspendido (2000). Much of Fusco’s work interrogates notions of gender-based and racialized
identity and women’s roles in society, war, and politics.
Fusco’s critical essays and books examine the theory and praxis of intercultural
performance. Her book, English Is Broken Here (1995), is a volume of cultural criticism and
theory that explores intercultural approaches to art and contributes to debates on cultural identity
and the politics of representation. Her book, Corpus Delecti (1999), on the other hand, is an
edited collection of essays by prominent artists, authors, performers, and scholars in which Fusco
calls for the need for transcultural exchanges among artists from different countries. Many of
these texts examine external cultural influences, syncretism, and the “history of theoretical
debates about terms such as mestizaje, creolité, transculturalism, syncretism, etc.” (Fusco,
Corpus delecti, 5). Only Skin Deep: Changing Visions of the American Self (2003) is a collection
of 300 photographs and seventeen essays that explores the history of ways in which photography
has been used to depict race. A Field Guide for Female Interrogators (2008) examines the role of
women in the war on terror and critically explores the weaponization of female sexuality in the
interrogation of suspected terrorists in detention centers such as Abu Ghraib and Guantánamo.
Dangerous Moves: Performance and Politics in Cuba (2015) analyzes the influence of the postrevolutionary Cuban state on political speech and performance as social commentary.
In addition to these volumes, Fusco has written numerous essays in English and Spanish.
Articles, interviews, and performance scripts have appeared in critical journals, catalogues,
magazines, reviews, editorials, and other publications in the U.S. and abroad, and cover a broad
spectrum of topics, such as staging virtual theater, Latina performance in global culture,
multicultural feminism, performance in the age of transnationalism, and art and national identity
Fusco has played an important role in drawing critical and international attention to Latina/o and
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Latin American theatre and performance art. The role of women in the U.S. military and society
at large has also been of particular interest to Fusco in recent years, especially in the text A Field
Guide for Female Interrogators and the performance pieces A Room of One’s Own, Bare Life
Study #1, and Operation Atropos.
Fusco’s emergence on the art scene in New York City amidst the Latina/Chicana “Boom”
of the 1980s and 1990s coincided with conservative attacks on the avant-garde in the U.S. The
resurgence of anti-intellectualism and social conservatism in mainstream U.S. culture at that time
resulted in “punitive actions . . . taken against artists whose works openly dealt with sexuality
and politics” (Fusco, The Bodies, 3). Marvin Carlson observes that, during this time, Fusco
worked as an independent writer and curator. It was also during this time that she developed an
“interest in border crossings and post-colonial performance and art” (Carlson 201). Fusco notes
that attacks from the Christian Right “ultimately re-enforced borders that separate ‘true’ art from
the social; lines were redrawn between art and pornography, between ‘good’ art about beauty
and ‘bad’ art that challenged the sanctity or significance of national and religious symbols and
institutions” (The Bodies 4). Fusco’s work consistently challenges the epistemological value of
cultural, ethnic, gender-based, racial, and national borders. Her work critically approaches and
intervenes in debates over social, public, and communal values concerning freedom of
expression, identity, and morality in performance and visual art. For Fusco, teaching serves as a
vivid contrast to her aesthetic projects.
Teaching to me is very selfless. It’s not about my agenda. It’s not about my vision of the
world. It’s about trying to make sure that students learn how to learn, and understand how
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to read and how to analyze and how to think, and what steps they can take to achieve t
heir goals. It’s not my time. It’s their time.19
For Fusco, separation of art projects and teaching has been crucial. Her formal investigations are
explorations in which the goal is to push a certain investigative line of inquiry. While her works
address important issues and have narrative content, to characterize the body of her work as
pedagogical may be misleading and, as I will show, does little to address the aesthetic dimension
of Fusco’s inquiries. It is important to note that, for Fusco, artworks and art projects tend to be
formal investigations with aesthetic dimensions.20
2.1 Critical Orientation
Fusco’s texts and collaborative and solo performances have advanced in step with
cultural, economic, political, and social events worldwide and in the U.S. At the forefront of the
art world as an artist, curator, and scholar since the late 1980s, I believe that Fusco’s
contributions to the field of performance art, and especially her work with Gómez-Peña and
Roberto Sifuentes, require further exploration. For the purpose of this dissertation, I will examine
ways in which Fusco’s works strive to destabilize the normative frameworks and epistemological
values of cultural, political, and social institutions. I argue that her critical approach to aesthetic
and theoretical interventions challenges the premises and utility of binary constructions of ethnic,
gender-based, national, racial, and sexual identities.

19
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Fusco, Coco. Personal Interview. June 2016.
Fusco, Coco. Personal Interview. June 2016.
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Figure 2.1. The Couple in the Cage, Single Channel Video, 1993 (Coco Fusco’s website:
cocofusco.com)

Figure 2.2. Couple in the Cage Prop, (June 10, 2016), La Pocha Nostra HQ, Mission
District, San Francisco, CA (courtesy of the author)
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Figure 2.3. Gómez-Peña and Fusco in Couple in the Cage (1992-94) (Coco Fusco’s website:
cocofusco.com)

Figure 2.4. Feeding the Couple in the Cage (Coco Fusco’s website: cocofusco.com)
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Figures 2.5 and 2.6. Illustrations from Fusco’s A Field Guide for Female Interrogators

Figures 2.7 and 2.8. Illustrations from Fusco’s A Field Guide for Female Interrogators
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Figure 2.9. Still from Wagner Morales’s I Like Girls Dressed in Uniform.

Figure 2.10. Still from Fusco’s Bare Life Study#1 (from the Alexander Gray Website
http://www.alexandergray.com/artists/coco-fusco/coco-fusco_1/)
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Figure 2.11. Still frame from Fusco’s Bare Life Study#1 (from Wagner Morales’s documentary)

Figure 2.12. Fusco and fellow participants performing humiliating acts in Coco Fusco’s
Operation Atropos (from Alexander Gray website http://www.alexandergray.com/artists/cocofusco/coco-fusco_13/)
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Figure 2.13. A masked interrogator forcibly leads a hooded participant to an interrogation room,
in Coco Fusco’s Operation Atropos (from Alexander Gray Associates
http://www.alexandergray.com/artists/coco-fusco/coco-fusco_13/).

Figure 2.14. An interrogator berates a hooded participant, in Coco Fusco’s Operation Atropos
(from Alexander Gray Associates http://www.alexandergray.com/artists/coco-fusco/cocofusco_13/).
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Figures 2.15 and 2.16. On the left, Lynndie England abuses detainee. “English-language
transcript of March 2008 interview with Lynndie England.” Stern Magazine. March 17, 2008.
Archived form the original April 23, 2008. Retrieved March 25, 2008. On the right, illustration
from A Field Guide for Female Interrogators (119).

Figures 2.17. Lynndie England and Charles Graner pose in photo depicting abuse of detainees at
Abu Ghraib. Photo taken by a U.S. military or Department of Defense employee in February
2004 (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abu_Ghraib_torture_and_prisoner_abuse).
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Figure 2.18. Torture at Abu Ghraib on the cover of The Economist May 6, 2004.

Figures 2.19 and 2.20. On the left, photo depicting abuse of detainee at Abu Ghraib (Associated
Press May 9, 2004). On the right, illustration from A Field Guide for Female Interrogators (127)
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Figures 2.21 and 2.22. On the left, Coco Fusco as a U.S. military intelligence officer lecturing on
the Women’s role in the War on Terror. On the right, Fusco interrogates detainee (From
Alexander Gray Associates http://www.alexandergray.com/artists/coco-fusco/coco-fusco/)

Figure 2.23. Coco Fusco saluting in A Room of One’s Own. The top left of the image shows live
video of a detainee in an interrogation room (from Alexander Gray
Associateshttp://www.alexandergray.com/artists/coco-fusco/coco-fusco/).
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I also consider ways in which Fusco’s performances and texts adhere to and delink from
colonial/imperial paradigms. I posit that Fusco works within and exterior to the architecture of
androcentric U.S.-based and European epistemology. In this process, it is necessary to
acknowledge that Fusco’s works may inhabit a third space––the underside of
coloniality/modernity. Here, I look to Mignolo’s work on border gnosis as it pertains to
Occidentalism, transmodernity, and the constitution of the modern world-system. I argue that
Fusco challenges the tradition of U.S.-based and European universities, even though she holds
degrees in Literature and Society/Semiotics from Brown University, Modern Thought and
Literature from Stanford, and Art and Visual Culture from Middlesex University. It is important
in my analysis to question whether she is an “insider” speaking from the “outside” or an
“outsider” speaking from the “inside.”
In this analysis, I explore ways in which Fusco’s racially black, ethnically Latina
background informs her work as a performance artist and writer, and argue that Fusco
deliberately chooses to operate from the borders of modern Western theory; that is, “from the
border of the modern concept of theory and those unnamed ways of thinking that have been
silenced by the modern concept of theory” (Mignolo 110). I argue that Fusco’s work emerges
from a third space akin to that which Gloria Anzaldúa refers, a space neither external nor internal
to a given discourse but which instead informs a third locus that is neither an interior nor exterior
point of view but both at the same time, an other.
As stated in the introduction, I employ a modified transcultural approach, where
transcultural performance is an aesthetic strategy with a view to ever-shifting borders. Here my
preoccupation is with the movement of ideas, theories, and customs across cultures and
processes in which cross-racial, multi-contextual, polylinguistic ideas, individuals, and
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communities negotiate cultural conflicts and sites of collaboration within U.S. society. This
approach is at times at odds with Fernando Ortiz’s concepts of transculturation, deculturation,
and neoculturation. As I noted in the introduction, Ortiz’s model describes multi-directional
movement across and beyond intervening metaphorical, physical, and symbolic cultural spaces.
His approach to subjective realities in Cuba, I believe, are helpful in understanding the cultural
transformation(s) implied in such terms as double consciousness, new mestiza consciousness,
and creolité. I believe that a transcultural approach disrupts “the universal location and the
epistemological purity of the knowing subject” (Mignolo 167). I argue that the complex and
multidirectional processes associated with cultural transformation that transculturation describes
do not necessarily suggest the kinds of aesthetic concerns that the notion of transcultural
performance intends to convey. I question whether relations of unequal exchange and
domination always mark the transformative processes experienced by historically gendered and
racialized groups of individuals and communities who struggle to conform to or abstain from the
dominant tenets of U.S. society.
My analysis also draws upon the works of Norma Alarcón, Judith Butler, and Diana
Taylor to explore ways in which Fusco’s work gives voice to subaltern experiences and
underscores themes of cultural resistance, transference, and appropriation. I examine José
Esteban Muñoz’s claim that Fusco’s work interrogates the “logic of gender advancement and
women’s progress” (138). To do so, I explore Fusco’s quarrel with androcentric, essentialist
attitudes, not only toward Latina identity but also toward the violence inherent in the promotion
of gender equality and feminism in the U.S. and the U.S. military. In line with Slavoj Zizek’s
notion that “culture itself is the source of barbarism and intolerance,” I bear in mind the
perpetual negotiation, renewal, and modification that mark the discourse of cultural hegemony.
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As I move forward, I look to Richard Schechner’s definition of performance as a
“restored” or “twice-behaved behavior,” in particular when examining works in which the artist
embraces theatrical performance and social displays to represent faces and voices of the “other.”
I extend this, in A Field Guide for Female Interrogators, Bare Life Study #1, A Room of One’s
Own, and Operation Atropos, to works in which the theatre of war is represented in detention
centers, where Fusco and collaborators perform roles of detainees and prison guards.
Diana Taylor’s view that theatre and performance in the Americas differ from each other
in important ways is also central to this discussion.
Performance differs from theatricality . . . in that it signals various specific art forms
common both to Latinos and Latin Americans (from performance art to public
performance) but also in that it encompasses socialized and internalized roles (including
those associated with gender, sexuality, and race) that cannot really be analyzed as
‘theatrical.’ (14)
I discuss the importance of theatrical staging and posing in Fusco’s use of power in the
performances Bare Life Study #1, Operation Atropos, and A Room of One’s Own, which in turn
relate to real instances of torture and abuse at Abu Ghraib and the ways in which photos of those
events seemed staged.
In line with Judith Butler, I argue that gender is a form of performance wherein “an
internal essence of gender is manufactured through a sustained set of acts, posited through the
gendered stylization of the body” (xv). My analysis of Fusco’s work explores the idea that
socially constructed roles are transmitted, transferred, and appropriated performatively. Cultural
and gender-based information is transferred via mimetic behavior. Fusco’s work explores new
feminine models that expose the instability of gender-based identities produced through mimetic
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stylization of the body. I am interested in examining the phenomenon of women in the U.S.
military taking on roles traditionally associated with men––interrogators and torturers in A Field
Guide for Female Interrogators, Operation Atropos, Bare Life Study#1, and A Room of One’s
Own.
In Wagner Morales’s video documentary, I Like Girls in Uniform (2000), Fusco discusses
her creative process. She associates memories and experiences that inform her creativity with
clashes between cultures. These clashes of culture are expressed in her work as personal
statements that describe the transcultural reality that constitutes the modern U.S. imaginary.
Jill Dolan comments that during the 1990s Fusco emerged as a Latina conceptual artist
whom the public acknowledged for “devising politically insightful installations and solo
performances, as well as a popular body of visual art scholarship about race, ethnic, and gender
inequities” (3). Other critics, such as performance studies theorist Muñoz, have commented that
the goal of much of Fusco’s work is to put spectators on edge, to make them feel ill at ease.
Muñoz noted that Fusco’s work “folds back the conceptual camouflage that the state
continuously produces . . . [stripping] away the national camouflage of the all-too-familiar and
patriotic spectacle of stars and stripes to reveal the neoimperial military field attire beneath”
(139). That is to say, Fusco draws upon mimetic imagery to expose “the larger stakes for women
in the military and the nation” (Muñoz 138) in order to bankrupt the notion that the advancement
of women in the U.S. military is a form of progress.
Muñoz also observed that Fusco offers performance that negotiates research and research
that negotiates performance. In line with this statement, the works Operation Atropos, Bare Life
Study #1, and A Room of One’s Own offer performances that are anything but “entertainment,”
wherein the purpose of the performances is to follow a line of inquiry to its logical end, stripping
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away normative sociocultural and sociopolitical constructs that have traditionally informed
feminist theory and notions of multiculturalism. Muñoz wrote that Fusco’s work “is not meant to
be easily digested or carefree. It rarely offers the audience the comfort of illusion or shadow. Her
work intends to be difficult and harsh” (138). This is important to consider, as Fusco’s work
often uses parody in conjunction with the human body to subvert ethnic and gender-based
stereotypes. Such deliberate manipulations of stereotypes support Fusco’s fundamental
theoretical claim that no line of inquiry or philosophical orientation can be neutral.
2.2 Couple in the Cage: Collaboration with Gómez-Peña
But if you’re gonna dine with them cannibals
Sooner or later, darling, you’re gonna get eaten.
––Nick Cave, Cannibal’s Hymn
Tupi or not Tupi, that is the question.
––Oswald de Andrade, Cannibal Manifesto
Couple in the Cage is a 37-minute long video that documents Coco Fusco’s and GómezPeña’s world tour of the performance art projects, The Year of the White Bear and Two
Undiscovered Amerindians Visit the West, which premiered at the Walker Art Center in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, in 1992. Fusco and Gómez-Peña wrote, directed, and performed in
collaboration. According to Alexander Gray Associates, Coco Fusco’s gallery in New York City,
the project consisted of “multimedia installation, experimental radio soundtrack, and several
performances” that offered a “creative investigation/interpretation of the history of how the
‘discovery’ of America has been represented”21
Paula Heredia and her production team traveled with Fusco and Gómez-Peña to video
and interview performers and spectators. The performance consisted of Fusco and Gómez-Peña
living in a golden cage for three days at a time, where the performance was adapted to specific
21

See http://www.alexandergray.com/series-projects/coco-fusco3
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sites such as the Smithsonian Institute in Washington D.C., the Plaza de Colón in Madrid, and in
cities such as London, Sydney, Buenos Aires, Chicago, Minneapolis, Washington, New York,
and Irvine, California. From 1992 to 1993 the artists also performed in international festivals and
gatherings around the globe.
Writer and radio commentator Anna Johnson notes that while inhabiting the golden cage
for three days at a time, Fusco and Gómez-Peña enacted “rituals of ‘authentic’ daily life such as
writing on a laptop computer, watching TV, making voodoo dolls, and pacing the cage garbed in
Converse high-tops, raffia skirts, plastic beads, and a wrestler’s mask” (2). Johnson also
observes that Fusco and Gómez-Peña “rendered a hybrid pseudo primitivism” (2) that stirred
feelings of confusion, guilt, and violation, which prompted some spectators to write letters of
protest to museum directors and, in some cases, the humane society.
Heredia’s team focused less attention on what Fusco and Gómez-Peña were doing than
ways in which spectators “interpreted their actions and responded to them” (Kelly 114). Couple
in the Cage also juxtaposes audience interviews with clips from vintage black and white films
that depict stereotyped representations of “Natives.” According to Fusco and Gómez-Peña,
Couple in the Cage represented a “sardonic response to the celebrations of the quincentennial”
(Taylor, “A Savage Performance,” 163). The artists sought to disrupt the celebrations of the socalled discovery of the New World in order to raise questions about representations of the first
encounters between Europeans and inhabitants of the New World. To this end, their project
centered Western fascination with notions of primitivism, authenticity, and the
institutionalization of alterity as a form of political practice. The project aesthetically
manipulated traditional concepts of imperialist/colonialist objectification in order to expose the
privileged position of aesthetic knowledge in the colonial matrix of power.
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Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s project targeted the subject/object paradigm and, as Taylor
suggests, the “aesthetic, political, and perspectival structures within which the characters are
positioned and perform their prescribed roles” (161). This same structure underlies the
spectator/performer paradigm, wherein Fusco and Gómez-Peña exploited the political resource
of “othering.” I have argued elsewhere that historical traditions of classifications associated with
European colonization of the New World and the subsequent rise of ethnography and
anthropology are directly associated with “othering.” In effect, Fusco and Gómez-Peña inverted
the subject/object relationship of traditional anthropological and ethnographic paradigms. By
doing so, I believe that Fusco and Gómez-Peña attempt to reexamine, reimagine, and recalibrate
the architecture of Western epistemology. The performance provided an alternative
epistemological premise for and subversion of the audience/performer relationship by creating
reciprocal circuits of cultural exchange from the border of the colonial divide.
Gómez-Peña refers to the subject/object-audience/performer relationship in terms of
center and margin/periphery. Anne McClintock’s emphasis on the vulnerability of a society at its
edges is important to keep in mind for the present discussion of margins and marginalized
sectors of society (24). Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s manipulation of the center/margin
relationship articulates an aesthetic mandate to delink from European epistemology and the
intractable logic that has historically legitimated racial divisions in the New World. In Couple in
the Cage, Fusco and Gómez-Peña hold a mirror up to reflect the spectator’s gaze. In an interview
with performance critic Scott T. Cummings, Gómez-Peña describes the need for “debunking
obsolete myths and abandoning aesthetic strategies that are out of touch with the times” (11). He
describes this paradigm shift in the following way:
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We dance for you, we sing for you, therefore you understand us better and therefore you
accept us more. Now we are saying, ‘we are the speaking subject. We are pushing you to
the margins. We are making your culture exotic and unfamiliar. We are adopting a
fictional center and speaking as if we were there. We are proclaiming ‘Spanglish’ the
official language, so to speak. We are abolishing the U.S.-Mexican Border, conceptually,
and we are creating a new kind of art in which we are observing you.’ (Cummings 2)
Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s aesthetic project may be understood as a response to the backlash
against multiculturalism. Assuming a critical position that reflected the experiences of
individuals exposed to the dark side of modernity, their performance in a golden cage in
culturally and geopolitically charged locations exposed the unequal experience(s) of colonizer
and colonized.
The critical response that Fusco and Gómez-Peña express is from the periphery to the
center and vice versa. It is a spatial and temporal shift, in which circuits and pathways by which
cultural knowledge and information are translated and transmitted. Gómez-Peña describes a
pluridirectional strategy in which the “ethnic/social pyramid has been turned upside down”
(NWB96 21). The postcolonial subject acknowledges the imposition of Eurocentric text-based
epistemology and the subaltern subjectivities that this epistemology created. The subaltern then
moves to reverse the cultural capital of such movement while simultaneously dislocating from
the paradigm shift it enacts, forcing hegemonic discourse to the periphery, dislocating the exotic
and unfamiliar from the fictional margins, and creating a new kind of art in which subaltern
subjects survey the ones who historically have been the observers.
The inversion of the subject/object relationship in Couple in the Cage underscores “an
other” order of thinking and highlights the uneven contours of the colonial divide. I refer here to
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Cultural Anthropophagy, or Cultural Cannibalism, a Latin American postcolonial mode
developed by Brazilian poet Oswald de Andrade in his Manifesto Antropófago (1924). I am also
pointing to an option within these modes, which simultaneously occupies a space exterior and
interior to the colonial divide and historical traditions of classification associated with European
westward expansion. Paul Allatson notes that the multiple manifestations of this mode may be
viewed in the Eurocentric descriptions of the New World “as a nightmarish space of threat and
desire . . . a literary continuum centered on the cannibal,” on one hand, and the “colonial and
neocolonial appropriation of resources and subaltern bodies,” on the other (256).
Aside from these two cannibal formations, Allatson identifies a third mode: Brazilian
Antropofagia, which he describes as a model for neocultural resistance, one that appropriates
subaltern cultures for avant-garde ends. Andrade challenged the notion that Brazil’s culture was
inferior by disturbing “the dualities civilization/barbarism, modern/primitive, and
original/derivative, which had informed the construction of Brazilian culture since the days of
the colony” (Bary 35). While Andrade’s manifesto sought specifically to find a solution to
Brazil’s perceived cultural inferiority, I argue that Fusco and Gómez-Peña reassert this schema in
a different way in Couple in the Cage, neither mimicking nor rejecting U.S. and European
culture, but devouring it into their performance personas. The consumption of difference, which
other neocolonial cannibal tropes construe, may be seen as part of a transcultural process
wherein the aim is not to recodify and flatten difference altogether. Ortiz’s view that
acculturation “described the process of cultural change observed in so-called ‘primitive’ societies
under the onslaught of colonial rule” (Frye xv) informs processes by which one culture acquires
another culture. Ortiz’s concept of transculturation elaborated on the “process of passing from
one culture to another” (xv). Consuming difference under the auspices of the hegemonic cultural
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order, I believe, converts difference into the perception of equality. Mignolo notes that this is a
means of universalizing an imperialistic notion that does not take into account the pluricentric
nature of the modern world-system. Fusco, on the other hand, notes that the body of the subaltern
subject must be fetishized, silenced, subjugated, and subordinated in order to conform to the
dominant culture’s concept of identity.
In Couple in the Cage, the performers employed fictional cultural symbols, such as the
skull staff in Figure 2.2, other paraphernalia, and costumes that enhanced stereotypes of cultural
identities, such as the images in Figures 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4. The “othered” personas transmit
historical, sociopolitical, and cultural knowledge by way of previously negotiated, clearly
defined, and recognizable behaviors. Fusco and Gómez-Peña assume personas that Roger Bartra
calls artificial savages.22 However, Roger Bartra’s notion of artificial savages speaks more to the
anthropological need, at the end of the millennium, for an “ethnography of the artificial savage––
much as [anthropology] did before the extinction of so-called ‘natural savages’ and the
annihilation of ‘primitive’ peoples” (74). I understand Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s performance
as precisely the kind of “savage artificiality” to which Bartra refers, and consists of what
Schechner refers to as restored behaviors, or living behavior “treated as a film director treats a
strip of film” (35), which in turn reconstructs and recodifies the cultural stereotypes and
identities associated with them.
For some viewers at the Plaza de Colón, in Madrid, Spain, Couple in the Cage was a
controversial statement about Europe’s violent westward expansion into the New World. For
others, however, Fusco and Gómez-Peña appeared as authentic caged human beings cruelly
22Gómez-Peña

uses the term cultural cyborgs. In the mid 1990s, Gómez-Peña, Roberto Sifuentes, and James Luna
experimented with the human body’s relation to new technologies. Part of the goal was to make visible to viewers
“the types of transformation that performance artists go through as they move from the realm of the personal to the
public, and from ritual space to cyberspace” (Gómez-Peña, Ethno-cyborgs, 1). I will discuss the cybernetic elements
of Gómez-Peña’s, Luna’s, Sifuentes’s, and La Pocha Nostra’s work in following chapters.
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displayed to a mesmerized crowd. The performance was lost on such spectators, and the
performers, Fusco and Gómez-Peña, were viewed literally as undiscovered Amerindians from an
island in the Gulf of Mexico. Couple in the Cage shows viewers looking on as the male and
female Guatinaui walked around inside the cage, ate, spoke in pseudo Nahuatl, and listened to
music. In some instances, as in Figure 2.4, spectators interacted with performers, either
innocently believing they were authentic undiscovered Amerindians, or going along with Fusco’s
and Gómez-Peña’s ethnographically reversed ruse.
Schechner observes that breaking the rules is a fundamental characteristic of performance
art. Performance art was an audacious challenge to authority, dramatic tradition, and the
epistemological architecture of dominant cultural paradigms that emerged in stride with the surge
of postmodernism and post-structuralism in the U.S. It is likewise possible to speak of Fusco’s
and Gómez-Peña’s aesthetic project in terms of resistance to definitions, definitive labels,
essentialist markings, and political artistry. Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s performance may be
viewed in line with Schechner’s notion of site-specific spectacle. They explored the possibilities
of interpretation determined by distinct performance sites. These loci of enunciation are places
where knowledge is produced and, in this case, transferred or transmitted from performers to
spectators with whom they interacted. This interaction between performers and spectators
facilitated understanding of the network of cultural, historical and social processes intertwined
with representations of the encounter at the end of the fifteenth century between Europeans and
Native Americans.
Fusco and Gómez-Peña turned the tables on the practice of consuming the cultural
practices of exotic, marginal, or subordinate sectors of society. Historically speaking, the
exhibition of “primitives” in public spaces and royal palaces served to solidify the sense of racial
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supremacy and cultural hegemony among Western European and U.S. viewers, which in turn
served to justify the imperialist project to civilize a world inhabited by peoples they considered
barbarians or savages. Fusco and Gómez-Peña thus established a dynamic between dominant and
subordinate subjects, reflecting unrest at the margins of society. The artists’ conversion of
corporal subjectivities into cultural agency as an end was a focal point of Fusco’s and GómezPeña’s performance.
Ruth Behar and Bruce Mannheim wrote that Couple in the Cage was “one of the most
significant cultural works produced . . . dealing with the most fundamental of human rights––the
right never to be treated as an object, the right to full humanity, the right to subjecthood”
(118). While Behar and Mannheim’s observation pointed to human rights discourse and a
literary tradition, Fusco and Gómez-Peña consciously politicized cultural identity through
performance, a means of expression, in this case, bereft of text, and therefore outside the box
marked “logos.” As Tzvetan Todorov argued, the European conquest of the Americas might be
understood in terms of logos and mythos. Arguably, what took place in 1492 and subsequent
years leading up to the present day is the obliteration of one cultural world by another. One
culture’s confidence in its rationality and language has been able to understand the “other” better
than the “other” is able to apprehend itself. As Aimé Césaire opines, this logocentric
modern/colonial world-system has been indicted as “indefensible by the European masses and,
on a world scale, by tens of millions of people who, from the depths of slavery, have set
themselves up as judges” (1). Césaire evidences that at the root of the modern/colonial worldsystem lays colonization and civilization.
As noted above, at least three Latin American postcolonial critical modes help me
understand Couple in the Cage. I draw Brazilian Antropofagia into dialog with transcultural
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performance in order to locate Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s project interior and exterior to
hegemonic discourses, counter-narrative projects in the U.S., and subaltern agency and
subjectivity. Amelia Jones observes that Gómez-Peña’s projects perform “across technological
media and historical signifiers––the time and space of borderlines, of the past and future tenses
called forth in stereotyping” (83). I argue that their performance may best be viewed through the
lens of Cultural Cannibalism, or Antropofagia, where “bodily subjectivity” of the cultural agent
becomes a site for the “genesis, appearance, and reception” of transcultural texts (Allatson 254).
Allatson explains that Fusco and Gómez-Peña aimed “to combat, engulf, and revise” cultural
logics “responsible for stereotyping Latinos or representing them at the periphery of the national
imaginary” (254). Couple in the Cage was thus a politically driven counter-narrative project that
disturbed intellectual notions regarding cultural appropriation, exploitation, and neocultural
resistance.
Fusco’s “The Other History of Intercultural Performance” is a description of the
performers’ range of experiences within the cage in different settings. As textual documentation
of the performers’ experiences, it reveals curious juxtapositions of original/derivative elements
such as “rap music” and the “non-sensical language” Gómez-Peña would perform. The
performers commodified these actions. Fusco would dance to rap music for one dollar and
Gómez-Peña would tell “authentic stories” in faux Nahuatl for a price. Additionally, Fusco and
Gómez-Peña would pose with visitors for Polaroids. Gómez-Peña offered a peak of “authentic
Guatinaui male genitals for $5” (39). Such exhibitions of seemingly authentic details, I argue,
exposed the irony of Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s project to problematize representations of nonWestern human beings.
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As noted, I align my analysis of Couple in the Cage with Walter Mignolo’s notion of
colonial difference to situate Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s representation of the “authentic”
subaltern subject in relation to modernity. As a discourse, modernity has sought to provide
underdeveloped worlds “happiness and salvation through conversion, progress, civilization,
modernization, development and market democracy” (Mignolo, Global Coloniality, 3). I argue
that Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s representation of the subaltern subject’s relation to modernity
must be viewed in terms of everything used to classify the modern world system, as everything is
intrinsically interrelated such that the economic and political domains are indispensable. It is
necessary to understand the “relation to and consequence for all others (religious, epistemic,
racial, sexual, aesthetic, subjective)” (4). That is to say, I view the formation of the modern
subject in terms of economic, geopolitical, and epistemological realities that trace their roots to
the 16th century, to the colonial matrix of power. Bearing this in mind, Fusco and Gómez-Peña
played with what they termed “inverted anthropology,” a playful means of interrogating
subject/object relationships that permits identitary construction of the subaltern subject in the
modern world system.
I believe that inverted anthropology highlights what Mignolo calls the colonial
difference, a concept that describes the intractable logic on which “imperial epistemology was
founded and maintained” (88). Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s action underscores the kind of
transcultural performance to which I refer; it also points to the perverse rationale for domination,
enslavement, oppression, and absolute rule over others simply because one culture thinks that it
has the right to be where it is and “to think that other people are uncivilized, underdeveloped, or
that they are becoming, just emerging” (Mignolo 87). Their intention was to remind spectators
that the Western point of view has dominated the conversation for more than five centuries.
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Whereas, Western European nations associated with imperialism and the U.S. continue to control
much of the conversation and the context, the terms upon which the conversation rests, Fusco
and Gómez-Peña are looking beyond the Western European and U.S. puppet masters, to examine
the knowledge and logic behind the curtain in order to change it.
In effect, Fusco and Gómez-Peña disturbed the colonial/imperialist justifications for
Empire and its civilizing mission to save the “other” by imposing European knowledge, religion,
language, and culture. Neustadt comments, “In another performance, as the ‘Warrior for
Gringostroika,’ [Gómez-Peña] literally writes on his body, ‘Please don’t discover me!’” (146).
Gómez-Peña’s bidding to not be discovered translates also to “Please do not liberate me!” Each
of these exhortations approaches the notion of colonial difference from the underside of the
colonial matrix of power.
Mignolo delineates the logic upon which Europeans proceeded with their mission:
“Indians do not think, therefore they are ontologically inferior human beings, and whatever they
do is assumed to be doing without thinking or, at best, of doing and thinking wrongly or
deficiently” (88). Couple in the Cage performed this history of exhibiting “others” in royal
palaces and public spaces in Europe and the United States. In this way, Couple in the Cage also
exposed ways in which museums “have literalized the theatricality of colonialism––taking the
cultural other out of context and isolating it, reducing the live performance of cultural practice
into a dead object behind glass” (Taylor 164). In a very real sense, then, Fusco’s and GómezPeña’s performance decolonizes imperial knowledge and promotes a delinking from Western
paradigms as an epistemic and political project.
This is evident in the fact that they exhibited themselves as cultural “others” in a golden
cage in cultural centers with direct spatial and temporal associations with the colonial/modern
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world paradigm. This included sites where natives of the New World were forcibly exhibited
before Spanish royalty, but also museums, those vast archives wherein “otherness” was set
behind glass to be consumed and appropriated. Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s performance inhabits
a space in between two or more cultures and traditions, feeding into but simultaneously
disrupting conceptualizations of multicultural, intercultural, and transcultural identities.
In terms beyond the scope of interpretation, the production of the performance was an
ongoing process as artists and crew moved from site to site. Performers and production crew
negotiated different cultural milieux as they set up, performed, interviewed, taped, and then
dismantled their sets and equipment. The exchange of cultural information in these settings was
such that cultural understandings of performers, crew, and spectators alike were modified
physically and emotionally. Both parties exchanged information, a process from which a new
medium emerged: the video.
In addition, Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s status as literal cultural “insiders,” inhabiting a
cage for three days at a time in site-specific locations related to the colonial/modern world order,
inverted the colonial/imperial paradigm in which cultural “others” were put on display in cages.
The inversion in itself was not enough to challenge the understanding of otherness. The video
shows the viewpoints of spectators who are stricto sensu “outsiders,” as they are able to move
freely outside the cage. In this sense, essentialist views of culture and the language of culture are
represented by the cage. Fusco and Gómez-Peña are thus imprisoned by an essentialist cultural
construct in which they represent “outsiders;” that is, they represent subalterns and subaltern
culture, marginal characters viewed through notions of monoethnic, monolingual purity girded
by Eurocentric hegemonic discourses.
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2.3 A Field Guide for Female Interrogators
Fusco’s text, A Field Guide for Female Interrogators (Field Guide) (2008), serves as an
overarching frame for my analyses of the performance pieces A Room of One’s Own: Women
and Power in the New America (2006), Bare Life Study #1 (2005), and Operation Atropos
(2005). I view Field Guide as a synthesis of Fusco’s articulation of theory and praxis at the
beginning of the 21st century. Field Guide represents a textual elaboration of Fusco’s
philosophical orientation and theoretical groundwork for performance projects that emerged after
the events of September 11, 2001. Rather than approaching these performances and text as
distinct units, I suggest that they be viewed as integral parts of the same corpus.
On its face, Field Guide is a missive addressing English author Virginia Woolf. In it,
Fusco appeals to Woolf’s views on women’s relation to power and war, and the androcentric
terms upon which wars have been historically waged. While Woolf believed that war would not
end so long as women were excluded from power, in Field Guide, Fusco questions “the dark side
of advancing women’s rights through warfare” (8). The text is divided into four chapters titled,
“Invasion of Space by a Female,” in which Fusco elaborates her inquiry; “FBI Memo,” a fourpage section that offers redacted FBI documents as evidence of incidents of detainee abuse at
Abu Ghraib, Guantánamo, and other detention centers in Afghanistan and Iraq; “Our Feminist
Future,” a modified script from A Room of One’s Own: Women and Power in the New America;
and, “A Field Guide for Female Interrogators,” an illustrated field guide the purpose of which is
“to present basic information about coercive techniques available for use by the female
interrogators of CENTCOM” (8). Figures 2.5-2.8 are examples of the illustrations that
accompany the basic information about interrogation techniques.
The first chapter of the text presents Fusco’s inquiry, and is further divided into three
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sections titled “Torture: The Feminine Touch,” “Now You See It, Now You Don’t”, and
“Interrogating Interrogation.” Each of these sections elaborates different aspects of Fusco’s line
of investigation. Thematically, the focus of these shorter sections, and the chapter as a whole, is
the expanded role of women in the U.S. military, a phenomenon that does not easily square with
notions of feminism, femininity, and power.
In the first paragraph of “Torture: The Feminine Touch,” Fusco addresses Virginia Woolf
directly. “Dear Virginia,” she writes, “I have thought of you every day since the war began” (8).
Fusco admits to a sense of remorse for borrowing the title of one of Woolf’s best-known essays–
–“A Room of One’s Own” (1929). From the opening paragraph, it is clear that Fusco sets out to
“shock anyone who clings to outdated ideas about women’s relationship to power” (8). She
notes that Woolf’s atelier in “A Room of One’s Own” “becomes [Fusco’s] torture chamber” in
the performance piece, A Room of One’s Own (8). She declares her opposition to the use of
torture as an acceptable and legitimate component of war. When women in the U.S. military in
Afghanistan and Iraq were identified as “villains, heroines, and victims,” Fusco sought the
artist’s response to women’s involvement in “a phenomenon as complicated and wrenching as
war” (8). Unlike the methods of politicians and pundits, artists, Fusco explains, explore the
intangible and symbolic attributes of war.
2.4 Bare Life Study#1
Fusco’s Bare Life Study#1 is an urban intervention performed in the street in front of the
U.S. Consulate in São Paulo, Brazil. The performance, commissioned by Associação Cultural
Videobrasil, formed part of the Festival of Electronic Art and Performance in September 2005
(see Figures 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11).
For this performance, Fusco drew upon the training she received in the production of the
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video Operation Atropos with “Team Delta,” ex-military interrogation specialists and trainers.
For Bare Life Study #1, Fusco enlisted 45 students to work with her on the project. The
performance was unannounced and disrupted traffic, attracting unwitting spectators. Uniformed
men in body armor at the U.S. Consulate looked on, bearing automatic rifles.
Thematically, the performance alludes to scandalous photographs that appeared in the
press in 2004, revealing tortures inflicted by female U.S. army troops on detainees at Abu
Ghraib, in the secret prisons of Bagram Air Force Base in Afghanistan, and at the Naval Base in
Guantánamo, Cuba. According to Fusco, the publicized photographs signaled an unexpected turn
in feminist discourse. The U.S. military had endeavored successfully to weaponize women’s
“feminine charms” to interrogate and humiliate male Muslim detainees. In Bare Life, Fusco
posed as a military figure in charge of 45 prisoners. Muñoz observed, “Fusco replicates the
performance of power in an attempt to understand its dimensions and larger social
repercussions” (137). This form of replication elides the networks of aesthetic and social drama
wherein “restored behavior” is at the core of the intended action. Fusco wears power in the same
way that she wears desert camouflage and bears down on her drama students, “all dressed in
orange jumpsuits that recall the detainees of the war on terror” (Beckman 128). The replication
of military force used to subjugate detainees, performed in a crowded public street, also speaks
to the specificity of the site where the performance takes place and the signifier that locus of
enunciation holds for the viewer.
In the preamble to the video, Fusco speaks frankly to the camera. She shares, in Spanish,
her birthplace, her birthdate, and what she is about to perform. She notes that a video of her
performance with 45 students will be shown at the festival later in the day. In the video, Fusco
gives orders to detainees to perform humiliating tasks, forcing them to accept her (the female
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military guard) orders without hesitation. The students had arrived by bus, dressed as detainees
in orange jumpsuits. Fusco oversees detainees’ disembarkation, commanding them, in Spanish,
to keep in line and to march to a spot in front of the U.S. Consulate, where they are then
commanded to “clean the ground with toothbrushes, a frequent punishment in U.S. military
prisons” (Beckman 128).
Fusco’s concern in this piece is twofold: On one hand, she is interested in the
increasingly visible role women play in military detention centers. On the other hand, Fusco sees
military detention centers as the new theatre of combat. Given the nature of modern warfare, and
the fact that there is very little face-to-face combat, military detention centers have become sites
where prisoners and military guards engage in moments of spectacle. Beckman notes, “Fusco
provokes reflection not only on the use of performance and the ritual repetition in warfare and
power, but also on the power-relations and semi-scripted ritual performances that occur between
teachers and students on a daily basis” (132).
There is an intercultural element to Bare Life. Coco Fusco appears as a military figure
whose actions are “restored behaviors” that replicate the performance of power. The filming of
the performance itself required cultural interaction among Brazilian production crews, festival
organizers, spectators, Fusco, and performers. There was a collaborative effort to realize the
performance and the video. There was also, I argue, a multidirectional exchange of cultural
information and negotiation inherent in the commissioning of Bare Life, a process through which
border thinking was a requisite. Transcultural aspects of Bare Life emerge from its location,
materials, the information, and the values that Fusco, the artist, is addressing. I argue that Bare
Life, like other transcultural performances considered here, transmits cultural knowledge and
information to provide a window into particular kinds of behavior in which women have
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assumed the roles of their male counterparts as authoritative figures and interrogators.
By itself, Bare Life Study appears to be little more than a reenactment of military
subjection performed in a crowded public street in São Paulo. However, examined in the context
of Field Guide and performance pieces A Room of One’s Own (2005) and Operation Atropos
(2007), it is clear that Fusco’s intention is not merely to reenact scenes of subjugation and
spectacles that force prisoners to perform humiliating and useless activities. There is a common
thread. Bare Life Study, like Operation Atropos and A Room of One’s Own, interrogates a recent
move toward gender advancement and women’s so-called progress in the U.S. military.
2.5 Operation Atropos
Like Bare Life Study #1, Operation Atropos questions the performance of military power
in moments of shared spectacle. In Operation Atropos, Coco Fusco and a group of six women
subject themselves to simulated torture techniques United States troops would expect to
experience if captured by enemy agents (see Figures 2.12, 2.13, and 2.14). Operation Atropos is
a 59-minute long video that documents U.S. military interrogation and prisoner of war (POW)
resistance training. Conceptually, this is the second aesthetic project that Fusco undertook after
the U.S. invasion of Iraq, following the attack on the World Trade Center in 2001. Fusco hired
retired U.S. military interrogation specialists, “Team Delta,” to subject her and a group of
women students to “immersive simulations of POW experiences.”23 The purpose of the exercise
was to demonstrate how U.S. military members learn to resist hostile interrogations. In the video,
Team Delta ambushes, captures, strip searches, and subjects the group of women to several
interrogations. The video also documents what happened afterward, when the group of women
listened to and analyzed the tactics used on them. The end of the documentary shows Fusco and
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I have drawn basic information regarding the video from the Video Data Bank website. To view a 41-second
fragment of the video go to http://www.vdb.org/titles/operation-atropos.
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the other women using the techniques on their former captors.
Documents provided in A Field Guide show that the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
(C.I.A) and the U.S. military weaponized women to interrogate enemy combatants in detention
centers such as Abu Ghraib and Guantánamo. Such activity, as domestic and international
criticism points out, flies in the face of international law, rendering documents like the Geneva
Conventions meaningless. On the other hand, in Operation Atropos, Fusco and fellow
participants reenact the use of such force to understand and realize what Elaine Scarry refers to
in The Body in Pain as a fictionalized sense of power and “a perceptual shift which converts the
vision of suffering into the wholly illusory but, to the torturers and the regime they represent,
wholly convincing spectacle of power” (27). Fusco notes that the detention centers were not
merely new battlegrounds but sites of unequal intercultural exchange.
In Operation Atropos, Fusco offers a direct response to torture at Abu Ghraib and
Guantánamo Bay. She notes that her intention in creating the video was to look beyond the
perspective of the victim, to “become a student of the perpetrators rather than an investigator” in
order to better understand “fundamental bonds with the victimizers who are our compatriots and
who act in our name” (Beckman 128). In this sense, Operation Atropos is a direct response to
photos released by the media in May 2004 (see Figures 2.15-2.20). The widely publicized photos
of Pvt. Lynndie England posing with prisoners in various states of distress show prisoners being
subjected to sexually degrading forms of torture. Fusco likens these photos to lynching photos of
the recent past. I refer to comments she made about the photographs in question, in which she,
like Angela Davis, relates them to “Lynching postcards, a comparison that has been made on
several occasions particularly because of the smug looks of the soldiers in the photographs that
has been compared to the smug, triumphant looks of the white mob that often appears in those
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lynching photographs” (Fusco, Atropos 82). Such comparisons, I suggest, underscore the
hierarchy of power established by internal colonial and imperial conflicts” (Mignolo, Local
Histories, 197). As well, Fusco’s observations signal the theatrical nature of the photos, as Pvt,
England was performing for the cameras when she posed with the abused detainees.
The photos point to the increased militarization of women in the face of globalization and
female involvement in roles usually associated with men. Hard on the heels of 9/11, Fusco’s
video questions our own roles in the U.S. “war on terror,” recalling that waterboarding and other
means of enhanced interrogation were implemented in Iraq and Afghanistan on behalf of the
U.S. citizenry. The increased role of women in U.S. military operations, Fusco points out that
“Women constitute 15 percent of the armed forces in Iraq and 35 percent of US military
intelligence …. Media coverage of the experience of American servicewomen has largely
characterized them as victims––of sexual harassment and rape by male soldiers and as working
mothers troubled by long separation from their children” (Fusco, Field Guide 139). Fusco
reminds us that women like Pvt. England have been characterized as victims––of boyfriends and
of circumstances relating to class: she was a “poorly educated young woman” (139). By doing
so, Fusco underscores the need to reexamine outdated androcentric essentialist views about
women’s roles in society.
Fusco signals a significant reversal of women’s traditional role as victims. In their new
roles, women become interrogators in U.S. global policing protocol. In the wake of the invasion
of Iraq, the legal system in the U.S. mobilized arguments that would “legitimate torture, to
rename torture and also to create an illegal subject who is not protected by international
conventions against torture” (Fusco, 82). Operation Atropos was thus also a reaction to reports of
U.S. torture of detainees and its flagrant abuse of sovereign power in Iraq and Guantánamo Bay.
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Fusco’s video project documents the training process with Team Delta. She notes that the
interrogation process is based on the same kind of fear that mobilizes individuals to do depraved
things for their nation. The abuse of enemy combatants at Abu Ghraib was a flagrant violation of
international law by US military personnel. Operation Atropos documents the perspective of the
victim and the victimizer. Fusco and her fellow participants simulate the interplays of power that
appeared in photos of prisoner abuse enacted by U.S. male and female military personnel in May
2004.
On one hand, Operation Atropos simulates US military interrogation and torture
techniques. Fusco and six other women are captured and treated like prisoners of war. According
to Muñoz, Operation Atropos alluded to the “US’s . . . ‘war on terror’ and the unethical
imprisonment of so-called ‘enemy combatants’” (138). On the other hand, Operation Atropos
was part of a larger corpus that includes the performance piece A Room of One’s Own: Women
and Power in the New America, Bare Life Study #1, and the book A Field Guide for Female
Interrogators. In Operation Atropos, Fusco researched the mindset of the interrogator, the
torturer. As a line of inquiry, the video served as the basis for Fusco’s exploration of the role
women like the now infamous England played as interrogators and agents of torture. Operation
Atropos reenacts the relationship to power and violent consequences women of the 21st century
face as they ‘“finally shed their victimhood.”24 Operation Atropos looks at women as agents of
torture in the global policing protocol of the U.S., it also questions “the military’s logic of gender
advancement and women’s progress” in the military (Muñoz, 138). While I do not believe that
Fusco is criticizing the role of women in the military, she does seem to be addressing once again
Woolf’s claim that if women had more say, war would somehow be different.

24

See http://www.alexandergray.com/series-projects/coco-fusco16
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Beckman’s article “Gender, Power, and Pedagogy in Coco Fusco’s Bare Life Study #1
(2005), A Room of One’s Own, and Operation Atropos” (2006), begins with a set of questions:
What is the political utility of the public reenactment of torture and interrogation
techniques used by the U.S. military in the Abu Ghraib and Guantánamo detention
centers? What are the different ways in which such reenactments might be executed, and
how do these differences in performance and documentary style impact the intervention
such political dramas make? (125)
Fusco’s work underscores ways in which many of us take part daily in “seemingly
inconsequential” forms of violence at home or at work. When pressed about the violent nature of
scenes documented in Operation Atropos, Fusco points out that it would be much worse if she
were a real prisoner of war, and she had no control over it. She notes that she paid for it. Her
comments on everyday violence reference the workplace:
People always feel when you cry. But, you don’t do anything when your co-worker is
being harassed day in and day out by an obnoxious boss. You don’t do anything. I’ve
been in plenty workplaces and people run from any kind of controversy in their own
workplace. But, I would say that the psychological torture in bureaucracies is more than
physical harm inflicted on a temporary basis, and people don’t do anything about it.
Anything. Zero. So, all that kind of “Oh my God, it’s so terrible!” I just laugh. I’ll tell
you what terrible is. Watch a tenure review if you want to know what terrible is. That’s
way more terrible than anything we went through.25
The violence that Fusco highlights in Atropos is subjective. That is, clearly defined agents
perform outwardly obvious acts of violence. Video viewers watch as a group of armed masked
men blindfold, bind, and kidnap a group of women and take them to an undisclosed location
25
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where they use enhanced interrogation techniques to extract information from the women. The
scenes show real situations that have been conveniently choreographed to remove any real harm
to the women, while simulating the experience such that outwardly obvious forms of torture are
not difficult to extrapolate. This subjective violence is quite apart from objective violence, the
violence of language. Several scenes are disturbing, to be sure, which fits with the notion that
Fusco’s work intentionally makes viewers feel ill at ease.
Is this what is to be expected in a system where cruelty disrupts civility? I argue that the
alignment of expectations and sets of perceived cultural values tend to produce violent events in
real time. Fusco’s line of inquiry in Atropos emerged from the “scary” and “fantastic” reaction to
the September 11, 2001, bombing of the World Trade Center, an act of terror and thus an
example of subjective violence. Fusco comments, “the whole reaction seemed extremely
terrifying” (5). The post 9/11 move to the extreme right in the U.S., and the subsequent Bush
Administration argument for invading Iraq, prompted Fusco to think of ways to respond to the
situation artistically. When the Abu Ghraib photos emerged, Fusco’s reaction to the presence of
women was visceral.
Beckman notes that Fusco’s work provokes us to think about where “we reenact elements
of the structure of power that makes torture possible” (135). Fusco comments that these
reenactments occur in the workplace, in bureaucracies; she alludes to the psychological trauma
of verbal violence, which is “not a secondary distortion, but the ultimate resort of every
specifically human violence” (Žižek 66). Fusco’s work crosses multi-dimensional and multifaceted spaces aesthetically, culturally, epistemologically, and politically. In this way, she
underscores the need to reexamine the violent processes intrinsic to intercultural and
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transcultural transactions.
2.6 A Room of One’s Own: Women and Power in the New America
In her artist’s statement Fusco refers to A Room of One’s Own as a “play” that is a
“reflection on the role of female interrogators in the War on Terror” (139). Fusco suggests that
U.S. women of the 21st century, especially those who have “shed their victimhood” (1), have
found in the U.S. military the room Woolf referred to in her essay from the twentieth century.
In A Room of One’s Own, Fusco assumes the role of an interrogator who appears as if for
a press corps briefing on “the rationales for using sexual innuendo as a tactic for extracting
information from Islamic fundamentalists” (Gray p.1). As Fusco stands at a lectern to give her
briefing, a video live streams an interrogation room where a hooded detainee stands in an orange
jumpsuit (see Figures 2.21, 2.22, and 2.23). The use of video technology in Fusco’s
performances has given her a global audience whose access to her work is facilitated by online
viewing via the Internet.
A Room of One’s Own begins with Fusco’s appearance on a monitor on a stage, where, in
one version of the performance, she shouts in English and Urdu at a hooded man dressed in an
orange jumpsuit. Fusco and the “detainee” are shown in the monitor to be in a simple room
“furnished with nothing more than a desk and a couple of chairs” (Muñoz 143). Fusco then
leaves the interrogation room and seconds later is seen walking on stage. She enters and recites a
“loving lyrical tribute to Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice” (Muñoz 137), and addresses the
audience, informing them that the War on Terror offers women an unprecedented opportunity for
advancement in America. Fusco informs the audience that women are integral to the worldwide
struggle for democracy, that women are using their minds and their charms to advance this
cause.
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A Room of One’s Own offers an examination of “what feminist discourse has to say about
the contemporary scenes of violence being acted out on the bodies of U.S. detainees, sometimes
at the hands of women” (Beckman 134). Women in the U.S. have made significant inroads into
the military and war-fighting. Abu Ghraib was overseen by Sgt Janis Karpinski. Her immediate
supervisor was Major General Barbara Fast, and Condoleeza Rica, as Secretary of State, was the
U.S. official responsible for all activities in Iraq. Much of the feminist debate surrounding the
incidents at Abu Ghraib are informed by the notion that there is:
a distinction between us and them, the conqueror and conquered, the former seen as
more masculine and the conquered as feminine. The deployment of images of
masculinity by the winning side, as a dominant discourse can be seen as an increasing
brutalization of society. Women who are part of the military also behave in a very
masculine way, since the military social culture in which women are embedded is the
same for both, men and women. The performance expected of such training is very
masculine. (Pande 6)
This recalls Schechner’s notion that the study of performance is “actively involved in social
practices and advocacies [that] do not aspire to ideological neutrality” (Schechner 1). Years later,
many of the same questions circulate. The current White House administration recently
nominated Gina Haspel to head the Central Intelligence Agency amid reports that the agent had
supervised a secret detention center in Thailand, overseeing brutal counterintelligence
interrogation techniques, and recalling for many the gruesome photos of detainees at Abu
Ghraib. Fusco’s line of inquiry in such works as Field Guide for Female Interrogators, Bare Life
Study #1, Operation Atropos, and A Room of One’s Own, reconstructs and dismantles the
epistemological premise of feminist discourse, and at the same time interrogates U.S.
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exceptionalism.
2.9 Conclusion
In my analysis of Couple in the Cage, Field Guide for Female Interrogators, Bare Life
Study #1, Operation Atropos, and A Room of One’s Own I have shown that Fusco’s work crosses
cultural and epistemological borders to destabilize notions of ethnic and racial purity consistent
with monocultural and monolingual discourses. I have shown that her works also represent loci
of enunciation that are neither exterior nor interior to hegemonic discourse, but together
constitute a hybrid combination of the two, a third site of production, and “an other” form of
thinking. This is particularly true in Couple in the Cage, a performance art piece that represents a
form of liberation from cultural and linguistic constructs, which transgresses essentialist
paradigms. I showed that Fusco’s and Gómez-Peña’s aesthetic project established antiessentialist critiques of Occidental epistemology and more than 500 years of oppression in the
Americas at the same time that it highlighted the transgressive nature of transcultural
performance. I noted that as Latino performers, Fusco and Gómez-Peña represented marginal
subjects performing from within Western hegemonic discourses and the European theatrical
tradition, their critiques emerging thus externally and from within the very institutions the artists
were seeking to criticize, establishing, I argue, a dialog that transcends cultural constructs.
Fusco’s works disrupt multicultural and feminist discourses in aesthetic projects that follow a
line of inquiry in order to expose the fragile alliances individuals and sectors of society make
with nation-states and/or particular institutions. This is also true of the performance pieces Better
Yet When Dead (1997), Votos (1999), Último deseo (1997), and El evento suspendido (2000), in
which Fusco explored gender-based and racialized identity and women’s roles in society, war,
and politics.
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CHAPTER THREE
Violeta Luna: Performing Mexicana Indigenous Identities: Woman of Maize–– La llorona
Cibernética
This chapter examines ways in which the critically acclaimed Mexican-born performance
artist, Violeta Luna, engages activism, represents ethnographic and hybrid identities, and utilizes
technology. I argue that Luna’s work interrogates racialized identities and historical inscriptions
on the body that have been imposed by transcultural and transnational processes. According to
Judith Butler, gender “ought not to be construed as a stable identity or locus of agency from
which various acts follow; rather, gender is identity tenuously constituted in time, instituted in an
exterior space through a stylized repetition of acts” (italics original 191). Likewise, Stuart Hall
questioned whether identity is ever an “already accomplished fact” (222). Identity is socially
constructed and construed, a product of human language and discourse, “which is never
complete, always in process, always constituted within, not outside representation” (222). I argue
that multiple imaginaries emerge from Luna’s work, from her Mexican cultural ancestry, her life
in the United States, and her extensive international experience as a teacher of acting and
performance. To explore elements of her works in which these themes manifest I draw upon
Donna Haraway’s notions regarding Latina identities, Mignolo’s border gnosis and loci of
enunciation, Bhabha’s take on subjective and communal strategies of selfhood and new sites of
belonging.
As I have explained in my introductory chapter, I believe these themes are relevant to my
discussion of Luna’s work, as she actively challenges notions of activism and community
involvement in terms of performance. I argue that her work is a direct and political critique of
events that have a sobering impact on U.S.-Latin American relations. I believe that Luna
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represents the violent impact of U.S.-Mexico economic, political, and social relations, and
develops a performance praxis that exposes the effects of globalism, technology, and commerce
on Indigenous Mexican communities. This approach connects with my overall interest in
analyzing transborder cultural aesthetics, as Luna, like Gómez-Peña and Coco Fusco, attempts to
expose the hegemonic nature of the relationship between the U.S. and Mexico. I focus on two of
Luna’s performances that demonstrate key challenges of two current events and represent central
aspects of her aesthetics.
I begin the chapter with a brief biographical background, followed by a synopsis of
Luna’s work and explain the critical framework of my analysis. Following these introductory
pages, I summarize NK 603 and Requiem, and follow each with a discussion and analysis of their
critical and historical importance within the U.S. and European performance art communities.
Analysis of both works subsumes discussions of aesthetic effects, costumes, lighting,
performance locations, music/sound effects, props, and technology.
Violeta Luna is an award-winning Mexican-born performance artist who currently lives
in San Francisco, California. A self-described actress, performance artist, and activist, Luna
obtained her graduate degree in Acting from the Centro Universitario de Teatro (CUT––
UNAM), and La Casa del Teatro, a school dedicated to physical practice and conventional
theater in its Eurocentric aspirations and cultivation of works either written or inspired by
Stanislavsky, Todorovsky, and Polish dramatists. Luna notes that some of the directors at the
university acknowledged that before being artists, performers are people, and as people they are
citizens who have certain responsibilities that are translated into the creative work.26

26 Luna,
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Luna said that she showed little interest in certain aspects of her theatrical education at
university.27 In particular, she wanted to look beyond the conventional hierarchical structure of
the theatre—the role of the director, actors, and set designers—which fixed, in certain ways, the
roles of women in the architecture of theatre. Luna aspired to move beyond the traditional
hierarchical structuring of the university’s theater program, where relationships of power marked
the actor as a tool and minion of the director. She said that she sees in the actor a creator, a part
of the theatrical architecture and engineering, not merely a tool in the box of the predominantly
male pool of directors.28 In our interview, Luna also observed that there was very obvious
inequity in traditional theater, as very few females were playwrights or directors, and women
were mostly actors.
In my interview with Luna, she noted that she was never really bothered by the maledominated culture in the university’s theatre program. She had grown up in a family very much
connected to the arts in Mexico City. Her sisters are visual artists, writers, and sculptors, and,
with them, she was able to access different spaces in Mexico City where, artistically, the field of
performance art was particularly divided. Luna mentioned that performers in her immediate
community mostly came from the visual arts and not the theater. She said that she always felt
that the UNAM campus she attended was separated geographically from the performance art
actions that were happening elsewhere.
Luna accompanied her sisters to performance actions, where she became aware of the
interrelatedness of the body, space, and conversation with time—considerations that she had
noted before in the strict confines of theatrical architecture, engineering, and hierarchical

27 Luna,
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structures.29 Luna also observed that performance art has a distinct language. Here, it is evident
that she refers to Augusto Boal’s concept of performance as a kind of language that is predicated
on physical, political, and cultural experiences, and not with theatrical images and actions of the
past. Within the language of performance art, Luna said, there is autonomy; it is possible for the
performer to be the site and the space, and the body the locus of enunciation.30 In traditional
theatre, the performer occupies space, in line with a script that establishes a relationship between
performer and audience and performer and space. Luna says,
El cuerpo, la conversación con el espacio, la conversación con el tiempo, cosas que yo
veía en teatro. Pero también lo que me interesaba dentro de este lenguaje de performance
era la autonomía––la posibilidad de que tú no sólo eres el sitio, el espacio, digamos, el
territorio de creación, tu cuerpo, pero también eres alguien que puede articular un
concepto y un concepto no sólo en relación a lo artístico, sino también en relación como
ciudadano, en relación a lo político, en relación también a lo biográfico.31
I argue that Luna becomes the space in which she performs. Her body becomes the vehicle for
her narrative. The performer, according to Luna, articulates a concept aesthetically, in relation to
others, politically, and also biographically. Luna refers to this space as an “espacio de libertad,”32
a non-hierarchical, horizontal space in which performers generate everything: the production––
all the things that, in traditional theatre, are delimited according to hierarchical roles. Luna has
worked closely with various artistic, political, and social movements that became inspirations for
many of her works. For Luna, performance art is a means of accessing unconventional spaces.
Part of her work includes performances in public spaces and intimate spaces, or opening a
29 Luna,
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private home to performative actions. Luna has also commented on her interest in ways in which
the language of theater and performance crossover, saying,
eso a mí me interesó mucho, y lo he explorado más desde el performance, aunque
también en el teatro, digamos, es para mí una de las cosas importantes en mi trabajo; es
precisamente encontrar los puntos de diálogo entre lenguaje teatral y lenguaje de
performance art.33
I argue that Luna’s view that the languages of theater and performance feed off one another and
generate other forms of discourse that have expanded both disciplines, is key to understanding
her praxis. Here, I refer to the vocabulary of theatrical production, the gestures and movements
of performers within a given space, and the way viewers “read” performances. Robert Neustadt
observes that performance art may be read as a text, where a given performance “is a collection
of signs that articulates meaning through internal and inter-textual juxtapositions” (xvi). Writers
structure texts using “linguistic, visual and political signs” (Neustadt xvii), a notion that dovetails
conveniently with Luna’s view that performance art employs gestures and movements as a kind
of language with which the performer may create meaning without a text.
I contend that for Luna, performance is a way of thinking in terms of praxis, a praxis that
is not only her work as a creator but also as an activist. She says of her performance praxis, “en
alguna manera, para mí, el performance fue pensarlo más como una práctica, una práctica que
me aparecía no sólo en mi trabajo como creadora, sino también en mi trabajo como activista.”34
These linguistic, performative, and theatrical hybridizations, and the notion of the hybrid itself, I
believe are at the core of Luna’s work.

33 Luna,
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Luna identifies with hybridity on a physical level, referring to cultural and stylistic
hybridizations beyond national identitary markers, border crossings, and clashing with concepts
like mono-ethnic and monolingual purity. Luna comments that hybridizations are at the core of
her being.35 There seems to be a visceral connection between her biographical data and the ways
in which Luna began to access the sphere of performance art and the creative realm. She
comments, “Hibridaciones que tienen que ver con una activista, ante el activismo, porque es
parte de lo que Violeta, pues, es.”36 Much of this relates to her family and to her six sisters. The
feminine presence has been very strong in Luna’s life and in her work; it is a normative space
from and within which she works.37
Luna has performed under the direction of “relevant Mexican artists, including José
Caballero, Raúl Zermeño, José Ramón Enriquez, Alicia Martínez Alvarez and Estela Leñero”
(Hemi 1). Upon her arrival in the U.S., Luna became the associate director of the San Franciscobased El Teatro Jornalero, which provides a site of collaboration for the voices of immigrant
workers from Latin America. According to La Pocha Nostra’s website, “In 1995, Luna founded
Grande y Pequeño (“Big and Small”) an all-women theater company that focuses on developing
original works and experimental stagings of classical theater” (2). With her husband, Argentineborn Roberto Gutiérrez Varea, who is the coordinator of the Theater Program, Performing Arts
and Social Justice major at the University of San Francisco, Víctor Cartagena, and David
Molina, Luna cofounded Secos & Mojados (2013), a San Francisco-based collective dedicated to
“work on immigrant narratives and exploration of interdisciplinary performance” (Artist(s)
Statement 1). Luna’s work focuses on community engagement, political action, and theatre.

35 Luna,
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Since 1998, Luna has also been “an associate artist of La Pocha Nostra, a San Francisco-based
interdisciplinary performance collective under the direction of Guillermo Gómez-Peña” (La
Pocha “Who” 3). Luna has performed and taught performance in Africa, Canada, Europe, Japan,
New Zealand, and the U.S.
As I noted above, Luna works within a multidimensional space to cross aesthetic and
conceptual borders. Here I refer to her fusion of activism, performance, and theatre. This
multidimensional space also refers to the way Luna negotiates conversations between space and
time and her body. I argue that Luna uses her body as a site from which to interrogate political
and social phenomena. Luna strips down her sets to the most essential elements, in order to
eliminate obstacles to full expression of her body. Luna is her own director. The script she
embodies pushes her body to its limits, explores its possibilities, and engages its cultural,
political, and social distortions. As I noted above, Boal promoted theater as language. According
to Boal, performance emerges predicated on the body’s specific physical and cultural
experiences. Through repetition of practical exercises, the performer develops their particular
language. I argue that Luna uses her body as a resource––as performance material and content.
3.1 Critical Orientation
In this section I show that Violeta Luna fuses the representation of native identity and
rituals with technology to expose the dangers of globalization. In the mid-1990s, Canada, the
U.S., and Mexico formed an international trade bloc called the North Atlantic Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA). The agreement effectively eliminated borders between the three countries
for commercial purposes. However, I have argued elsewhere that “resolutions that reinforce[d]
security at the U.S.-Mexico border, such as Operation Gatekeeper, coincide[d] with the
implementation of NAFTA . . . . To the detriment of well-meaning humanitarian concerns, the
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effects of the trade agreement––in terms of human lives––have been disastrous.”38 Critics such
as Noam Chomsky have commented that globalization has had the effect of pushing “trade deals
and other accords down the throats of the world’s peoples to make it easier for corporations and
the wealthy to dominate the economies of nations around the world without having obligations to
the peoples of those countries” (5). In many ways, NAFTA represents an unequal economic
competition that has left peasants in rural areas unprotected, causing thousands of people to
migrate to the U.S. in search of better living conditions.
The Zapatista National Liberation Army arose in support of the rights of the indigenous
peoples, who were viewed by transnational corporations as an obstacle to their ‘globalization’
project, “causing their expulsion and displacement.”39 Amanda Motei, the Los Angeles-based
artist, writer, critic, and MFA resident at California Institute of the Arts, observes that Violeta
Luna is “a performance artist whose work focuses primarily on the effects of globalization in
Mexico” (80). Luna has commented that transnational corporations such as Monsanto, and the
GMOs they produce, threaten the existence of the native populations: “GMO’s are the most
perverse form of violence, as they have an invasive and impossible to control character, polluting
organic fields, and go along with an economic policy designed to end the limited autonomy
enjoyed by the peasantry to sow their own seeds.”40 I argue that Luna has a visceral connection
to these existential threats. I believe that the goal of her public interventions as an activist
performance artist was to take this information to rural communities, to inform the people about
what was happening with the corn, their livelihood, and their very existence.

See Stark, William. “Two Fleeting Glimpses of Capitalism and Violence.” Border’Lines Journal of the Latino
Research Center (2015): p. 122.
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40 Luna, Violeta. Personal Interview. June 2016.
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Figure 3-1. Luna performs in the street at in front of Galleria Studio Cerrillo, San Cristóbal,
Chiapas, Mexico, before an intimate crowd at the beginning of Requiem for a Lost Land. Note
the pyramidal configuration of bottles and white powder demarcating the performance space
(http://www.studiocerrillo.com/index.php?title=moreimages&month=may11).

Figure 3.2. Luna performs January 17, 2013, in São Paulo, Brazil at Sesc Vila Mariana – Foyer
do Teatro before a large group at the end of Requiem for a Lost Land. Note the pyramidal
configuration Luna has created with white bottles and line of white powder
(http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/fr/enc13-performances/item/2021-enc13-vluna-requiem).
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Figure 3-3. Luna speaks with audience after her performance on July 10, 2017, in Ljubljana,
Slovenia, at Skuc Gallery (http://www.cityofwomen.org/en/content/2011/photo_gallery/requiemlost-land).

Figure 3-4. Requiem mise en scène. White liquid spills from an overturned bottle, its cap to the
right, next to a card reading “10,000.” (http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/en/e82-luna-video).
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Figure 3-5. Requiem mise en scène. Green liquid spills from an overturned bottle. The bottle cap
lays adjacent to a card reading “30,000.” (http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/en/e82-lunavideo).

Figure 3-6. Luna has just applied white paint to her arms and gestures for the audience to come
closer. (http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/en/e82-luna-video).
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Figure 3.7. Violeta Luna’s NK603: Action for Performer & e-Corn. Luna’s website
(http://violetaluna.com/NK603.html). Photographer Greg Crane.

Figure 3.8. Luna as Machetera in NK603: Action for Performer & e-Corn
(http://violetaluna.com/NK603.html). Photographer Greg Crane.
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Figure 3.9. Luna makes an offering of native corn kernels. Her skirt is made of cornhusks, her
back is painted with an ear of corn, and she wears a peasant’s hat.
(http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/en/enc09-performances/item/100-09-violetaluna). Photographer Julio Pantoja.

Figure 3.10. Lab technician sterilizing scientific instruments in Luna’s NK 603. Photo still from
Hemispheric Institute Encuentro Bogotá, Colombia August 28, 2009
(http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/en/enc09-performances/item/100-09-violeta-luna).
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Figure 3.11. Shiny surgical instruments on table in laboratory setting at the beginning and end of
NK603 (http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/en/enc09-performances/item/100-09-violeta-luna)
Photographer Niki Kekos

Figure 3.12. Luna appears transformed by e-Corn in NK603: Action for Performer & e-Corn
(http://violetaluna.com/NK603.html). Photographer Nikolay Khalezin.
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Figure 3.13. Luna’s ethno-cyborg persona shows spectators the “Made in USA” label on the bag
of blue cornmeal she is about to make into “cybertortillas.” From Luna’s performance in Mérida,
Yucatán August 12, 2009, at Front Ground: Centro de Investigación Artística
(http://www.laperiferia.org/nk603-accioacuten-para-performer--e-maiz--violeta-luna.html).

Figure 3.14. Luna uses genetically modified corn to destroy the native corn in NK603: Action for
Performer & e-Corn. Using the screen on which images are projected as a makeshift laboratory
mask, Luna articulates indigenous resistance to Monsanto’s invasive policies
(http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/en/enc09-performances/item/100-09-violeta-luna).
Photographer Julio Pantoja.
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Luna reimagines the concept of gender within inclusive settings. For Luna, the feminine
is not generalized from pre-fabricated concepts about womanhood; rather, the concept of
feminine that Luna articulates is particularized and presented as a specific woman. Luna
reimagines gender with respect to her particular characteristics and her own biography. I argue
that these are the foundations of her creative discourse.
I also believe that Luna’s work depends on interactivity and a collective construction of
reality produced through dialog with audiences. Luna’s work is in direct dialog with people in
the audience, inviting reflection and action, and direct participation in the co-creation of the
work. This is a conscious aesthetic decision, because for Luna the performance is a medium, an
inclusive space, where the public is invited to participate and to take action.
Luna uses gestures, symbols, and images to reconcile contradictory themes, such as
machines and organisms. In “La vida en una mazorca” (2009), theatre critic, Magno Fernandes
Dos Reis says, “Entre los gestos dramáticos de Violeta Luna se pueden incluir las imágenes del
maíz en las leyendas mayas, e imágenes del maíz transformado genéticamente por las
transnacionales” (1). I also assert that Luna combines Mexican iconography to locate
mexicanidad on one level and, on another, indigenismo, to provide narrative context to processes
that emerge from the convergence of spectators’ interpretations and the multifaceted aspects of
Luna’s dramatized content. I believe that Luna’s visually stimulating work is compelling. Rather
than “baroque complexity,” however, I argue that Luna’s aesthetic strategy aligns more with that
of Roberto Sifuentes, whose robo-baroque and cyberpunk aesthetic uses technological-looking
prosthesis on the human body to form hybrid, ethno-cyborg identities. Karina Hodoyán observes
that Luna’s work “re-situates state discourses on nationhood . . . within the site of memory and
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mourning the dead.”41 I believe that Luna’s work critiques events that have affected U.S.-Latin
American relations. As I noted before, I believe that Luna portrays the violent impact of U.S.Mexico economic, political, and social relations, and develops a performance praxis that exposes
the effects of globalism, technology, and commerce on Indigenous Mexican communities.
I argue, in tandem with my analysis of transborder aesthetics, that Luna’s work must be
studied as a binational product: one that not only fuses the technological logos of the U.S. with
the mythos of Mexico, but also the technological with the organism. Donna Haraway, whose
works examine science fiction and feminist theory in late capitalism––in particular her piece
titled “A Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science, Technology, and Socialist Feminism in the 1980s”
(2009)–– are central to my argument. As I will show, in NK603, Luna’s performance speaks to
the hybridization of machine and human organism, what Haraway refers to as the cyborg,
a condensed image of both imagination and material reality, the two joined

centers

structuring any possibility of historical transformation. In the traditions of Western science and
politics—the tradition of racist, male-dominant capitalism; t
tradition of the appropriation of nature as resource for

he tradition of progress; the

the productions of culture; the

tradition of reproduction of the self from the reflections of the other—the relation between
organism and machine has been a

border war (191).

Haraway’s notion of the cyborg is important to my argument, not only because of the “border
war” between the imaginary and physical realities that she signals in “the relation between
organism and machine,” but also because Luna’s work emerges from the other side of the
reflection to which Haraway refers. I argue that Luna’s work is informed by the traditional
cultures of indigenous Mexican communities. Her work directly portrays the impact of Western

41 For
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science, progress, and the appropriation of resources on indigenous Mexican communities. As
noted in Chapter One, Homi Bhabha’s work regarding difference, cultural engagement,
hybridity, and mimicry have helped shape the field of post-colonial studies. This is relevant to
my study because I endeavor to discuss the manner in which latina/o performance artists
negotiate their status as minoritized and racialized artists by challenging dominant performance
practices, creating new identities, and depicting sites of collaboration and conflict. In line with
Bhabha’s view that, theoretically and politically speaking, narratives of originary and initial
subjectivities fall short of the processes performatively produced to engage cultural difference, I
argue that these “moments and processes that are produced in the articulation of cultural
difference” (Bhabha 2) are transcultural in nature, and that identitary questions, whether cultural,
gendered, racial, or national, hang in liminal spaces, where Subjects are “formed ‘in-between’, or
in excess of, the sum of the ‘parts’ of difference (usually intoned as race/class/gender/etc.)” (2).
National, cultural, and religious identity is also often driven by an individual’s sense of
belonging to a community. This is true whether or not the community is collaborating or in
conflict with the subject’s identitary aspirations. For classifications and locations imposed on
subjects often have no bearing on their orientation with respect to their status in a given
community. I have argued elsewhere that is particularly true when one considers the production
of ethnicity and the verbalization of race that occurs when people of different cultural
backgrounds come into contact by chance, by choice, or by force.42 Historical processes in the
United States within the last forty years have been instrumental to radical departures from
traditional, white, androcentric, and essentialist cultural attitudes toward gender and identity. I

See Stark, William. “Two Fleeting Glimpses of Capitalism and Violence.” Border’Lines Journal of the Latino
Research Center (2015): p. 126.
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believe that Luna’s works offer up new communal and subjective strategies of selfhood with
which to imagine indigenous Mexican identities.
I believe that Luna cites Turner’s notion of liminality as she positions her body and
identity as a border crosser, as a mestiza, and her performances acquire a ritualistic indigenous
quality. I am interested in ways in which Luna interrogates performative aspects of activism and
portrays cultural hybridity to denounce not only the self-proclaimed center of imaginary
androcentric, mono-ethnic, monolingual paradigms, but also the social havoc generated by U.S.based state and corporate interests. Luna’s work explicitly challenges corporations such as
Monsanto, which have acted in collusion with Latin American governments and elites to operate
in Latin America, and “[require] full access to land, which not only focus on agriculture, but also
in the ‘extraction’ business such as mining, oil and the deeply harmful process of fracking.”43
In this chapter, I also deploy Mignolo’s concept of border gnosis to understand Luna’s
works within and exterior to Eurocentric traditions of theatre, performance, and knowledge
production. In line with Mignolo, I show that Luna’s aesthetic strategy and political intention
emerge from Anzaldúa’s notion of a “third space” to expose colonial difference and mobilize
against the coloniality/modernity binary. I contend that Luna’s works represent a purposiveness
of resistance, which situates the themes she articulates in her work as binational conflicts. Luna’s
female personas connect with mexicanidad and indigenismo, and with architectural settings and
objects that provide multiple levels of meaning to her work. Her body serves as the site where
transnational debates, national security, and intercultural violence play out: her body is
performed as the subject and object; it becomes the signified and signifier of politics, commerce,
and ecological concerns.

43 Luna,
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3.2 Requiem for a Lost Land: Réquiem para una tierra perdida
En los teatros del exceso que hoy nos circundan – aquellos que emergen
durante y después del acontecimiento violento de cualquier calle,
especialmente en las ciudades del norte de México – lo escénico toma
forma no sólo por las corporalidades expuestas. Lo emblemático opera no
únicamente por medio de fragmentos corporales, sino que se produce toda
una construcción espectacular de la muerte violenta para producir efectos
aterradores. (Diéguez 2011)
Requiem is an artistic intervention in which Violeta Luna explores the representation of
violence in terms of the human body. Minimally armed with a brown paper bag full of props,
Luna recreates a crime scene that represents metaphorically and symbolically the fate of tens of
thousands of victims of the War on Drugs declared by Mexican President Felipe Calderón in
2010, in collaboration with the U.S. government. This bilateral initiative stripped human rights
from millions of Mexican citizens in a show of force (the Mérida Initiative)44 that promised to
deal harshly with drug traffickers.
As noted previously, I approach Luna’s work with an eye to aesthetic strategies that I
consider transcultural in nature. As I will show, Luna’s performance in Requiem provides an
example of such aesthetic strategies as outlined in previous chapters. Luna’s Requiem employs
political artistry to explore the political and social landscape of Mexico during President Felipe
Calderón’s term in office (2006-12). Her inquiry examines Calderón’s collaboration with the
U.S. government to declare war on narcotraffickers.

44 See

Juan González’s Harvest of Empire, New York: Penguin, 2011.
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Luna based Requiem on the political realities of Calderón’s move to rule with a firm hand
following his rise to power amid controversy, irregularities in the voting process, and a series of
acts designed to legitimate his presidency. In Requiem, she exposes the violent truth that public
spaces in Mexico, under Calderón, became scenes of horror. The dismembered bodies of victims
of narcotraffickers vying for control over markets and routes were staged by drug lords in
gruesome displays in order to instill fear in the hearts and minds of the Mexican people.
Luna has performed Requiem around the world in museums, galleries, international
festivals, encuentros, pulquerías, and theatres. Due to the variety of performance sites,
attendance is often limited to an intimate number of spectators (see Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3). For
the purpose of this dissertation, I limit my analysis to a 16-minute, 32-second long video that
documents Luna’s performance at Skuc Gallery in Ljubljana, Slovenia, July 10, 2011.45 This
performance art piece is a ritualized memorial for tens of thousands of victims of the War on
Drugs perpetrated by the U.S. and Mexican governments. It features David Molina’s original
soundtrack, which includes a modified voice recording of former President Felipe Calderón’s
speech (in English) before U.S. Congress in 2010, and an enhanced recording of Mexican poet
María Rivera reading (in Spanish) her poem “Los muertos” during a protest march in Mexico
City in 2011.
Although Luna is the only performer physically present in the gallery, the former
Mexican President, the Mexican poet, and the Mexican people may also be considered as
protagonists of the performance: each element—the video, the soundtrack, Luna’s gestures, her
body, the space, the audience—may be viewed as autonomous; each has its own narrative.

45

I limit my discussion of Requiem to the video recording of the performance on the website of the Hemispheric
Institute (http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/en/e82-luna-video).
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Luna explains that one of the premises of her project is to investigate different forms of
representing violence in terms of the human body.46 She reminds viewers that in 2010 there had
been a surge in violence in Mexico after President Calderón declared war on drug lords and drug
traffickers, initiating a massive militarization of the U.S.-Mexico border and other public spaces
in Mexico.
The video begins in total darkness; only the voice of Calderón addressing the U.S.
Congress is heard. Then, Luna is seen standing in a position central to the performance space.
Spectators are sitting, squatting, and standing around the performance site in a semi-circular
fashion (see Figure 3.2). Luna is dressed in black pants and sleeveless top. She moves slowly but
deliberately through the space with a brown paper bag in her hand that reads, “MÉXICO 2010,”
pausing at times to consider her orientation with respect to the space and the audience. She then
removes large white bottles from the bag and places them in different locations on the floor.
The soundtrack, as mentioned above, consists of two distinct audio recordings that have
been modified. At times the voice of President Calderón sounds like a skip in a vinyl record.
Molina manipulates the recording such that certain parts of the speech repeat in a mechanical
way, evincing a technological glitch or the voice of a robot. At other times during Calderón’s
speech, the voice of María Rivera is heard intermittently repeating the words “los muertos”
between spliced segments of Calderón’s speech. Likewise, during Rivera’s oration, Calderón’s
voice is heard repeating “Mexico.” In the background of both speeches Molina has dubbed in the
mechanical militarized sounds of airplanes, rockets, and other warlike sound effects.
As I signaled in the introduction, each and every element of the performance constitutes a
particular narrative that contributes to the whole. The soundtrack for Requiem serves as one of
several such narrative lines in Luna’s performance. It not only marks changes in Luna’s
46
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movements within the performance space but also her gestures and what she is wearing.
Molina’s deliberate manipulation of both Calderón’s and Rivera’s oratory performances
reinforces a binary construction from which Luna emerges as a third voice, “an other” narrative.
By binary I mean to signal the linguistic opposition of Spanish to English; the opposition of
Mexico to the United States; the opposition of the past to a dystopic technological future; and the
opposition of Catholic to Protestant, each of which Molina’s soundtrack embellishes and Luna’s
performance disturbs.
As noted, Calderón’s speech has been modified to sound robotic, aligning his narrative
with progress, technology, the U.S., and a dystopic future. The metallic sounds that
intermittently ping throughout Calderón’s speech, the sounds of rockets and other machines of
war, reaffirm the promise of militarization and death—for the Mexican people. Yet, Calderón
speaks of this historic moment before U.S. Congress in terms of his “honor” and how grateful he
is to be there.
It is a great honor for me to come here before you today. I would like to thank
Congress and the American people for this invitation. I want to express my
gratitude to all those here, who have supported Mexico during very challenging

times. I

also salute Mexican Americans and all Latinos who work every day for t he prosperity of this
great nation.47
At the same time, in opposition, Rivera’s voice rings out in solidarity with the masses calling for
the end to the violence.
Allá vienen
los descabezados,

47 Luna,
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los mancos,
los descuartizados,
a las que les partieron el coxis,
a los que les aplastaron la cabeza,
los pequeñitos llorando
entre paredes ocuras
de minerales y arena . . .48
In these ways, I consider the technological intervention and its supplementation of the
human voice and personhood as an allusion to the relation between the machine and the human
organism. The soundtrack alludes to a cybernetic dimension in the relationship between the U.S.
and Mexico. It bears recalling Haraway’s positing of the human as a cyborg, “a hybrid of
machine and organism, a creature of social reality as well as a creature of fiction” (191). To
advance this notion further, I align myself with Haraway’s observation that modern war in the
last century was a “cyborg orgy, coded by C3I, command-control-communication-intelligence . .
. a fiction mapping our social and bodily reality” (191). I assert that Haraway’s comments apply
equally to the War on Drugs orchestrated by the U.S. and Mexico, because they recall the hightech surveillance practices, the use of satellites and UAVs, as well as futuristic weaponry as
ways of performing war and surreptitiously mediating subjects.
Luna represents the violence perpetrated by the U.S. and Mexican states on the Mexican
people in several ways. First, she provides a historical context for the performance with a brown
paper bag labeled, “Mexico 2010,” from which she extracts six white bottles clearly marked with
the Mexican national emblem (see Figure 3.5), a symbolic representation of the Mexican body

48 Luna,
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politic. Here I enlist the metaphorical notion of the body as a container, in this case a bottle.
When Luna removes the lids and turns the bottles on their sides, white and green paint
symbolically spills from them like blood from decapitated corpses. The numerically labeled
cards that appear next to the “decapitated” bottles/bodies inform viewers of the raw data, the
number of dismembered victims, and the collateral damage of the U.S.-Mexico War on Drugs.
Bottled-up frustration thus spills over in a symbolic depiction of a decapitated, dismembered
Mexican body politic—a representation of violence inflicted on the human body: collateral
damage in the U.S.-Mexico War on Drugs.
In effect, Luna recreates a crime scene in what I interpret as an act of performative
forensic analysis. She unmasks the obscene underside of state-sponsored terror in the streets of
Mexico via the War on Drugs. I believe the performance piece extends the value of war further,
as Requiem exposes the violent aftermath of cultural, economic, military, political, and social
hegemony, and the unequal relationship of power between the U.S. and Mexico. The War on
Drugs is also a metonymical value for the neo-colonial relationship between these neighboring
countries in a period of global neoliberal hegemony.
Such unequal cultural, economic, political, and social relations speak to what Mignolo
refers to as colonial difference in his elaboration of border gnosis, and a multidirectional circuit
of exchange predetermined by relationships already hierarchically organized with respect to a
nation’s economic, cultural, military, political, and social standing in the world order. It is
possible to speak of Luna’s performance in Requiem in such terms, as they speak to underlying
transcultural processes. Here, I wish to elaborate a compelling notion that requires further
analysis and explanation. I am referring to the performance site itself as a locus of enunciation;
that is, a place in which aesthetic, cultural, economic, epistemic, religious, political, racial,
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sexual, and subjective information is manipulated, reformulated, re-examined, reimagined, and
transferred. Different forms of transference mark each site, such that the performance in
Slovenia, for example, impacts viewers and performer alike in ways that are distinct from a
performance in Mexico or elsewhere in Latin America.
The aesthetic and political generation and motivation of the idea for Requiem is also an
important consideration. Luna formally proposed Requiem as an investigation of different forms
of representation of violence on the human body during her residency in Lima, Peru, a location,
one could argue, that is peripheral to the action depicted in the performance. Yet Lima is closer
to the geopolitical realities of the U.S.-Mexico War on Drugs, in terms of a locus of enunciation,
than if Luna had conceived the piece in San Francisco, for example. Moreover, it is possible to
locate Lima, Peru—and San Francisco, for that matter—interior and exterior to the world order
that gave rise to the War on Drugs.
Likewise, the performance itself is an act of transference in which a world of cultural
information—economic, gendered, political, sexual, and social—passes between viewers and
performer.
Throughout the performance, a large group of people can be heard intermittently on the
soundtrack, chanting in unison, “¡No más sangre, ni un muerto más!” Early on in the
performance, just as María Rivera begins to recite “Los muertos,” Luna squats down on the
floor. She then removes a small plastic bag full of white powder and empties the contents on the
floor in a line, creating a symbolic border demarcating the U.S. and Mexico. This symbolic
delimitation serves not only to inform viewers of the longstanding geopolitical history between
the U.S. and Mexico but also explicitly draws a symbolic narcotic line in the sand.
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Luna then continues to remove white bottles from the bag, placing them—six in total—in
different locations on the floor. Placement of the bottles and the line of white powder serve to
organize the space into a pyramidal composition. Luna removes cards from the bag then
unscrews the cap of the bottle nearest to her. She places the cap on the floor to the side of the
bottle and then puts the card next to it. The card reads “5,000.” Luna lays the next bottle on its
side and removes the cap. She then places cards reading “10,000” and “15,000” on either side of
the cap. Visible on the side of the bottle is Mexico’s national emblem, consisting of an eagle
with a serpent in its mouth, perched on a cactus. Luna repeats the act of removing caps from the
bottles and placing cards with numbers reading in the tens of thousands. Tinted liquid spills from
the bottles Luna has turned on their sides. White liquid spills from the first, and green from the
second (see Figures 3.4 and 3.5).
Luna pauses to pull a white dress over her head. She kneels, pours white liquid into a
silver, heart-shaped bowl, and then spreads that liquid on her arms and hands. It is possible to
construe that Luna’s white clothing and body painting, the narcotic line in the sand, and the
white bottles labeled with the Mexican emblem are all metaphors for the relationship between
the Mexican people, the U.S., and narcotrafficking. As such, the bottles represent the Mexican
body politic in the grip of narcotics and narcotics traffickers. The line of narcotics between the
U.S. and Mexico is a metaphor for a common problem, a binational conflict. Luna’s white dress
and white paint place her at the nexus of the conversation between distinct elements. She
embodies the white narcotics and emerges metaphorically from the line in the sand between the
U.S. and Mexico as a third entity, neither Mexican nor from the U.S., but a hybrid entity that
arises from an existential threat that brings death to the Mexican people more often than to
people of the U.S.
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Luna removes a hairbrush from the bag and begins to unfurl the braids of her hair,
pausing only to gesture spectators to come closer (See Figure 3.6). She brushes her long black
hair and faces the audience, then tilts her head toward the floor to brush the full length of her
hair. She then gathers her hair and wraps it around her face like a blindfold. She holds several
poses using her hair to obscure her face. This use of the hair to cover the face is a symbolic
gesture that signifies a violent act. Luna is a victim, but she is, at the same time, the perpetrator
of the violence, the signifier and the signified, the subject and the object, and, I argue, “an other”
emergent identity from the interstitial space that divides performer and spectators.
Luna uses her body, her hair, and the performance space to explore the representation of
violence on the human body, not as props, but as a force of nature, a mournful mother––la
llorona––of the beheaded Mexican citizenry. I argue that this performance is a ritualistic
memorial for the more than 50,000 deaths, countless wounded, and hundreds of transborder
communities impacted by the U.S.-Mexico binational initiative to fight organized crime and
associated violence. As I noted, Luna organizes the space in a pyramid composition. The white
powder represents the symbolic border region, and separates her from the audience. The bottles
are arranged along an axis in accordance with Luna’s body, which becomes the nexus of the
composition. On her knees, in a white smock, with arms and face painted white, the space
converts into an altar, a sepulchre, a mass grave; Luna becomes a priestess, the white of her arms
and face and smock are as symbolic forms of processes of purification. I argue that Luna
juxtaposes these sacred ritual gestures with poetic and political discourse. And, at the same time,
the soundtrack shares archival evidence of the social drama, while Luna transfers that
information with her body to the viewers.
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Luna bends over until her nose practically touches the floor, and extends her long black
hair onto the floor. She then puts photos of victims into her hair. Luna’s hands are methodical as
she ensures that each photo is placed where it is visible to onlookers. Because her face is turned
to the floor, she performs these actions without seeing what she is doing, like a headless corpse
replacing its own head with headshots of victims of the War on Drugs.
After meticulously positioning the photographs, Luna pours blood colored liquid onto her
hair and the photos. In the final moments of the piece, Luna pulls the white smock up over her
head, taking care to gather her hair and any excess red liquid at the same time. She lays the
smock––symbolically bloodstained––on the ground, where she then sprinkles dirt on it. Each of
Luna’s movements is ceremonious, informing a kind of solemn, sacred ritual. What remains
when Luna has finished looks like a crime scene. There are little white cards with numbers
scattered in the space. The blood of the Mexican people, symbolically signified with green, red,
and white paint, is spilled on the ground. A white bloodied smock remains center stage recalling
the violence of the War on Drugs and its economic, political, and social impact on the Mexican
people. After the performance, Luna invites the public to come closer to engage in dialogue.
In summary, I argue that Luna’s performance in Requiem speaks directly to the violent
impact of a binational initiative forged by the U.S. and Mexico to disrupt organized criminal
groups in the transborder region between the two neighboring countries. I argue that Luna’s
performance problematizes the discursive practice of politics, and thus recalls the history of
embodied practice that has paralleled and run counter to the European thinking that has
dominated the cultural production of the Americas for more than 500 years.
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3.3 NK603: Action for Performer & e-Corn49
El invento del maíz por los mexicanos,
sólo es comparable con el invento del fuego por el hombre
––Octavio Paz
According to Luna’s website, NK603: Action for Performer & e-Corn is a “reflection on
the reality of genetically engineered corn, and its devastating consequences on life” (Luna
NK603). I will show that Luna’s NK603 speaks to an immediate existential threat to Mexico’s
indigenous communities, whose identity and worldview revolve around corn. While NK603
signals the threatening advance of transnational agricultural corporations in Mexico, NK603 is
also the name of a genetically modified maize known by the commercial name “Roundup Ready
Corn 2,”50 marketed by the Monsanto Company, a multinational agrochemical biotech
corporation.
Luna’s intention in NK603 is to mobilize public opinion against Monsanto’s project,
which has “nothing to do with the interests of the Mexican people, and much to do with the
implementation of policies designed to grab from them the land and natural resources.”51 Here,
Luna is specific about who is most affected by Monsanto’s project: the Raramuri, Huastecos,
Cora, Huichol, Nahuatl, Purepecha, Maya, Tzotzil, Zapotec, and Mixtec peoples, whose rituals
help them to choose where they will grow corn—the milpa, a “sacred space for cultivation,
where each corner corresponds to the four directions of the cosmos.”52 Luna’s aesthetic strategy
was to employ multiple performance personas to cross multiple cultural and identitary
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boundaries. The exchange of information and values in this process is ongoing and
multidirectional, speaking to a loss of cultural foundation—a process of deculturation, I
contend—for indigenous groups in Mexico at the hands of invasive transnational corporations.
Thus, the Aluna Theatre in Toronto, Canada, comments that NK603 is “a provocative
confrontation between capitalist science and ancient ways of life” (Rutas), and Fernando García
Rivas observes that Luna’s performance denounces “los atropellos del poder de la hegemonía
imperialista” (Rivas par. 1). In this dissertation, I examine these spaces of cultural exchange. As
noted in previous chapters, I am particularly interested in the movement back and forth of ideas,
knowledge, cultural values, and theories, and the pathways of such interactivities.
Luna was part of both the “Sin Maíz No Hay País” campaign, in Mexico, and the
Greenpeace movements that mobilized in Mexico in 2000, when transgenic contamination of
Mexican corn began. One of many activists who participated in acts of resistance, it was
important to Luna to speak not only from a site of resistance but also to articulate these themes
with aesthetic projects to address the issue in a coherent and provocative way.53 Luna’s intention
was to articulate themes in terms of a binational conflict and, in her own terms, as a woman with
indigenous ancestry. In NK603, Luna becomes a caretaker of “the corn” and guardian of her
people’s cultural memory.
Luna collaborated with director Roberto Gútierrez Varea on NK603. Luna says, “empecé
a pensar el cuerpo como una canvas, como este espacio donde se puede pintar, se puede poner;
entonces, para mí, era importante que fuera este lienzo y todos los objetos yo siempre los hago,
los realizo, porque creo que el objeto dentro del performance se articula también como un

53 Luna,
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sujeto.”54 Luna views the human body as a space to be painted, where she may put objects of her
own making. She views such objects also as subjects, each one affording its own narrative line
through which it contributes to an overarching narrative in her performance. I argue that Luna is
merely a facilitator between these performing subjectivities. I contend that the subject and object
are as much present in her body as in each object. To this end, Luna creates all her own
performance props, observing that the objects continuously mutate, changing in space in stride
with the passing of time. These objects that Luna confects change form and at times appear in
different places and contexts than where one might not consider they would be. She articulates
these objects with her body to create a “score”55 for the performance, noting that the score is very
much like a jazz outline, where she has not planned for everything. Luna leaves some things to
accidental occurrence, like something that may intervene in the work to modify it.
Creating her score and making her objects are a part of performance that is invisible to
viewers. The performance does not begin when she presents the work to the public but rather
beforehand, when she sews together the cornhusks for the skirt, an act she considers as a kind of
ritual in and of itself. For Luna, the process extends beyond the performance space and
performance as practice. She views the entire process as a ritual, one in which she creates
different signs that are conceptual, social, and oneiric, that is, from the unconscious. As noted
previously, Luna views each element as an autonomous subject with its own narrative.
One example of this in the video of the performance emerges from two historical
markers: the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and Zapatismo. Luna used
images about genetic engineering related to Monsanto, and, with David Molina, looked for
sounds from various peasant movements, including recordings of Zapatistas, which they
54 Luna,
55 Luna,
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juxtaposed with recordings of scientific discourse in favor of and against transgenics. The
soundtrack informs a kind textual drama that works hand-in-hand with the other elements, each
one with its own meaning. In NK603, Luna delimits three imaginary spaces, which correspond
temporally to a mythical Mexican past that revolves around corn, community, and tradition, and
to two stages of a technologically advanced, futuristic transnational corporate laboratory. These
three sites are distinct loci of enunciation where spatial/temporal and racial/gender relationships
take shape among performer, audience, and multimedia technology.
Temporally, the first part of the performance represents a future/present. The second part
contrasts a mythical Mexican past with a technologically advanced present in which
North/South, U.S./Mexico, white/brown, and male/female binaries emerge as the organizing
principles. Luna works with another performer in the first and last part of the performance. The
other performer plays the role of a lab technician. The other performer is female.
The third and final part of the performance takes place in a violent dystopic future,
wherein the first and last parts of the performance share the same physical space at different
points in time. As I will show, the second space is perhaps the most important. In these three
spaces, Luna embodies the indigenous Mexican population, a Zapatista machetera, and corn
itself (see Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.14).
In NK603, Luna articulates maíz, the original species of corn of Mesoamerica, with a new
genetically modified identity, thus bridging the intersection of technology and human organism,
selfhood and gender. In line with Bhabha, Butler, and Hall, I understand identity as an ongoing
negotiation that requires rethinking and rearticulating relationships between subjects, objects,
and discursive practices. In this way, identity links inextricably to language and power, and is
constantly subject to change, albeit through transcultural processes of generation and/or erasure.
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Such identitary operations are visible in several key moments of NK603, which I address shortly.
For now, it is important to note that, for Luna, processes occurring before, during, and after the
performance are equally important and often take the form of ritual.
The effects of transnational politics and corporate totalitarianism embedded in the
operations of firms like Monsanto and the ethos underlying agricultural modernization56 on small
communities that depend on corn for existence are at the core of Luna’s performance action.
Throughout the performance, the megalithic transnational corporation Monsanto occupies a
pivotal site of conflict as Luna addresses themes of cultural identity, cultural history, and gender.
Against this backdrop of experiences forged through global processes, Luna’s preoccupation
with activism, community engagement, performance, and theatre emerges.
There are three instances in NK 603 in which Luna plays with gender roles and the
creation of new identities; these moments in the performance correspond with spatial and
temporal delimitations. In all but the last, her gestures signal identity formations that are
historically informed and inscribed on the body. In this way, her “body is figured as a surface
and the scene of cultural inscription” (Butler 176). In the first part of the performance, a female
technician dressed in a white lab coat stands behind a table laden with shiny surgical instruments
(See Figures 3.10 and 3.11). She methodically puts on a surgical mask and gloves to sterilize
laboratory instruments; her movements are measured, premeditated, and meticulous. As a
gesture, her laboratory uniform embodies whiteness and maleness as well as sterility and, by
extension, the androcentric biochemical world of a Monsanto laboratory.
In the second portion of the performance, a video shows men signing documents. A
beetle performs its final death throes. The words "Monsanto: Food for Health and Hope" appear,
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as Luna chops the air with her machete. Her gestures embody several things at once: cutting
corn, working the land, reaping the harvest, and the violence of resistance. The cornhusk skirt
and hat Luna wears are gestures that embody primitive femininity and racialized identity.
Luna gags herself with two corners of the screen, thus making visible an ear of corn
painted on her back; her gesture embodies “corn” and the silenced community for whose
existence corn is central. Luna’s gestures in this section recall Norma Alarcón’s notion of
“identity-in-difference” in which we encounter the notion of a “subject in process, desirous of
self-determination” (136), yet an active as opposed to a passive agency that is in the constant
process (Hall 222) of reiteration and rearrangement of “organized sequences of events [and]
scripted actions (Schechner 35), where scripted actions may take on any role or learned behavior.
During the final moments of the performance, Luna establishes a new identity that
transcends the male/female binary of traditional masculine/feminine, interior/exterior,
active/passive, and public/private. She creates an identity that resists ethnicity: a cyborg, and
returns to the laboratory where the performance began. The soundtrack announces the arrival of
a “monster,” and the laboratory technician dressed in white reappears to violently bind Luna's
torso with duct tape. With each wrap of the tape, Luna’s gendered body is violently confined and
covered. With the help of the lab technician, Luna is then harnessed into a tight-fitting metal
waistcoat from which long, pointy spikes protrude, bringing to mind Haraway’s vision of cyborg
identity, part human and part machine.
The next set of gestures continues Luna’s transformation from female indigenous figure
to cyborg, recalling Donna Haraway’s notion that “women of color might be understood as a
cyborg identity, a potent subjectivity synthesized from fusions of outsider identities” (191).
Violeta Luna’s gestures in this final portion of the piece embody the genetically modified
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product of the white, male-centered Monsanto laboratories (genetically engineered corn, and, by
extension, the people who eat said corn). Luna’s gestures also signal a technologically advanced,
sterilized cyborg future, a painful death, and the technologically mediated body and social life as
the embodied fantasy of neoliberalism.
Earlier in the performance, Luna had embodied her indigenous forebears, a Zapatista
machetera, and corn itself, employing objects of her own creation to signal multidirectional
circuits and pathways by which cultural information, knowledge, and memory flow back and
forth between groups of people in space and time. A cornhusk skirt, body paint in the image of
corn, gestures with a machete and bandana: these are a few of the objects/subjects that animate
Luna’s call for resistance, cultural traditions, and community engagement.
There are various sites of collaboration and conflict in NK603, in which Luna’s
performance breaks the imaginary border of a fourth wall. Aside from this border, which
separates audience and performer, Luna’s performance highlights borders between distinct
cultures. Here I refer not only to the opposition of rural indigenous Mexican and urban U.S.based Anglo cultures, but also a technologically advanced, futuristic hybrid cyborg culture
opposed to an ancient metaphorical past whose memory still clings to the present.
The first part of NK603 is cold, calculated, and sterile. It connects the audience to an
interior view of a laboratory. One of Luna’s technical requirements for this piece is a theater or
gallery space that affords intimate proximity between performer and viewers, a space that can
become a site of community, collaboration, and conflict. There are no chairs, no differentiated
stage, per se, which allows Luna and her assistant to dismiss the imaginary wall that separates
audience from performer. The liminal space between performer and audience becomes a site of
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collaboration and conflict; the audience is complicit in scripted actions with which Luna points
to existential conflicts.
As in performance art in general, the physical interactions between performer and
audience allow for shared criticism, irony, and sympathetic participation (Schechner 1). In NK
603, the space, however, is not borderless. Luna draws very clear lines, and erases them just as
easily. When and where Luna chooses to demarcate the gallery space is deliberate and calculated
to achieve optimal effect, such that particular spaces become sites of collaboration or conflict, or
both simultaneously. She does this with lights and props and designated sites within the
performance space. Changes of location within the physical space signal scene changes and
symbolic changes in space and time. For example, the lights are lowered in one portion of the
gallery to signal the end of a segment of the performance. The entire gallery is dark until the
lights are raised again in a different area of the gallery.
The second part of the performance begins with video imagery. Voices on the soundtrack
continue to speak of modifications made to the genetic makeup of corn. The speech is scientific
but purposely modified. At times, the first or last word of a sentence will repeat again and again,
as if stuck, like a scratched record; or, a video feed that has been spliced together to sound like
automated machinery. Images of corn fade in and out between bursts of images depicting
airplanes spraying fields and people signing documents. Luna’s ritualized movements in this
section correspond with a mythical Mexican past that revolves around corn, community, and
tradition. When Luna puts down her machete, she husks and smells an ear of corn and shows it to
the audience. Corn is the dominant symbol for the community gathered in the gallery. With two
or three mechanical movements, Luna picks up the machete again and destroys the genetically
modified corn.
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Luna reaches behind her and pulls the two bottom corners of the film screen (a large
white sheet hung from the ceiling) around her face, tying the ends behind her head. This simple
action traces a symbolic line back to the beginning of the piece, to the laboratory, to the
technician dressed in a white lab coat, with surgical mask and gloves. Corn and laboratory
interface. Luna’s body becomes a site of synergistic integration. Political and social phenomena
merge at the site of her body. Only her eyes are visible beneath her hat and above the makeshift
surgical mask (see Figure 3.14). She puts on gloves and vigorously rubs an ear of indigenous
corn against a piece of genetically modified corn. The new corn destroys the original natural
corn. In this moment, Luna embodies Monsanto’s deadly laboratory experiments. The same
white sheet that previously displayed the words “Monsanto: Food for Health and Hope,” now
serves as a tool to connect a mythical Mexican past to a deadly, obsessively hygienic, sterile
environment.
Luna rises to her feet and dances for the audience, feigning happiness; her hat is gone, the
corn is destroyed, a new identity emerges; Luna moves like a puppet or a robot, the
transformation from human organism into machine begins. She enacts the symbolic planting of
corn on the serape she was previously wearing. The cloth symbolizes the relationship between
human beings and the Earth. Luna then pulls a laboratory vial filled with red liquid from a pouch
and drinks its contents. Meanwhile, voices on the soundtrack in the background talk about the
genetic makeup of the engineered corn. The soundtrack reflects a dissonant, mechanical reality.
Luna feigns sickness and slowly spits out the thick red liquid. It looks like blood, but clearly
represents a chemical agent used to promote transgenesis. Luna puts on surgical gloves and
proceeds to wrap her braids around her head and stuff them in her mouth. The effects of the vial
of red liquid are evident, as Luna’s behavior begins to change. In the background, a computer-
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generated voice repeats the same thing over and over, warning the technician to take action
because time is limited.
Luna then pulls out a metal surgical device of sorts and wraps it around her throat. She
begins to thrash about and moves from the place she was standing. The performance segues to
the future, and computer-generated voices continue to warn of impending doom. Luna’s
movements are more and more mechanical as she pulls a ball of blue cornmeal (masa) from a
metallic pouch labeled “Made in U.S.A.” She places it on a tortilla press and makes a tortilla.
Once again, we have a human-machine interface. The integration of human organism and
technology is embodied in Luna’s transformation as a cyborg presence and the production of
genetically modified food. Part of this interface is made evident in what Luna is wearing around
her neck and what that object is doing to her. It is a surgical device used to pry open her mouth.
As she prepares and shares tortillas, people in the audience observe the common, everyday
behaviors of a Mexican or Guatemalan community enacted by a cybernetic figure. Luna
reiterates and rearranges these behaviors to indicate that present actions are also past and future
events (Taylor, Still 98).
In the last part of the performance, Luna stuffs one of the raw blue corn tortillas she has
made into her mouth with a long metal instrument. Afterward, an audience member helps her out
of her metal torso contraption and duct tape. She unties her braids, removes the mouthpiece, and
ties a red bandana across her face to look like a Zapatista. She picks up the metal instrument she
used to stuff the tortilla in her mouth and walks away through the audience.
The audience has become Luna’s community, and she shares the tortillas with them. In
this way, the audience becomes aware that the genetic modification of the original natural corn is
destroying their community and their corn, recalling Diana Taylor’s notion that performance is a
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question of process and result, not something simply translatable (Personal Letter 13). Luna’s
piece posits that the future of humanity is at stake. NK603 posits, as performance art generally,
that performance requires action and behavior that “occup[y] that liminal zone of process and
completion, the doing and the done, present and past” (Schechner 98). Luna’s performance
constitutes a physical dynamic of visual and gestural interactions between the performer and
audience.
In artistic terms, NK603 is an interactive collage with edited black and white film
segments; a soundtrack that emits mechanical and computer-generated and electronicallymodified voices; and, colorfully accented ritual actions recalling Mexican indigenous traditions
revolving around the planting, growing, and harvesting of corn. Luna harnesses indigenous
symbols, in which “black and purple corn represent the heart; white corn, the bones. Red corn
represents the blood, and yellow the flesh.”57 To portray the perilous relationship between
technology and the human organism––the “border war,” as Haraway calls it, Luna juxtaposes all
these elements, recalling Anzaldúa’s description of the mestiza:
Indigenous like corn, the mestiza is a product of crossbreeding, designed for preservation
under a variety of conditions. Like an ear of corn––female seed-bearing organ––the
mestiza is tenacious, tightly wrapped in the husks of her culture. Like the kernels she
clings to the cob; with thick stalks and strong brace roots, she holds tight to the earth––
she will survive the crossroads. (103)
In line with Sandra K. Soto, I argue that Anzaldúa describes the mestiza as “genetically
engineered corn . . . . a biological hybrid” (61). NK603 is thus a “reflection on the reality of
genetically modified corn” (NK603), in which Luna connects maíz, the native corn of the

57 Luna,

Violeta. Personal Interview. June 2016.
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Americas, to a new genetically modified identity, a 21st century version of Anzaldúa’s new
mestiza––an updated border crosser. Recalling Haraway’s idea of cyborg identity, Luna’s body
becomes a “battleground/where enemies are kin to each other” (Anzaldúa 216); this subjective
internalization of geography, and the mapping of contested cultural terrain, make her body a site
from which notions of gender and mestizaje are reimagined and rearticulated with inclusive
parameters, only to be disrupted and denatured, the dominant cultural formations dismantled.
3.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, NK603 and Requiem are two performance art pieces in which Luna
directly represents the violent impact of two poignant examples of U.S.-Mexico economic,
political, and social relations. I showed that Luna develops a performance praxis that
problematizes the effects of globalism, technology, and commerce on indigenous Mexican
communities. And, in terms of transborder cultural aesthetics, Luna, like Gómez-Peña and Coco
Fusco, endeavors to expose the unequal balance of power in U.S.-Mexico economic, political,
and social relations. Her representations of imperiled indigenous Mexican communities are
believable, because Luna portrays a particular indigenous Mexican woman’s experience: her
own. I believe that these works, and her performances with La Pocha Nostra, are informed not
only by her formation as a performance artist and as an activist, but as a woman of indigenous
Mexican ancestry. As I go forward, I will continue to look back on these core aspects of Luna’s
aesthetics. In the following chapter, I explore robo-baroque aesthetics and cyberpunk
sensibilities in the works of one of Luna’s collaborators: Roberto Sifuentes.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Roberto Sifuentes: From Super Pocho to Pre-Columbian Cyber Vato: An Artificial Savage
in a Transcultural Landscape
In the previous chapter, I explored ways in which the critically acclaimed Mexican-born
performance artist, Violeta Luna, interrogates notions of activism, represents ethnographic and
hybrid identities, and utilizes technology. In this chapter, my analysis examines the performance
artworks of Chicano performance artist Roberto Sifuentes. I have chosen to focus on Sifuentes
because of his history of collaboration with Guillermo Gómez-Peña, Violeta Luna, Coco Fusco,
and La Pocha Nostra. I am particularly interested in Sifuentes’s notion of “flux,” and ways in
which it converges and diverges from the works of Gómez-Peña, Violeta Luna, Coco Fusco, and
La Pocha Nostra. For Sifuentes, “flux” informs the process by which performance actions,
juxtapositions, and personas, are developed––a praxis that is ongoing and ever evolving.
As I noted in the previous chapter, the fusion of technology with the human organism
recalls Haraway’s concept of the cyborg. I have in previous chapters explored the transcultural
terrain Sifuentes inhabits, a landscape that encompasses the works of Guillermo Gómez-Peña,
Violeta Luna, Coco Fusco, and the experimental performance collaborative La Pocha Nostra. In
this chapter, I believe that it is relevant to focus on Sifuentes and consider his work with La
Pocha Nostra, as well as his departure and divergence from that collective and its artistic project.
My examination of Sifuentes’s collaborations with Gómez-Peña includes The CruciFiction Project (1994) and Temple of Confessions (1994-96),58 two productions undertaken
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I refer to three versions of Temple of Confessions. For the sake of clarity, I will from here forward refer to the
performance/video as Temple of Confessions (featured in the VDB Border Art Clásicos [1990-2005] anthology). I
will refer to the book of the same name as Mexican Beasts, and I will refer to the TDR publication as “Mexican
Beasts.”
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almost simultaneously. These projects share many similar, overarching themes, sensibilities, and
aesthetic approaches.
A graduate of Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut, Sifuentes grew up in Los
Angeles, California, where he met Guillermo Gómez-Peña in 1991. In 1993, Sifuentes and
Gómez-Peña, along with longtime collaborator and agent, Nola Mariano, co-founded the San
Francisco-based experimental performance troupe La Pocha Nostra. Sifuentes co-authored two
books with Gómez-Peña: Temple of Confessions: Mexican Beasts and Living Santos (1996) and
Exercises for Rebel Artists: Radical Performance Pedagogy (2011). Currently Sifuentes is
Associate Professor of Performance at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
Sifuentes’s collaborations and performances with Gómez-Peña have spanned the United
States, Europe, and Latin America. His solo works have appeared worldwide in galleries,
museums, art institutes, and at biennales and arts festivals such as the National Review of Live
Art in Glasgow, Scotland; the Arnolfini Gallery in Bristol, England; Performance Studies
International/Live Art Development Agency in London, England; the Center for Performance
Research in Wales; the Hemispheric Institute Encuentro in the Centro Cultural Recoleta in
Buenos Aires, Argentina; the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington D.C.; the Detroit Institute
of Arts; the De Young Museum in San Francisco; the Highways Performance Space in Los
Angeles; and Performance Space 122, in El Museo Barrio, in New York City. Sifuentes also
served as Trinity College’s resident Artistic Director and lecturer in the Trinity College/La
MaMa Performing Arts Program in New York City from 2001 to 2006.
4.1 Critical Orientation
In my analysis of Sifuentes’s work, I revisit some themes discussed in Gómez-Peña’s
New World Border: Prophecies for the End of the Century, where Sifuentes worked initially as
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Technical Director, Road Manager, and then as Gómez-Peña’s counterpart, “Super Pocho,”
following Coco Fusco’s departure from the project midway through the world tour (see Figure
4.1). I discuss how Sifuentes uses pop-culture and technology in order to problematize the
politics of racial representation. I believe that a central aspect of Sifuentes’s aesthetics, and the
importance of his work with Gómez-Peña and La Pocha Nostra, is his cyberpunk inflection,
which can be seen in personas such as the “Pre-Columbian Cyber Vato” (see Figure 4.2) and as a
“Post-NAFTA Cyber Aztec” in Naftazteca: PirateCyber-TV for AD 2000. Sifuentes brought an
interest in Chicano cyberpunk, and what Gómez-Peña calls robo-baroque aesthetics, which
informs costumes, lighting, props, soundtracks, and performance sites. Sifuentes fuses
technology with racialized identities, robo-baroque aesthetics, and cyberpunk sensibilities in
order to trouble heteronormative, monocultural, and monolinguistic discourse in the United
States at the end of the twentieth century. Each of these compound terms––cyberpunk and robobaroque––are conceptually and linguistically transcultural, and each fuses distinct sets of
systems of meaning. Here I align myself with Juan Ignacio Muñoz’s views on Latin American
cyberpunk and extend them to include Sifuentes’s Chicano cyberpunk sensibilities.
Muñoz states that the cyberpunk genre claims William Gibson’s Neuromancer (1984) as
its beacon and manifesto, although the term was borrowed from Bruce Bethke’s 1983 publication
of the short story “Cyberpunk,” which appeared in the anthology Mirrorshades, in 1986. Muñoz
explains the fusion of the terms “cyber” and “punk” in the following manner: “Il se compose des
particules ‘cyber’ (Kυβερνητης, kybernētēs, pilote, conducteur, dirigeant) et ‘punk’ (vocable
anglophone qui désigne une sorte de musique rock forte et agressive ayant marqué la scène
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culturelle britannique à la fin des années 1970)” (1)59. Chilean author Jorge Baradit explains that,
in the cyberpunk subgenre of Sci-Fi, there is an accumulation rather than a replacement of
cultures, where indigenous peoples live side-by-side with technocrats. The world cyberpunk
describes is one in which obsolete technologies may exist alongside cutting-edge ones. It often
portrays overpopulation in ghettos, and contrasts the violence of impoverished sectors with that
of wealthiest members of society. In doing so, a cyberpunk aesthetic underscores the coexistence
of marginal subjects and millionaires whose interest is to exert influence and maintain control of
the cultural, economic, and political discourse of the state. Baradit says, “es casi como describir a
la América Latina” (Muñoz 1). Sifuentes fuses hi-tech props like headphones and other
electronic gear with lowrider paraphernalia. His gangster persona, wearing a bloodied shirt with
bullet holes, is likewise a conceptual juxtaposition in a high art gallery, where his persona is that
of a living saint. These aesthetic qualities clash; they stem from diverse styles that reflect
precisely the sensibilities outlined by Baradit and Muñoz.
In this dissertation, I extend the views of Baradit and Muñoz to Sifuentes’s work; that is
to say, that while I doubt that Sifuentes read Baradit or Muñoz, I view Sifuentes’s Chicano
cyberpunk sensibility as an extension of the same conceptual and linguistic transcultural
operations identified by Baradit and Muñoz. I further suggest that Sifuentes had an affinity for
punk aesthetics, which were important in Latin America and among Latinas/os during the 1990s.
I assert that Sifuentes combines this modality with the techno-futuristic or cybernetic: a radical
hybridization at that time, which likewise expanded the performative spectrum of La Pocha
Nostra’s aesthetic projects.
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“The word is composed of the particles ‘cyber’ (Kυβερνητης, kybernētēs, pilot, conductor, director) and ‘punk’
(an anglophone word that describes a kind of aggressive and powerful rock music that hit the British cultural scene
at the end of the 1970s).” My translation.
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Figure 4.1. Coco Fusco, Sifuentes, and Gómez-Peña take a break backstage of The New World
Border (1992). Sifuentes is still Technical Director/Road Manager at this time.
(https://www.tumblr.com/dashboard).

Figures 4.2. Sifuentes with facial tattoos as “Pre-Columbian Vato” (“Mexican Beasts” 136;
http://www.pochanostra.com/photoperformances/).
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Figure 4.3. Guillermo Gómez-Peña as an “undocumented bandito” (Temple 125)

Figure 4.4. Roberto Sifuentes as a gang member bound to a cross on Rodeo Beach as part of The
Cruci-Fiction Project (“Cruci-Fiction” 148)
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Figure 4.5. Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes on Rodeo Beach, Marin Headlands, 1994 (New
World Border 103)

Figure 4.6. Roberto Sifuentes in The Temple of Confessions, speaking from within his vitrine,
Scottsdale Center for the Arts, Arizona (Mexican Beasts 47). Figure 4.7. Part of the set for
Temple of Confessions in La Pocha HQ, San Francisco, CA (Photo courtesy of the author)
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Figure 4.8. Temple of Confessions 1994 in Mexico City at the EX-Teresa Arte Alternativo
(Mexican Beasts 136).

Figure 4.9. Roberto Sifuentes in Plexiglas box as “Cyber Vato” (“Mexican Beasts” 136).
Figure 4.10. One of eight velvet paintings depicting identitary fusions. Here Sifuentes is
portrayed as “El Azteca de East LA” (Mexican Beasts 34)
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Figure 4.11. Gómez-Peña as “San Pocho Aztlaneca” (Border Art Clásicos disc 3, book 1)

Figure 4.12. Postcard that accompanies the text, The Temple of Confessions
(1995) (photo courtesy of William Stark)
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Figure 4.13. A nun confesses at the altar of “San Pocho Aztlaneca” (Border Art Clásicos
disc 3 book 1).

Figure 4.14. A nun in drag in Temple of Confessions (Mexican Beasts 30)
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I believe furthermore that there are similarities between Sifuentes’s cyberpunk
sensibilities and Haraway’s notion of cyborgs, a transcultural operation in which the domain of
machines and the human domain fuse. There are differences, however, in the ways that Sifuentes
and Luna would use high-tech gadgetry, pocho/punk aesthetics; Luna’s prostheses, although
technological, are more mechanical, surgical, and medical––and, hybridized with traditional
indigenous Mexican cultural markers, such as her corn husk skirts, machete, hat, and bandana.
The image of corn emblazoned on her back directly connects Luna’s body to the Earth.
Sifuentes’s prostheses are technologically more sophisticated, offering visions of a not too
distant and not as grounded dystopic sci-fi future.
I established much of the critical framework for my analysis of Temple of
Confessions and The Cruci-Fiction Project in Chapters One and Two, as Gómez-Peña and Fusco
employed many of the same theoretical approaches in NWB and Couple in the Cage. As I
advanced in Chapter One, my understanding of the works at hand is framed by a transcultural
perspective, which I extend and elaborate in my analysis. In particular, The notion of "reverse
anthropology,” as I explained in Chapter One, an artistic appropriation of cultural signifiers of
hegemonic discourse, is of central importance to my analysis. Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña
symbolically ingest cultural signifiers and offer them up anew, with center(s) and margins
reconfigured, redefined, and reimagined.
I am particularly interested in Mignolo’s concept of border gnosis, world systems
theory, and the role of religion/spirituality in the unfolding of modernity. Sifuentes’s work, like
that of Gómez-Peña’s, emerges from what I referred to in Chapter One as the cultural divide,
what Mignolo refers to as colonial difference. I contend that the cultural divide informs a critical
locus with respect to coloniality/modernity within the modern world-system. This locus is also
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informed by Khatibi’s notion of une pensée autre, or “an other thinking,” a product of what
Anzaldúa refers to as a “Third Space” or “third country.” I am also interested in Nelly Richard’s
views on the exterior/interior dichotomy of the center/margins binary. Sifuentes and GómezPeña addressed similar issues in their use of media portrayals of marginalized subjects of society
within the architecture of authorized representation. Richard says,
postcolonialist intellectuals of the ‘other’ depend on a network of metropolitan thought
that, regardless of how much importance is given to the ‘marginal’ as the object of
discourse, still exerts a centrist function for those of the margin who figure as the ‘other,’
because they operate outside the hegemonic trace of the metropolitan culture (58).
Through this multifaceted lens I explore ways in which Sifuentes troubles the normativity of
religion-as-spirituality to mirror the desires and fears of cultural otherness in the U.S. This
exploration opens a view into the colonial/imperial relationship of spirituality and religion as it is
portrayed in The Cruci-Fiction Project and Temple of Confessions.
In Chapter Two, I viewed Gómez-Peña’s and Coco Fusco’s Couple in the Cage through a
transcultural lens in which aesthetic strategies, such as turning the colonial gaze on the viewer,
reversed the object-subject relationship. Political intention, for example, challenged the limits of
inclusion of certain artistic works, knowledge, and subjectivities in places like academia,
museums, and other institutions, and informed their aesthetic strategies in order to expose the
dark side of European and U.S. colonial/imperial discourse. In this chapter, I advance my
analysis, examining ways in which Sifuentes’s collaborative work with Gómez-Peña destabilizes
identitary normativity within monocultural and monolinguistic discourse within and external to
the colonial matrix. I also examine ways in which Sifuentes challenges the epistemological value
of cultural, national, and racial borders.
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Lisa Wolford observes that Sifuentes emerged from a tradition of experimental
performance that contradicted ways in which people wanted to categorize him and his work
(171). I argue that Sifuentes embraces performance as an art form resistant to absolute
definitions, definitive labels, and essentialist markings. Sifuentes’s work privileges Chicano
cosmovision and disturbs the privileged position of white, androcentric epistemology. I refer
here to Sifuentes’s subjective reality as a Chicano artist, whose struggle to make “space, time,
and funding to be able to sit and create a piece of work” (174) was in itself an act of resistance.
Here I refer to Sifuentes’s resistance to stereotyped images, like “a Chicano gang member being
beaten by the police, or dragged out of his home in front of his family by the LAPD” (Wolford
277). I argue that Sifuentes is an intellectual, a "cultural thinker," and "conceptual artist"
(Border Crossers 171), whose works portray “the multiplicity of mythologies and perceptions of
Mexicans and Chicanos in the US” (Border Crossers 177). Sifuentes’s role as a conceptual artist,
cultural thinker, intellectual, and performance artist directly opposes perceptions firmly held by
many people in the U.S. who still cling to fictional notions of racial purity and the monocultural,
monoethnic, and monolingual views that inform nationalist discourse.
In line with the Hemispheric Institute’s description, I view Sifuentes as “an
interdisciplinary artist . . . [whose] work combines live performance with interactive
technologies and video as a presentation medium” (p. 1). This has been affirmed by Antonio
Prieto Stambaugh, a specialist in performance studies, contemporary Mexican theatre, and
gender and queer studies at Veracruz University, who observes that Sifuentes’s works respond to
the need to articulate performance, theory, community, and political activism. I agree with
Stambaugh’s assessment that Sifuentes’s project, in line with that of La Pocha Nostra, was to
devise a radical performance pedagogy. Stambauch observes, “Su proyecto de pedagogía radical
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emplea el arte de la performance como herramienta de provocación y reflexión sobre los
estereotipos étnico-raciales que permean la sociedad de los espectáculos.”60 I will respond to this
observation in my analysis of Exercises for Rebel Artists in Chapter Five. For now, it is
important to bear in mind that Sifuentes’s co-founding of La Pocha Nostra was a means of
formally conceptualizing Gómez-Peña’s collaborations with other artists. It was also meant to be
an aesthetic, pedagogic, and political project with which collaborators engaged activism, theatre,
and community.
I also argue that an essential component to understand Sifuentes’s work with La Pocha
Nostra is expressed in portrayals of cyborg identities. This aspect of Sifuentes’s work is
manifested in Sifuentes’s development of performance personas such as the “Pre-Columbian
Cyber Vato.” In “Cyborg Pedagogy: Performing Resistance in The Digital Age” (2001), Charles
R. Garoian and Yvonne M. Gaudelius discuss ways in which Sifuentes disrupts the interplay of
technology, corporality, and identity while performing informational technologies “to examine
and critique [his] pedagogical machinations on the body” (334). Here, Garoian and Gaudelius
coin the term “cyborg pedagogy,” which serves “as a complex metaphor that represents the
body/technology hybrid while it exposes the cyborg’s dialectical pedagogy of inscription and
resistance” (334). I will return to this point in my analysis. For now, I agree with Garoin and
Gaudelius, that the notion of cyborg pedagogy dovetails well with Donna Haraway’s work
regarding gender, race, and the hybrid human/technological organism––in particular, the cyborg.
I extend Haraway’s cyborg imaginary to Sifuentes’s Chicano cyberpunk and robo-baroque
sensibilities, and such performance personas as “ethno-techno cyborgs.”
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See Stambaugh’s full article in e-misférica: http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/es/e-misferica-101/prieto.
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I believe that the performance personas Sifuentes develops are meant to problematize
stereotyped images of Chicanos and Mexicans in the United States. By fusing technology, pop
culture, cyberpunk aesthetics, and media images of Chicanos and Mexicans, Sifuentes and
Gómez-Peña embody the intercultural fears of some of their audiences. In a live, staged
“performance interview” with Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes on the WBAI radio show “Voices
Against the Wall” in 1998, Matthew Finch referred to the two performance artists as “technoethno-graphic ‘specimens” (35). This description aligns with Roger Bartra’s notion of “Artificial
Savages” and Gómez-Peña’s concept of “cultural cyborgs,” views discussed in Chapters One and
Two, which posit the need, at the end of the 20th Century, not only for the “creation of ironic
new forms of savage artificiality” (Bartra 20), but also the interrogation of such notions as
aboriginal authenticity. Thomas Foster has questioned ways in which Sifuentes, as the “PreColumbian Cyber Vato” (see Figures 4.2, 4.6, 4.9, and 4.10) makes sense of representations of
race via virtual reality, noting that Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña incorporated computer-mediated
communications technologies into performances “as themes and as structure, [to] help analysts
think through the vexed relation between the new technologies and the politics of racial
representation” (45). I believe that Sifuentes’s fusion of technology and human organism is
unique, and, as I will show, diverges politically from similar aesthetic sensibilities present in
Luna’s work.
I argue that Sifuentes works within and exterior to cultural, political, and social
hegemonic discourse. As I have noted in Gómez-Peña’s work in previous chapters, political
intention and aesthetic projects often intersect. Sifuentes’s work with La Pocha Nostra and with
other collaborators explores some of the same terrain. In 14 UnNatural Acts (2004), Sifuentes
worked with Lián Sifuentes to “explore a political landscape ruled by fear and religious zealotry,
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in a culture where civil liberties are put in jeopardy for the sake of security . . . [using] satire,
humor and spectacle to peel away our protective layers of comfort and reveal society’s fears,
desires and obsessions” (ps122.org). I will address similar political and sociocultural terrain with
emphasis on the spiritual in my analysis of The Cruci-Fiction Project and Temple of
Confessions.
4.3 The Cruci-Fiction Project: Mirror or transcultural kaleidoscope?
Gómez-Peña’s “The Cruci-Fiction Project,” which appeared in the 1997 Spring issue of
The Drama Review, highlights a number of recurring themes in both Gómez-Peña’s and
Sifuentes’s work: namely the use of cultural markers and hyper-stylized stereotypes to reflect
U.S. cultural desires and fears. Here, I am signaling the use of a mariachi suit to portray
Mexicanness, and Sifuentes dressing as a “generic gang member” wearing “stereotypical
lowrider attire, his face covered with tattoos” (147). This was a durational
performance/installation in which Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes protested the xenophobic
Proposition 187 supported by California’s then governor, Pete Wilson. Proposition 187, also
known as the “Save Our State” initiative, was a ballot initiative to implement a citizenship
screening process that would exclude undocumented subjects from non-emergency health care,
education, and other social services in the state of California. This initiative targeted Mexican
immigrants in particular. For this reason, Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes bound themselves to
crosses measuring 16 feet in height and “staged their own crucifixions on the wide expanse of
performative space known as Rodeo Beach” (Austin 97) (see Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5).61 The
performance lasted a little more than three hours, forming part of a greater demonstration
organized by fellow Chicana/o activist René Yañez.
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Rodeo Beach is part of Marin Headlands Park, across from the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco, CA (CruciFiction 147).
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I believe that The Cruci-Fiction Project recalls some of Gómez-Peña’s performances in
1979. In The Loneliness of the Immigrant Parts I and II, he spent twenty-four hours in a public
elevator wrapped and bound in fabric and rope. Gómez-Peña observes that this was a “metaphor
for a painful birth in a new country, a new identity as ‘the Chicano’” (La Pocha 12 p. 1 & 2).
This was also the beginning of what Gómez-Peña would later call “intercultural performance”
(12 p. 1). Likewise, in The Loneliness of the Immigrant Part II, Gómez-Peña spent twelve hours
lying in the streets of Los Angeles as a homeless Mexican person. Gómez-Peña comments that
even though he was “wrapped in a serape and surrounded by candles” (12 p. 2), people ignored
him. As a “Mexican (and a ‘homeless’ person)” (12 p. 2), the Anglo Californian population
chose not to see him. In The Cruci-Fiction Project, like the two performances above, the
objective was to make Chicano and Mexican people visible on a grand scale, in order to show
that the anti-immigrant legislation then governor Pete Wilson was pushing for were unjustly
targeting a sector of California society already vulnerable as newcomers to a new country, with
new identities as post-Mexicans on the way to becoming Chicanos.
I believe that The Cruci-Fiction Project, like The Loneliness of the Immigrant, Parts I &
II, was an environmental installation piece that was interactive and ritualistic, and used
performance as a strategy for becoming visible. Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña occupied a stretch of
beach, along with a “child’s gospel choir, a troupe of Japanese taiko drummers, a group of
puppeteers, and several fire artists” (Cruci-Fiction 147). Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña dressed
themselves as media-inspired images of “two contemporary public enemies of California” (147).
Gómez-Peña wore a “1950s gala mariachi suit” (147) and dubbed himself the “‘undocumented
bandito,’ crucified by America’s fears of cultural otherness” (147) (see Figure 4.3). The top of
his cross, directly above his head, bore the inscription of the Immigration and Naturalization
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Service (INS). Sifuentes’s cross was to Gómez-Peña’s left and bore the inscription of the Los
Angeles Police Department (LAPD). Sifuentes’s face was covered with tattoos, as he represented
a mediatic image of a “generic gang member” (147) (see Figure 4.4). The Cruci-Fiction Project
was also a “ritual of spiritual transformation” (147) that Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña and La
Pocha Nostra would reiterate in later pieces, such as Temple of Confessions, but also in other
works over the course of the next decade, in which shamanism would play a central role.
In The Cruci-Fiction Project and Temple of Confessions Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes
consciously manipulated cultural markers to expose “America’s” desires and fears with respect
to cultural others. I suggest that Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes challenged traditional Christian
cultural mappings and collapsed the constitutive tension between past histories and present
miseries for millions of people in living the spotlight of Proposition 187.
In this one-time durational performance, the artists appropriated, re-contextualized, and
insinuated California’s xenophobic ballot initiative into the iconography of the crucifixion, one
of Christianity’s most emblematic images. The performance artists created a symbolic border
from which to speak. In this case, Rodeo Beach became the staging ground for a media
spectacle. It became the site from which Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes transmitted their message to
a crowd of more than 300 onlookers, thus forming an accidental community rooted in political
action.
Regarding this accidental community, I argue that Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña, like others
gathered on the beach that day were not merely “anonymous bodies negotiating . . . space
together” (Exercises 47); 300 people had joined in solidarity, as an inclusive “accidental
community of difference and sameness” (47), to protest a xenophobic ballot initiative that
targeted a sector of society made up predominantly of Mexican Immigrants. As Gómez-Peña
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explains, “we all are members of multiple communities, at different times and or different
reasons” (Dangerous 277). Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes believed that the notion of community in
the 1990s was “fragmented, ephemeral, dysfunctional, and insufficient” (Dangerous 277), as it
failed, in Anglo California, to include or protect particularly vulnerable sectors of society.
As I noted in Chapter Three, and in my description of Fusco’s work with Gómez-Peña,
interaction with audience members was a key component in the creation of meaning. This was
likewise true of Gómez-Peña’s and Sifuentes’s experience in The Cruci-Fiction Project, where
neither performer expected to remain bound to the crucifix for long. The performers had
distributed flyers to the crowd, asking that onlookers please free them from their martyrdom in
an act of political commitment (Cruci-Fiction 149). In fact, both performers expected to be
“saved” by onlookers––a move on their part that coincided indirectly with Gómez-Peña’s
previous messaging as The Warrior for Gringostroika: “Please don’t discover me” (see Figure
1.9).
I suggest that the intrinsic symbolism in The Cruci-Fiction Project evinces distinct but
interrelated historical markers. Here, I refer to the crucifixion of Christ and two less-known
thieves. And, on another level, the expectation to be saved in The Cruci-Fiction Project echoes
the so-called “discovery” of the New World and the Church’s mission to civilize and provide
salvation for the native peoples of the New World (this is likewise echoed in The Warrior for
Grinostroika’s messaging). The Cruci-Fiction Project explored what living in California meant
for Latinos 500 years after the so-called discovery of the New World, and exposed the spiritual
emptiness of the U.S., which may be considered a nation that had turned its back on its citizenry.
I argue that Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes articulated the relationship of cultural, political,
and social critiques of the state of the world in the late twentieth century to the historical past.
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One of the pasts to which they were no doubt referring occurred at the end of the fifteenth
century, when Europeans expanded westward into the New World. That past was marked by
colonial/imperial projects to civilize, modernize, and “save” cultural others. On Rodeo Beach, on
April 10, 1994, Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes’s offered up an “end-of-the-century performance
ritual,” which made international news headlines and echoed Mignolo’s claim that “The future is
bound to the chains of the past” (The Darker Side 31).
As I noted earlier in this chapter, I locate Sifuentes’s work within and exterior to U.S.
hegemonic discourse and view this performance in relation to a colonial/imperial paradigm in
which the subordination of marginal sectors of society by the dominant sector privileges the
latter. Here I am particularly interested in Myra Jehlen’s notion that the current inequalities and
injustices of the world were avoidable:
We find ourselves, in the millennial twilight of . . . empire, with the urgent task of
establishing that Europe’s global dominion was not in the nature of things; that whatever
brought about five centuries of Western rule, it was not, as the founders of the United
States claimed for their own empire, ‘Nature and Nature’s God;’ that civilization can
exist under different auspices. (691)
By equating Pete Wilson with a Roman Prelate, and equating Gómez-Peña, as an
“undocumented bandito,” and Sifuentes, as a tattooed gang member, with the thieves Dismas and
Gestas, the performance transforms Rodeo Beach into the site of one of Christianity’s most
important and central narratives, the crucifixion. I argue that this performance is connected
spatially and temporally to historical processes initiated in 1492 whose legacy endures as much
today as it did in 1994.
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Spatially and temporally, in physical and symbolic terms, The Cruci-Fiction Project
appropriated and re-contextualized Christian, mainstream, hegemonic cultural products. Here I
refer to the ideas, customs, language, and philosophies Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes worked with
to create new meanings. Robert Neustadt refers to this as a kind of “(con)fusion” (xvii) of
cultural signs and markers.62 However, my reading of Sifuentes’s and Gómez-Peña’s recontextualization of cultural, political, and social signifiers is that they not only “(con)fuse,” they
also disrupt systems by which dominant sectors of U.S. society maintain sociocultural and
sociopolitical control. In protesting Pete Wilson’s xenophobic policies toward Mexican
immigrants in California, Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña were also critiquing modernity, capitalism,
Western epistemology, and a modern world-system that not only enables but also embraces and
promotes the institutionalization of xenophobic initiatives like Proposition 187. To do so,
Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes exploited the very structures and systems that they were aiming to
subvert.
It is in this context that I tether the religious and spiritual aspects of The Cruci-fiction
Project, and Temple of Confessions, to one of five options for future coexistence elaborated by
Walter Mignolo in The Darker Side of Modernity. The spiritual option, Mignolo says, “advocates
decolonizing religion to liberate spirituality” (62). He explains that political economy and
political theory have become “imperial tools in the formation of the subjectivity of consumers
and voters that nourish and support imperial actors and institution in the states and corporations”
(62). In order to decolonize political economy and political theory, we must decolonize religion,
Mignolo urges, “at the level of knowledge and subjectivity (in the scheme of the colonial
matrix)” (62). The so-called spiritual option Mignolo advocates is informed by Native American
62

I refer here to Neustadt’s 1999 volume (Con)Fusing Signs and Postmodern Positions. New York: Routledge, in
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(xvi).
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epistemology, in which spirituality is directly connected to the land. I believe that Sifuentes and
Gómez-Peña were then and continue now to be both sensitive and sympathetic to this spiritual
positioning, grounded in Native American views on knowledge, nature and land. This is clearly
evident in earlier works, such as Border Brujo, and in later works (especially Mapa Corpo 2.0
and Divino Corpo), in which Gómez-Peña’s uses the persona of a shaman to symbolically heal
communities that he viewed as “fragmented, ephemeral, dysfunctional, and insufficient”
(Dangerous 277).
One of the central critiques in The Cruci-Fiction Project was the spiritual emptiness of
the United States. Gómez-Peña referred to the capital of the U.S. as the capital of the American
crisis, a notion that is reiterated in site-specific performances they adapted to local politics and
cultural contexts. Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña were not only sensitive to the environment into
which they intervened beforehand, they often went to great lengths to find the pulse of a
particular setting. The artists would arrive at a venue a day or two before their performance, walk
the streets, visit the bars, and talk to the people. One very good example of ways in which
Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes adapted to particular sites was the practice they had begun with Coco
Fusco during the world tour of New World Border, in which “the audience was ‘segregated’ and
seated according to their racial background and degree of bilingualism” (NWB94 125). Sifuentes
and Gómez-Peña chose historically charged locations from which to speak and transmit cultural
knowledge––a space from which to talk back. In many cases, as in New World Border, Sifuentes
and Gómez-Peña were playing with the ethnic/social pyramid, substituting Spanish as the official
language, and representing “the hybrid state . . . as a political reality” (NWB96 21).
Although The Cruci-Fiction Project was a one-time performance logistically, it
connected Rodeo Beach, California, to the history of indigenous peoples in region before the
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westward expansion of the U.S. and Manifest Destiny in the middle of the nineteenth century;
the California Gold Rush; the Transcontinental Railway; and, the less familiar but welldocumented history of lynching, rape, and other forms of violence enacted upon cultural others
of the region.
4.4 Temple of Confessions––“Cultural Specimens” and “Holy Creatures”
Temple of Confessions was an interactive durational performance that toured the U.S. for
over two years. This was one of the most complex performance pieces of the decade, not only
because of what it set out to critique, but also because of the magnitude of its installation. Of all
their work together, this piece was the most ambitious and had the most moving parts. The scope
of this interactive, ritualistic installation piece was colossal. It adapted some of the same
elements as Couple in the Cage, in particular, the ways in which the performers represented the
desires and fears of the public there to see them.
Sifuentes’s work, and his participation in La Pocha Nostra, was consequential. In key
instances, such as NWB, where he introduced Chicano cyberpunk sensibilities to the stage
production by modifying Gómez-Peña’s and Coco Fusco’s voices. His influence in the group
may be identified in Temple of Confessions, which reveals his obsession with media-based
portrayals of Chicanos and Mexicans. For this performance, Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña enclosed
themselves in Plexiglas boxes for five-hour intervals, during which they explored the depths of
what they saw as the “spiritual emptiness of the United States” (Border Art Clásicos disc 3, book
1). Together they implemented a complex strategy, using reverse anthropology to assume a
fictional center and push the dominant culture to the margins. In this way, the dominant culture
was exoticized, and Spanish and Spanglish replaced English as the official language.
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Following hard on the heels of The Cruci-Fiction Project, Sifuentes and Gómez explored
what it meant for Latinos to live in America and to be perceived as “America’s public enemy #1”
(Border Art Clásicos disc 3, book 1). The project linked religion to what Sifuentes and GómezPeña both saw as spiritual emptiness in a “post NAFTA America” (3, book 1). They combined
U.S. and Latin American art and pop culture to fuse and juxtapose high and low culture; religion
and sexuality; humor and gravity; and aesthetic projects and political intention.
I believe one of their most ambitious projects at that time, Temple of Confessions
“combined the pseudo-ethnographic ‘diorama’ . . . with that of the dramatic religious ‘dioramas’
displayed in Mexican colonial churches” (“Mexican Beasts” 137) (see Figure 4.8).
The performance piece revisits the concern with religion and the anthropological fixation
with otherness, such that the artists exhibited themselves “as both cultural ‘specimens’ and ‘holy’
creatures” (“Mexican Beasts” 135). Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña, along with Michéle Ceballos
Michot and Norma Medina, installed themselves in art museums, experimental art galleries,
festivals, and university campuses in Arizona; Pittsburgh; Detroit; Mexico City; Providence,
Rhode Island; Washington D.C. (in a comedic aside, Gómez-Peña says that Chicanos refer to the
U.S. capital as “Watchingón,” or the “Capital of America’s spiritual crisis”63), and Los Angeles.
Temple of Confessions premiered at the Scottsdale Center for the Arts, in Arizona, in early 1994.
The performance spanned three days in each locale.
Two nuns dressed in drag met visitors as they entered the Temple of Confessions
installation/performance and urged them to anonymously confess their cultural desires and fears
(see Figure 4.12). Participants could leave their messages in writing at either one of the two
altars set up in the installation space, or they could give voice to their feelings in recorded
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messages (see figure 4.14). The sum total of two years’ worth of confessions/messages later
became the material for the book titled Temple of Confessions: Mexican Beasts and Living
Santos, which Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña wrote and edited together. The book, a collection of
critical essays, photos, and poems about performance, includes provocative transborder pop
culture images developed for the performance. It comes with a postcard featuring two nuns
kissing, and a CD narrated by Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes that highlights some of the visitors'
confessions/messages.
In one iteration of the performance, actress Norma Medina, and dancer Michéle Ceballos
Michot donned nuns’ habits and interacted with audience members outside the vitrines, at times
enacting tableaux vivants in different parts of the space (see Figure 4.14). The nuns, who were
also responsible for changes of activity within and exterior to the Plexiglas containers, performed
dual roles as caretakers of the Temple and living icons. Medina’s performance persona was a
pregnant “chola/nun” (“Mexican Beasts” 142). A juxtaposition of clerical and secular, and
profane and sacred visual cues, Medina wore a tattoo of “tears running down her left cheek (one
for every murder she . . . committed)” (142). Michéle Ceballos Michot’s persona, like Medina’s,
was based on images taken from popular media and reconfigured to critique “classical painting,
Catholic imagery, porn and movie stereotypes” (142). Medina’s and Ceballos Michot’s tableaux
vivants evinced “frozen effigies” (142), whose presence within the “aestheticized environment”
(142) was almost undetectable (see figure 11).
Sifuentes referred to all activities within the performance space as “ritual actions,”
consisting of hyper-stylized images and symbols drawn from recognizable media portrayals of
Chicano/Latino youth. Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña appropriated said images, exaggerated them,
and then performed gestures based on them over and over in slow motion. Sifuentes’s persona
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was “El Pre-Colombian Vato” (see Figure 4.6) and Gómez-Peña’s persona was “San Pocho
Aztlaneca” (see Figure 4.11). The following are some of their ritual actions:
●

spraying into gauze/inhaling paint

●

ritual graffiti writing

●

erotic shaking of spray can/masturbating

●

fondling gun/pointing it at himself and at audience members

●

shooting up into arm, head, heart, tongue

●

patting the iguana (the iguana crawls all over him)

●

self-flagellation with whip

●

“stigmata” tableau

●

marijuana ritual

●

silent scream/mouthing into mix

Many of Sifuentes’s actions as the “Pre-Colombian Vato,” such as self-flagellation and
the “stigmata tableau” have symbolic religious value. They used the large baroque Mexican
churches as their model. Instead of saints and stained glass windows, Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña
juxtaposed black velvet paintings (see Figure 4.10) and chickens as religious iconography to
emphasize the hyper-stylized images of Chicano and Latino youth published by the media to
expose the spiritual emptiness of the U.S. at a time when the governor of California viewed its
Hispanophone population as a threat.
On the other hand, the strange border religion Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña based their
performance on served as a kind of counter-narrative to Christianity and its role as an instrument
of the colonial/imperial world order in the European westward expansion to the New World. Its
project to civilize and offer salvation simultaneously perpetrated the colonial/imperial agenda.
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The confessional, intrinsically linked to the Church, in Temple of Confessions becomes an
obsessive impulse for a spiritually empty society, an opportunity for Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña
to pursue a critical line of inquiry in which they questioned whether or not their performance
would dispel or incarnate the cultural desires and fears of its attendees.
Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña position themselves simultaneously within and exterior to
hegemonic discourse. In doing so, they were asking each other and audience members to listen to
others and teach others to listen in order to “negotiate political, racial, gender, aesthetic, and
spiritual differences.”64 In Temple of Confessions, the audience is urged to leave recorded
“confessions” (see Figure 4.13). Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña wanted to hear what people’s
darkest secrets were––their innermost desires and fears with respect to the cultural other. By
sublimating the recorded desires and fears of audience members into visual representations of the
cultural other, the performance artists reversed the subject/object relationship between the
audience and the performer; the center and periphery; and, the colonized and decolonized. By
becoming reflections of those fears and desires, the performance artists problematized the
vilification of Chicanos and Mexicans in California, specifically, and immigrants in the U.S.
more broadly. The use of religious symbolism, as I have shown, aligns with Mignolo’s notion
that spirituality must be liberated from religion.
They directly asked whether performance can occupy the center and periphery
simultaneously; whether the body may be colonized; whether or not is possible to talk back from
within the constructs of the institution; whether we can be insiders and outsiders in multiple
communities simultaneously; and, whether or not performance may continuously reinvent
strategies for inclusion in the face of intolerance and otherness.

64

Saul Garcia-Lopez in personal communication with the author, July 2016.
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Sifuentes fuses Chicano cyberpunk and robo-baroque aesthetics with cultural issues and
aesthetics of pop culture. This transcultural fusion also ties in with Sifuentes’s notion of “flux,”
which, I contend, not only mirrors but also describes the transcultural. I understand flux as an
agent in continuous flow, moving through or passing by but also promoting the fusion of distinct
elements. Likewise, I consider transcultural as that which involves, encompasses, or extends
across two or more cultures. It is a compound term that conjoins the Latin prefix “trans,”
meaning across or beyond, with the English adjective cultural. Sifuentes’ and Gómez-Peña’s
intention was to reverse the flow (read flux) of cultural appropriation such that they, as artists
representing cultural others, appropriated signs and symbols of the “center,” the dominant
culture. In Temple of Confessions, they appropriate, re-contextualize, and reimagine the religious
iconography of Mexican Catholic churches whose predominant aesthetic is baroque. Sifuentes’s
work has a baroque sensibility, which he enhances with technological paraphernalia (see Figures
4.2 and 4.6) that Katherine Austin describes in terms of rasquachismo, an aesthetic sensibility,
not specific to Sifuentes or La Pocha Nostra, generated by the Chicana/o borderlands (Rasquache
i).
Sifuentes refers to this aesthetic sensibility as “robo-baroque;” Austin uses “rasquache”
with “baroque” to form rasquache baroque. Rasquachismo and the baroque are, Austin explains,
aesthetic practices that reflect an intensely visual sensibility and world-view, accompanied by
strategies for survival and resistance. As noted in the introduction, Ybarra-Frausto’s description
of rasquache underscores the flamboyant and bombastic aesthetic of turning junk into art.
Gómez-Peña’s and Sifuentes’s robo-baroque aesthetic may be viewed in transcultural terms.
Here I wish to underscore spatial-temporal disparities in the conceptual and linguistic fusion of
“robo” and “baroque.” The imbrication of cultural and political economies such compound
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words inform is inevitable, as the visually stunning spectacle of “‘heightened’ bodies” stand as a
“live crossover jam culture,” in which performers parody “various colonial practices of
representation” (Ethno-Techno 80 and 81). This same kind of techno-savvy transcultural
operation is further revealed in what Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes have described as cultural cross
contamination.
In the same light, La Pocha Nostra’s manifesto is ever-evolving and it underscores the
cross-cultural nature of the performance troupe. Arguably, because of Sifuentes’s influence, La
Pocha Nostra has a unique esthetic, this “‘robo-baroque’ and ‘ethno-techno-cannibal esthetic’
[that] samples and devours everything we encounter” (Ethno-Techno 80). In this description,
Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes call attention to the evolving transcultural operation at work in
Couple in the Cage––cultural cannibalism: Fusco and Gómez-Peña, in Couple in the Cage, and
Gómez-Peña and Sifuentes, in Temple of Confessions, sampled and devoured the cultural
discourse of the dominant sector of society, appropriating and consuming its cultural products,
such that the cultural other displaced the dominant culture from its fictional center: exchanging
the center with the peripheral margins, flip-flopping the internal and external borders of
hegemonic discourse, and inverting the object-subject relationship.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have explored religious/spiritual elements of two of Roberto Sifuentes’s
and Gómez-Peña’s most emblematic performance art pieces of the 1990s. As I noted in Chapter
One, Coco Fusco, Gómez-Peña, and Sifuentes worked together from 1991 until her departure
from the NWB tour in 1993. This marked a major transition in which Sifuentes’s moved from
Technical Director and Road Manager to “Super Pocho.” My analysis showed ways in which
Sifuentes’s cyberpunk and robo-baroque sensibilities informed his aesthetic choices in voicing a
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political stance against xenophobic policies directed at California’s immigrant population. This
chapter also explored the performance artists’ spatial and temporal relationship to hegemonic
discourse. Their orientation within and exterior to hegemonic discourse makes their conceptual
and linguistic parodies of institutions and systems associated with the colonial matrix all the
more powerful. I extend Nelly Richard’s views on postcolonial intellectuals to performance
artists such as Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña, two self-described intellectuals whose work is
informed by two traditions: the art and culture of the United States and Latin America.
Sifuentes’s work utilizes the architecture of Western epistemology––that of dominant sectors of
U.S. society––to dismantle, displace, and offer a counter narrative to hegemonic discourse. By
pushing the center to the margins, Sifuentes’s work establishes a fictional center that replaces the
old order with a new order informed by polyglot, hybrid identities and Chicano and Latin
American art and culture. I posit that these values and theories were central to Sifuentes’s
contribution to La Pocha Nostra and his work with Gómez-Peña. They are explicitly registered in
Exercises, a collaborative text that serves as Gómez-Peña’s and Sifuentes’s conceptual and
tactical roadmap for performance artists “obsessed with crossing borders” (Exercises xiv).
I end this chapter bridging Gómez-Peña’s and Sifuentes’s collaborative performance
work with their text, Exercises for Rebel Artists: Radical Performance Pedagogy, a collaborative
effort and result of years of brainstorming sessions and ongoing methodological considerations.
At the time of publication, La Pocha Nostra was already engaged in developing more and
different exercises. As I will discuss in Chapter Five in greater detail, several chapters in
Exercises provide step-by-step instructions detailing what the troupe had been developing since
the mid-1990s. There are diagrams, ideas for workshops, and illustrations, as well as advice for
rising performers. Also included in the text are poetic/performance texts generated by people
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who have participated in La Pocha Nostra’s workshops. At its core, this text describes ways in
which performance artists might define “new intersections between performance, theory,
‘community,’ new technologies, and activist politics” (Exercises 3). I will address these and
other Pocha Nostra concerns in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FIVE
5.1 La Pocha Nostra: Transcultural Workshops, Radical Performance Pedagogy, and
Ternura Radical
In the previous chapter, I signaled the transcultural terrain Roberto Sifuentes inhabits,
with a view to his performance projects with Guillermo Gómez-Peña, Coco Fusco, Violeta Luna,
and La Pocha Nostra. I contrasted Sifuentes’s cybernetic representations of Chicano identity with
Luna’s fusion of technology and indigenous Mexican identities and signaled the linguistically
transcultural nature of such performance personas as “Pre-Columbian Cyber Vato” and “Super
Pocho.” In this chapter, I continue to use a modified transcultural approach in my examination of
La Pocha Nostra, arguably the most influential interdisciplinary performance collective of the
twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. The performance artists discussed in this dissertation,
with the exception of Coco Fusco, have all performed as co-founders, core members, or
associates of the collective. And, there are many other performance artists, domestically and
abroad, who have joined ranks with La Pocha Nostra for performance projects and workshops. I
will discuss the organization of the collective and trace its genealogy in the pages that follow. I
am especially interested in the collective’s pedagogic aspirations, as it is this distinguishing
factor that sets it apart from other performance art groups. Along this line of thinking, I explore
La Pocha Nostra’s concept of ternura radical, or radical tenderness, a term that has been used as
part of the pedagogy of La Pocha Nostra since around 2005. The remainder of the chapter
describes my first-hand experiences with La Pocha Nostra’s performance pedagogy at the 2016
Santa Fe performance workshop. I conclude the chapter by summarizing and drawing out the
larger implications of the analyses I have developed throughout this dissertation.
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Organizationally speaking, Gómez-Peña says that La Pocha Nostra is roughly based on a
Zapatista model, in which core members operate as equals in the development of performance
projects.65 In La Pocha Nostra’s current structure, brainstorming sessions are often informal
meetings in which ideas are discussed among core members Gómez-Peña, Balitrónica, Saúl
García López, and Emma Tramposch. However, ideas are often debated among fellow artists
around the globe in text messages, emails, telephone calls, and Skype conversations. GómezPeña is the director of the collective; Balitrónica oversees daily operations and social media
platforms; and former performance artist Emma Tramposch is the coordinator.
This “loose interdisciplinary association of rebel artists” (La Pocha Nostra 30, par. 1), as
they have referred to themselves, is a self-described conceptual laboratory of diverse groups and
individual, international, and politicized artists whose works intersect conceptually. In the United
States and internationally, La Pocha Nostra attracts local artists to stage shared ideas in
workshops and public settings, such as performances at universities, in galleries and museums,
and at art festivals and biennales. Collaboration across race, gender, generations, and nationality
is key to the collective’s transdisciplinary, transcultural project.
La Pocha Nostra’s performance pedagogy has manifested in different ways across space
and time. Two texts that formally put forth Gómez-Peña’s and Roberto Sifuentes’s vision of
performance and the role of performance artists are: Ethno-Techno: Writings on Performance,
Activism, and Pedagogy (Ethno-Techno) (2005), a collection of meditations in which GómezPeña directly addresses “the formidable political, cultural, and philosophical dilemmas” (xvii) he
and his flota were facing at the beginning of the millennium; and, Exercises for Rebel Artist:
Radical Performance Pedagogy (2011), a text outlining La Pocha Nostra’s performance
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pedagogy. The latter is a step-by-step instruction manual for hosting Pocha Nostra-style
workshops, further developing performance praxis and transmitting the fundamental aesthetic
and ideological vision of La Pocha Nostra. Bearing this in mind, I examine La Pocha Nostra’s
genealogy, tracing the inspiration for its formation to earlier collectives dating back to the 1960s
and 1970s, and to Gómez-Peña’s time at Cal Arts and his interest, from 1976 until 1985, in the
collective art movement that was taking place in Mexico.
I see many similarities between La Pocha Nostra and the 1960s and 1970s Europe-based
interdisciplinary arts movement known as Fluxus. Fluxus was perhaps best known for its anti-art,
anti-commercial sensibilities and its view that artists should not undertake projects with a
specific end in mind. This last idea is something that resonates with La Pocha Nostra’s
performance praxis, as all projects are works in progress, even at the time of performance.
Fluxus included among its ranks such art world figures as Joseph Beuys, George Brecht,
Robert Filliou, Al Hansen, Dick Higgins, Bengt af Klintberg, Alison Knowles, Addi Køpcke,
Yoko Ono, Nam June Paik, Ben Patterson, Carolee Schneeman, Daniel Spoerri, and Wolf
Vostell. Also active in this loosely knit group of interdisciplinary artists and friends was GómezPeña’s conceptual godfather, Felipe Ehrenberg, who was a close friend of Dick Higgins, the
founder of Something Else Press.66
I believe that it is more than coincidence that Sifuentes has used the word “flux” to
describe his approach to performance and the ways in which La Pocha Nostra approaches
aesthetic projects. Like Fluxus, La Pocha Nostra’s approach to performance and structure is
ever-evolving. In this respect I view La Pocha Nostra as an updated version of Fluxus, whose
goal was to organize performance events with groups of artists/friends in various communities in
Europe in order to push “various art forms past their conventional limits” (Taylor 45). The two
66
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collectives share many characteristics in common. Problematizing normativity and disturbing the
epistemological value of cultural institutions have been primary objectives of both collectives.
However, the two organizations diverge in important ways: Although Fluxus co-founder George
Maciunas wrote a manifesto detailing Fluxus’s objectives, it was never formally adopted as the
collective’s artist statement. In contrast, La Pocha Nostra has maintained an ever-evolving
manifesto since its formal establishment in 1993.
The groups are different in another important way: La Pocha Nostra is based primarily in
San Francisco and Mexico City, but it offers domestic and international workshops in Europe
and the Americas, while Fluxus was based in Europe and held festivals in Denmark, England,
Germany, Holland, and, occasionally, New York City. Although both were international
collectives, the artist roster at Fluxus was predominantly European (with the exception of Yoko
Ono and Nam June Paik); whereas, performers in the Americas have dominated La Pocha
Nostra’s ever-changing roster. In this regard, both collectives speak from different sides of the
colonial divide: La Pocha Nostra’s works speak from the underbelly of authorized power––the
underside of coloniality/modernity––and from the perspective of the colonized, while Fluxus
artists spoke from the European axis of the colonial/imperial world order. This difference signals
the potential for distinct philosophical orientations drawn along an axis that coincides with
colonial difference and the geopolitics of knowledge that privileges Eurocentrism.
La Pocha Nostra has been and continues to be a group of conceptual artists and
intellectuals whose reason for being has emerged in response to domestic and international
conflicts in which colonial difference figure prominently. While Fluxus strove to “Purge the
world of bourgeois sickness, ‘intellectual’, professional & commercialized culture, PURGE the
world of dead art, imitation, artificial art, abstract art, illusionistic art, mathematical art––
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PURGE THE WORLD OF ‘EUROPANISM’!” and it likewise sought to “FUSE the cadres of
cultural, social & political revolutionaries into united front & action” (see Figure 1), its cadres
did so from the colonial/imperial perspective of colonial difference.
As I have argued in previous chapters, Gómez-Peña, Violeta Luna, and Roberto
Sifuentes, as individuals and as members of La Pocha Nostra, operate in opposition to the
colonial/imperial world order. In Chapter Three, I elaborated on the idea of the performance site
itself as a locus of enunciation. I extend this idea not only to where works are generated and
motivated, but also where collectives are headquartered. I am partial to Mignolo’s view that “we
all are where we think” (The Darker Side 81), a shift from the geography of reason that has held
sway over Western epistemology since Descartes proclaimed ‘I think therefore I am’ (81). As I
did in Chapter Three, I argue here that where works are generated and performed impacts
viewers and performers alike. It is therefore important to consider La Pocha Nostra’s aesthetic
and political generation and motivation in terms of geopolitical location.
Of the four performance artists discussed in previous chapters, Coco Fusco is the only
one who did not participate in La Pocha Nostra. This is noteworthy because her departure from
the New World Border world tour coincides with Gómez-Peña, Sifuentes, and Nola Mariano
joining ranks to form La Pocha Nostra. However, Gómez-Peña had begun organizing group
performances much earlier. In 1980, he co-founded Poyesis Genética. This group formed while
Gómez-Peña was still a student at Cal Arts; it was an interdisciplinary arts troupe made up of
choreographer Sara-Jo Berman, several art students, and other culturally displaced individuals
recently arrived from Europe, Latin America, the Middle East, and Canada (see Figure 2). The
goal of the collective was, according to Gómez-Peña, “to develop syncretic languages capable of
articulating [their] condition of cultural outsiders and aesthetic freaks” (lapocha 13, p. 1).
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Mexican conceptual artist, and neólogo,67 Felipe Ehrenberg, observed that this was an important
moment in Gómez-Peña’s trajectory as a performance artist.68
[Gómez-Peña] was very interested in the group movement that took place in Mexico and
waxed forth from the second half of 1976 until ‘85, before the earthquake. So, you had
nine years of collective art, it was a real bomb. And, I think that was what really
interested him at that time. He wanted to close ranks. And our conversations had to do
with the kind of institutions he was facing at that time, at the border, how to behave with
a recalcitrant, outspoken, egocentric artist, and so on and so forth, because group
dynamics are my strong point.69
Gómez-Peña began to play upon the U.S. fear of Mexicans. The collaborative would often
appear at public events dressed like undocumented workers, drug dealers, and other stereotypical
Mexican personas, while acting in ways contradictory to said caricatures. Gómez-Peña says that
inspiration for the name of the collective came from the juxtaposition of the Spanish word for
chicken, “pollo, a derogatory term for migrant workers, and the Greek word genesis” (La Pocha
Nostra 13, par. 1). As I have observed in previous chapters, linguistic juxtapositions of this order
are transcultural, as they articulate multiple crossings of cultural contexts and meanings. Such
neologisms as poyesis signal linguistic transcultural processes at work; that is, the movement of
knowledge back and forth between cultural, economic, intellectual, political, and social
signposts––and the creation of new meanings for new experiences: what could be construed as
neocultural phenomena.
In a personal interview with Ehrenberg, I asked him to define neólogo for me. He said, “It’s the same word in
English “neologist.” I call myself that in Spanish. There are a whole bunch of us in music and in dance and in other
disciplines, but I think that I was the first person in the visual arts field to declare myself a neologist. Because what I
was doing systematically was looking for and working with new things. Whatever it was. [laughs].
68 Ehrenberg, Felipe. Personal Interview. February 2016.
69
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Figure 5.1. Maciuna’s 1963 Fluxus Manifesto (https://www.moma.org/collection/works/127947)

Figure 5.2. Amy Knowles, Guillermo Gómez-Peña, and Sara-Jo Berman in Los Angeles
in 1981, as Poyesis Genética (http://interculturalpoltergeist.tumblr.com/post/17576512977/theend-of-a-poyesis-genetica-performance-los)
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Figure 5.3. Gómez-Peña with members of the Border Arts Workshop at the west end of
the U.S.-Mexico border fence on December 17, 1985 (photo courtesy of Gómez-Peña)
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Figure 5.4. Left to right: Ricardo Gómez (on floor, Gómez-Peña’s nephew), Citlali Fuentes,
Balitrónica (core LPN member), Nayla Altamirano (core LPN member), Saúl García López
(standing, core LPN member), Felipe Ehrenberg, the poet Antonio Calera-Grobet, journalist
Carlos Martínez Rentería, and Gómez-Peña––all with Cheebacca, the dog in the Gómez-Peña
Mexico City family home (photo courtesy of Gómez-Peña)

Figure 5.5. La Pocha Nostra workshop in Santa Fe, New Mexico, Summer 2016: In the
foreground, Emz Special; left to right, Princess Vu Vu and Balitrónica, and seated Rae Uddin
(Courtesy of Balitrónica)
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Figure 5.6. La Pocha Nostra Santa Fe workshop 2016 final group photo (photo courtesy of
Katrina Mendoza)

Figure 5.7. La Pocha Nostra members Michéle Ceballos Michot, Balitrónica, as “The
Phantom Mariachi,” and Saúl García López, Santa Fe 2016 (photo courtesy of Rae Uddin)
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Figure 5.8 Tableau vivant depicting a funeral altar for an undocumented person, La Pocha Nostra
2016 Santa Fe workshop (photo courtesy of Katrina Mendoza)

Figure 5.9. Tableaux vivant, La Pocha Nostra Santa Fe workshop 2016. Half the
participants were artists; the other half were the medium. In this photo, participants display a
range of motions in a group setting: the theme was artists in a sanitorium under a Trump
administration (photo courtesy of Allison Star)
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Figure 5.10. Balitrónica Gómez as “The Phantom Mariachi” with the author at the San
Francisco Public Library, June 2017 (photo courtesy of the author)
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At Cal Arts, experiments with performing in altered states led to performances GómezPeña refers to as “Magic Mushroom Chess Games.”70 In many of the performances Gómez-Peña
would use tchotchkes he’d bought in Mexican markets to continue his lifelong project of
deconstructing machismo. He did this by unzipping his trousers and pulling out such props as
“fish, wooden snakes, elephant trunks and certainly crocodiles.”71 Gómez-Peña admits that those
performances were often more fun for performers than the audience.72
After graduating from Cal Arts in 1982, Gómez-Peña, Berman, and a handful of Poyesis
Genética members toured Europe. By 1983, the troupe had moved to the Tijuana-San Diego
border, where they found an ideal location “to explore intercultural relations and become more
overtly political” (La Pocha 15, par. 1). The U.S.-Mexico border became the site of political
praxis for Gómez-Peña, Berman, and a group of local artists who gathered to work together to
perform on both sides of the border.
In 1984, Gómez-Peña formed the Border Arts Workshop/Taller Fronterizo, which was, as
its name suggests, a bi-national arts collective consisting of Chicano, Mexican, and Anglo artists.
I view Gómez-Peña’s post Cal Arts period as a time of intense experimentation during which he
developed the flexible organizational constructs that would later become core elements of future
collaborative projects (see Figure 3). This collective of visual, performance, and conceptual
artists explored “U.S.-Mexico relations and border issues using a mix of performance,
installation art, video, and experimental poetry” (lapocha 16, 1). For TAF/BAW, the border
region was “a laboratory for social and aesthetic experimentation” (lapocha 16, 1). The artist was
hailed as a “social thinker and bi-national diplomat” (lapocha 16, 1). Author Joanna Griffin
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observes that the collective’s style was “a mixture of Mexican carpa (urban popular theater),
magical realism, kabuki (a form of traditional Japanese theater), and American multimedia”
(368). These were characteristics that would later blend and diverge with the artistic input of
collaborators in La Pocha Nostra.
In 1988, Gómez-Peña and fellow collaborator Emily Hicks were married in what became
an internationally reported event at Border Field State Park. Emily Hicks crossed from San
Diego to Tijuana and Gómez-Peña crossed into San Diego from Tijuana. When the couple had
exchanged vows, they walked hand in hand into the Pacific Ocean in a symbolic gesture uniting
the United States and Mexico.
It bears repeating that Gómez-Peña developed the Border Brujo persona during this time
and embarked on a two-year world tour just before the original members of the
Border Arts Workshop were invited to participate in the Venice Biennale in 1990. Perhaps more
important than the invitation to Venice was the success of Isaac Artenstein’s documentation of
Border Brujo: Gómez-Peña received a New York Dance and Performance Bessie award for the
film, and the International Theater Festival of the Americas’ Prix de la Parole award. Following
these successes, Gómez-Peña moved to New York City to live and work with Coco Fusco. He
subsequently learned, in 1991, that he had received a MacArthur Fellowship. Former colleagues
at the Border Arts Workshop sued Gómez-Peña for half the funds, suggesting that his success
was due in part to his association with the Workshop. In the end, Gómez-Peña submitted to
giving BAW/TAF half of the money. At the same time, Emily Hicks, the mother of his son
Guillermo Emiliano, sued for divorce and alimony.
For a few years thereafter, Gómez-Peña collaborated with a number of different artists,
including the Native American performance artist, James Luna. As I mentioned in the last
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chapter, Sifuentes began working with Gómez-Peña in Los Angeles in 1991, and he worked with
Fusco and Gómez-Peña until Fusco left the New World Border tour.
Sifuentes replaced Fusco’s “Miss Discovery” persona with his own “Super Pocho” and finished
the tour, moving from Technical Director and Road Manager to full-time performance
collaborator. La Pocha Nostra formed the following year.
The name of the collective is a conflation of terms, formed by conjoining pocha, a term
that denotes discoloration in Spanish, and nostra, which is the Latin possessive pronoun meaning
“our.” According to Rafaela Castro, pocha is “a term used in Mexico to describe a person of
Mexican heritage, born and raised in the United States. It is meant to describe a person who may
not be fully fluent in Spanish or ‘Mexican enough,’ culturally and linguistically” (189). The
juxtaposition of these words is linguistically and conceptually transcultural. I believe that this
reflects the trans-disciplinary nature of La Pocha Nostra.
One of the objectives of the collective was to form an association of artists who would
convene in different locations at different times. Figure 5 is a photo of several core
members at Gómez-Peña’s and Balitrónica’s home in Mexico City. Some of their names do not
appear on La Pocha Nostra’s official website, which lists the following people as its members:
Gómez-Peña, Violeta Luna, Roberto Sifuentes, Michéle Ceballos Michot, James Luna, Gabriela
Salgado, Emma Tramposch, Dani D’Emilia, and Erica Mott. However, La Pocha Nostra has
recently restructured, and long-time collaborator Michéle Ceballos Michot is taking a break of
several years, leaving only core Pocha members Balitrónica, aka “The Phantom Mariachi,” Saúl
García López, Gómez-Peña, and Emma Tramposch (who no longer performs with the troupe but
functions in a clerical capacity, writing grant proposals and coordinating logistics for workshops,
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performances, and festivals).73 Likewise, Sifuentes segued to a teaching position at the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago in 2015. Violeta Luna left the troupe to dedicate her energies and
time to the performance project Secos y Mojados with her husband and David Molina, and to her
solo career.
In terms of its international troupe, La Pocha Nostra’s website lists the following artists
as members: Ansuman Bisguas (UK-Bengala); Orlando Britto and Silvia Antolin (Cantabria,
Spain); Gerardo Juárez (Mexico City); Rakini Devi (Sydney, Australia) Jade Pervis Maravala
(London, England); Rachel Rodgers (Liverpool, England); and Maria Alejandra Estrada (Bogotá,
Colombia) (lapocha “who”). I mention the international troupe apart, because La Pocha Nostra
lists its membership separately from its domestic, “core” members.
La Pocha Nostra tours the world calling on people from all walks of life to participate in
workshops and performances. Many people’s names never appear in the official rosters, but they
appear with their full names in photos online, in newsletters, and in articles and publications. La
Pocha Nostra workshops are transcultural, transdisciplinary, and transgenerational laboratories
that host up to twenty-four participants. The Pocha Nostra workshop I attended in Santa Fe, New
Mexico (see Figure 5), at the end of June 2016, was a five-day immersion in performance
pedagogy that centered “the human body as a site for creation, reinvention, memory and
activism” (LPN Open Call par. 4). I will discuss exercises that reinforced this pedagogy in the
pages that follow.
At the end of Chapter Four, I mentioned that Exercises for Rebel Artists is replete with
exercises that have been developed in coordination with workshop participants around the globe
and at performance festivals in galleries and museums and college auditoriums and gyms. The
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text provides step-by-step instructions on how to learn/teach La Pocha Nostra’s methodology and
performance pedagogy. It offers a brief history of the “Pocha Method,” followed by an outline of
the “Aims and motivations of a Pocha Nostra performance workshop” (Exercises vii). Through
this collaborative text, Sifuentes and Gómez-Peña offer advice for preparing Pocha-style
workshops. This includes identification and preparation of the space for the workshop and a
compendium of vocabulary to avoid using while conducting a workshop. The bulk of the book is
dedicated to physical and perceptual exercises that transmit the core values of the troupe and its
ideological mission. The exercises are broken up into categories that include:
Part 1: ‘Hands-on’ physical and perceptual exercises
Part 2: Conceptual and poetic exercises
Part 3: Exercises to generate performance material and living images
Part 4: The infamous Pocha ‘jam sessions’
Part 5: Preparing for a public performance
The text also includes a sample syllabus for Pocha-inspired performance workshops, advice for
rising performance artists, and a set of questions/topics to consider. Again, the syllabus lays out a
series of steps for creating a performance:
Part 1: The beginning of a new era
Part 2: Opening up the methodology
Part 3: Inclusivity and the performance ‘moment’
Part 4: Strategies for negotiating external and internal border issues in a Pocha
workshop setting
Much of La Pocha Nostra’s methodology aims at fostering metaphorical and symbolic
thinking. And, at the core of its pedagogy is ternura radical, a notion that was formalized in a
co-written poetic manifesto, published on July 16, 2015, in the online magazine Hysteria by then
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core members Dani d’Emilia and Daniel Chávez. Chávez’s and d’Emilia’s manifesto was the
result of a poetic jam between the two authors and Gómez-Peña’s editorial support when
d’Emilia was writing about radical tenderness as part of her master’s program in Independent
Studies at MACBA, in Barcelona. The manifesto describes a way of moving through the world
and interacting with others in and outside the realm of performance. I believe that Gómez-Peña
and Balitrónica, and La Pocha Nostra, view ternura radical as a means of fostering the kind of
radical change necessary not only to make changes on the personal level, but also on the
community and societal level. This view of the world has its roots in earlier works, such as
Temple of Confessions, in which the collective signaled the need to impact social change in a
world in spiritual crisis.
The notion of radical tenderness permits opposing views to occupy the same space and
work together. It is important to be “critical and loving at the same time;” “to use strength as a
caress;” “to know how to accompany one another, among friends and lovers, at different
distances and speeds;” “to believe in the political effect of internal movements;” “to embrace
thorns;” “to coexist with lack;” “to feel the possibility in every doubt” (d’Emilia 2). I believe that
these views signal a reexamination of the way that people look at themselves and others––not
breaking the gaze, and believing in what cannot be seen.
It is my view that the pedagogical aspiration of La Pocha Nostra’s workshops is to
radicalize cadres of performance artists to go out into the social sphere with ternura radical. The
workshops encourage participants to imagine alternative communities in which the social space
has been liberated and the work that participants do bleeds into the world outside. This political
motivation to generate change in the world through performance is at the heart of La Pocha
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Nostra’s pedagogy. What is more, I believe that a philosophical orientation that centers on
ternura radical makes La Pocha Nostra unique.
I had the opportunity to participate in one of La Pocha Nostra’s workshops in June 2016.
The youngest person in our group was twenty-one years old. The oldest participant was in her
fifties. There were dancers, painters, filmmakers, writers, and performers with alreadyestablished performance practices, and others who were just beginning. There was even one
person studying for her license to become a private investigator. Participants came from all over
the world: there was a dancer and performance artist from Colombia and a singer from Poland;
there were several people from New York City; a student from Harvard; a professional dancer
from the Seattle area; a drag queen from Portland, Oregon; a woman who was running for the
Senate for the Green Party in New York City; and there were local artists from Arizona, and
Albuquerque and Santa Fe, New Mexico. There was also a transgender person whose own
practice in the Santa Fe area was beginning to take off (see Figure 6 through 9). Additionally, we
had visits from other local artists and, on one occasion, a visit from Navajo scholar Shanna Heap
of Birds.
The workshop ran daily from one to eight p.m. in a private residence just outside the city
proper. We convened in a room with floor-to-ceiling windows, a space that opened out onto an
inner courtyard with a fountain. Each day began with vigorous exercises designed to get our
blood pumping and a series of stretches for sore muscles to prepare for the hard physical work
ahead. Exercises were accompanied by loud, vibrant music. Michéle Ceballos Michot led most
of the aerobic workouts, while Saúl García López led what he called “Chicano yoga” sessions––
Pocha members fondly referred to both these activities as “Mexercise.”74
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Although participants shared a keen interest in La Pocha Nostra’s performances,
reputation, and ideology, we were strangers to each other. The performance pedagogy fostered
intimacy and trust among a diverse group of participants from different places and walks of life.
The workshop space became a Utopian refuge from the manic outside world. From the first day
to the last, participants developed performance personas based on their interaction with the
space, the performance DJs (La Pocha members), and each other. Each exercise built upon
previous exercises in a cumulative way, such that traces of exercises learned on the first day
were evident in the final performance jams and photo shoots.
Exercises like the modified version of the Surrealist game Exquisite Corpse, in which
participants formed a circle around Gómez-Peña to finish sentences that would begin, for
example, with “the border is . . .” or “home is . . .,” served to loosen the minds and tongues of
participants and to delink us from the limitations of conventional discourse. Other exercises
encouraged silent exploration of the physical space we were working in. Our bodies became a
part of the physical space. We inserted ourselves into the nooks and crannies of the room, sizing
up the spaces between people and things like windows and doors. Also, with eyes closed, we
would re-explore the same physical space, arms outstretched, touching things, feeling our ways
around the room, and colliding with people. When people bumped into each other, Pocha
members encouraged exploration of the “other,” which resulted in people clumsily touching and
feeling each other to determine the other’s identity.
“The Gaze,” like other exercises, was designed to dissolve boundaries between
participants and put them in contact with each other in a more intimate way. Gómez-Peña
encouraged us to imagine ourselves in the moment of that first encounter between Cristóbal
Colón and the indigenous peoples of the New World, standing face-to-face about one-and-a-half
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feet apart, searching each other’s eyes for the common thread of existence on this planet.
Breathing the same air, staring directly into each other’s eyes in complete silence, participants
had different reactions to this exercise. Some people felt nervous due to the intimacy. Other
people giggled or cried. Yet others surrendered into this space with abandon, as words and
worlds fell away and linear and logocentric thinking became secondary, if not tertiary,
considerations. La Pocha members encouraged participants to break through the social and
psychological constructs of popular culture to imagine and embrace alternative metaphors and
symbolic models for coping with existence.
Each exercise laid the groundwork for the next, such that by the second or third day, I felt
that I had known the others for years. Many of the exercises were cathartic on one or more
levels. In one instance, two participants experienced a transformative moment when they realized
that the prop they were working with had become a window into another space/time. The prop
was a two by three-foot box with wooden bars for sides. As the two participants held each
other’s gaze through the bars, they realized that it felt as if they were looking through the bars of
a cell. Both participants burst into tears at the realization that they had reenacted a master/slave
scenario. They began to howl and shoved the prop to the side and embraced, practically
screaming, in what was a moment of primal emotional catharsis. They had transcended the
immediate physical space and time, collapsed the present and the past and all culturally and
epistemologically normative boundaries.
Exercises, such as “The Gaze,” were fundamental building blocks for other exercises,
each of which was meant to break through personal and normative boundaries, to lay bare our
souls, so to speak. By the end of the workshop, we had advanced from the creation of
rudimentary sketches to complex sketches and tableaux vivants. We enacted static images to
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begin with (see Figure 8) and added individual and coordinated group movements thereafter (see
Figure 9).
All these exercises served as warm-ups leading to a series of jam sessions, which would
begin with a singular still image enacted, first, with two or three participants. Once the image
was in place, other participants were free to modify it by manipulating the participants in the
frieze (see Figures 8 and 9). We repeated this several times until the movement back and forth
became part of the action. It was curious to note that the workshop functioned as an organic
whole, with some participants watching the action as it happened and with others directing
and/or performing. Many of us moved back and forth between roles.
After initial dioramas, we added movement to the still images, and then participants
improvised freely, developing their own vocabularies of gestures and movements within the
performance space. All of this led up to the final day, when a friend of La Pocha Nostra, Janine
Hantsch, brought her goats to the workshop space for a full day of photo shoots—with the
goats—and a final massive group jam session.
The exercises described here, and others described in Exercises, are the foundation for
many of the images and performance actions that La Pocha Nostra members have generated in
performance art projects, such as Mapa/Corpo 2: Interactive Rituals for the New Millennium,
Divino Corpo: Temple of Improbable and Invisible Causes, and Corpo/Ilicito: The Post Human
Society 6.9. As I noted above, La Pocha Nostra is unique in its pedagogical aspirations, forming
ties to interdisciplinary performance artists in distinct workshop locations in the United States,
Latin America, and Europe. Gómez-Peña says that returning to the same places and working
with the same people over and over provides continuity for projects, as performers dialog in
workshops and at performance sites, learning how the other moves. This sensibility, I believe, is
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in line with Augusto Boal’s concept of emancipatory pedagogy, wherein performers practice,
rehearse, and develop personalized performance languages with which to communicate with
each other and spectators. It is also in line with Schechner’s notion that the rehearsal process is a
strategy for editing, improvising, performing, and selecting a variety of possible actions. La
Pocha Nostra’s recent workshops in Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Mexico, Canada, Chile,
and the United States have drawn on local performance artists to close ranks with it in
performance art projects and workshops.
Workshops and residencies are often followed by a public performance in which some of
the participants are invited to partake. It is my understanding that such arrangements are made
with institutions ahead of time. The workshop I attended was at a private residence. It was the
first such workshop La Pocha Nostra had held in Santa Fe. There was a performance scheduled
after the workshop at the Center for Contemporary Arts. The event featured a new piece called
Uroborus vs Corn Man 3.0, and billed Gómez-Peña, García López, Ceballos Michot, Balitrónica,
and special assistant, Rae Uddin. Participants were invited to attend. Balitrónica appeared before
hand as “The Phantom Mariachi,” as she now does at many of the shows. She wears an all black,
form-fitting pantsuit, a black mask that covers her entire face and head, a black sombrero, and
high-heeled boots. She poses with people attending the performance beforehand, usually holding
a placard on a stick that reads something along the lines of: Against Eviction & Deportation (see
Figure 5.10). As I noted, La Pocha Nostra invites the audience to interact with performers. I
believe that inviting workshop participants, as shills, to partake at this particular event
encouraged other members of the audience to get involved, thus erasing all boundaries between
viewed and viewer, and art and life.
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La Pocha Nostra’s pedagogical aspirations are not limited to the workshop space alone.
As I mentioned above, workshops are living laboratories, where the collective transmits its
methods and pedagogy to participants, such that they go out into the world as warriors of radical
tenderness. In a similar way, La Pocha Nostra expects audience participation during
performances. Performance projects such as Mapa/Corpo 2: Interactive Rituals for the New
Millennium, Divino Corpo: Temple of Improbable and Invisible Causes, and Corpo/Ilicito: The
Post Human Society 6.9. require spectators to take part in the action, to be part of the process, to
become part of an accidental community, creating sites of collaboration in conflict with
identitarian constructs pushed by the mainstream media and pop culture. Performance art and
performance artists are viewed as catalysts for change. This is reflected in workshops and in
performance art pieces where ritual actions, installations, and audience participation are not
merely aesthetic ends; they have political motivation and are pedagogical. The performance
workshops are experimental laboratories where the human body, our most basic conduit for
expression, is explored in relation to the space, the performance DJs, and other participants.
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CONCLUSION
This dissertation has explored the performance art pieces of a group of artists whose
works I view as characteristic of performance art in the United States from the late 1980s to the
beginning of the twenty-first century. I have endeavored to show ways in which the works of
Guillermo Gómez-Peña, Coco Fusco, Violeta Luna, Roberto Sifuentes, and La Pocha Nostra
have aligned and converged, as they established sociocultural and sociopolitical critiques of
hegemonic discourses. I have described aesthetic projects whose political intention was to
disturb normative cultural paradigms, interrogate notions of cultural hybridity, and trouble the
epistemological value of national, cultural, racial, and ethnic delimitations. My view throughout
this dissertation has been that these performance artists operate within and exterior to hegemonic
discourse, as subaltern subjects talking back.
I have examined the central role of the United States-Mexico border and border thinking
in conjunction with individual and group artistic projects. My analyses have looked at ways in
which this group of artists, as individuals and working together, have used performance art to
articulate conceptual, physical, and virtual border crossings with transcultural processes.
I introduced the term transcultural performance to describe what I view as a transdisciplinary intersection within broader performance studies. I elaborated on Richard
Schechner’s and Diana Taylor’s approaches to performance to develop a distinct methodology
with which to analyze performances and texts characteristic of what I have called transcultural
performance art. The modified transcultural approach used in this dissertation explores the
representation of subaltern perspectives, with the aim of exposing the complexity of human
relations and power plays that take place in transborder regions. In line with Taylor, I have
considered performance as a fundamental and artistic means of transmitting cultural knowledge
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and memory, which I have explored against such notions as hybridity, gender, and race. Taylor’s
notion that performance, as embodied knowledge and praxis, “decenters the historic role of
writing introduced by the Conquest” (17) has been a driving impulse in this work. However, I
also recognize Gómez-Peña’s, Balitrónica’s, Fusco’s, Luna’s, Sifuentes’s, and La Pocha Nostra’s
response to the demands of different artistic “languages” to express their ideas. Taylor’s
distinction between the archival and the reportorial has also informed the way I have approached
performances art pieces.
Likewise, my approach has been informed by Schechner’s insistence on the far reaching
inclusivity of performance, wherein the theatre arts, including dance and music, are only nodes
on a spectrum that spans human rituals, everyday life––salutations, displays of affection and
distress, family interactions, professional comportment, sports, ceremonial rites, and
“performances of great magnitude” (xvii). Schechner’s views were particularly poignant in my
consideration of Temple of Confessions and The Cruci-Fiction Project, two works that explicitly
played upon sacred iconography and the confessional to underscore the intersection of social and
aesthetic drama, in what becomes an anti-structural, ritual experience.
I explored the contributions of this group of artists, as individuals and as a collective, in
debates on ethnicity, identity, race, and the transnational flows of culture and migration. I
showed how Gómez-Peña developed a transcultural project in Border Brujo, Likewise, I have
observed ways in which the works of these artists have provided a multi-faceted approach to
considering transborder communities beyond historical distinctions between race, ethnicity,
language, and nationhood. In viewing solo performance monologues, ritual actions, and
environmental installation and proscenium pieces, I have shown that this group of performance
artists problematizes notions of monolithic identity, imagining dystopic, post-human and post-
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national scenarios. Working from photographs and video reproductions of politically charged
domestic and international performances, I looked at ways in which works by these performance
artists form networks that cross back and forth between cultural signposts, exposing the rupture
of androcentric epistemological constructs in the colonial/imperial world order. I have shown
that these performers use different strategies to represent cultural identities in order to intervene
in debates, institutions, and systems of thinking and classification. Such strategies include the
fusion of technology and the human organism to disrupt normative expressions of identity; the
inversion of socio-economic pyramids exposes the unequal exchange of power in human
transactions.
I have positioned the works of this handful of artists within and exterior to hegemonic
discourses. I posited that as Chicanos, Latinos, and Mexicans, Gómez-Peña, Fusco, Luna,
Sifuentes, and La Pocha Nostra are cultural others whose aesthetic projects operate within and
exterior to the normative boundaries of theatrical traditions of performance and text-based
cultural production, thus speaking from within the very institutions their works seeks to critique.
The ways in which these artists enacted singular and/or communal strategies of selfhood are
distinct. Gómez-Peña’s fifteen border personas in Border Brujo signal the fragmented reality of
transborder identities, while Violeta Luna’s machetera in NK603 speaks directly to ethnic and
cultural identities in existential crisis. Coco Fusco’s Field Guide presents difficult questions
about the role of women in society, feminism, and the weaponization of sex in the War on
Terror. Sifuentes’s Chicano cyberpunk personas reflect dystopic economic, political, and social
realities for the cultural other in the United States. La Pocha Nostra’s workshops and
performances convey fierce critiques of society as performers and audience join to create
metaphorical, symbolic spaces in which they imagine alternative realities. Technology plays a
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crucial role in the works of these performance artists. The cybernetic performance personas of
Violeta Luna and Roberto Sifuentes, although distinct, reveal a concern not only for the
representation of cultural and ethnic identities but also for the existential threat to the human
organism posed by transnational corporations, GMOs, and globalization.
I have shown that the work of this select group of performance artists interrogates
cultural, ethnic, and racial categorization from the underside of colonial difference. Their works
disturb the epistemological architecture of borders, while at the same time speaking from the
border. I explored La Pocha Nostra and its individual members in terms of the geopolitics of
knowledge, noting that where works are generated is an important factor in understanding their
aesthetic and political motivation. I compared La Pocha Nostra with Fluxus. I signaled a marked
difference in their philosophical orientation, as they both speak from opposite sides of colonial
difference. I argued that La Pocha Nostra’s works speak from the underside of authorized
power––from the underbelly of coloniality/modernity and the perspective of the colonized—
while Fluxus artists spoke from the European heart of the colonial/imperial world order. I liken
this to asking the colonizer and the colonized about colonization. There are at least two different
perspectives. In line with Anzaldúa, a third point of view emerges from the border between them,
a third country or third space, which is neither one nor the other but something entirely new. I
tethered this idea to Doris Sommer’s view that art-as-culture has agency; it represents a
disruption of the status quo and produces something new that has not yet been named. As human
beings, we classify, categorize, and represent experience through symbols and creative and
imaginative acts, such as drama, theater, and performance. In this dissertation, I extended this
idea to incorporate performance art and a handful of artists whose aesthetic projects articulate
sociocultural and sociopolitical critiques of cultural normativity. It is my view that the works of
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Gómez-Peña, Fusco, Luna, Sifuentes, and La Pocha Nostra serve as multilingual and multiethnic
lenses with which to critique purist notions of monocultural and monoethnic identity in the
United States.
As I close, I realize that there is much more work to do. For example, since 2015, La
Pocha Nostra has undergone several changes in membership and direction. New directions are
part and parcel of La Pocha Nostra’s ever evolving process. In recent conversations with
Balitrónica and Gómez-Peña, I have become aware of new developments in the group’s
workshops and approaches to performance. La Pocha Nostra’s next scheduled intensive
residency will take place during the summer of 2018 in Peñasco, New Mexico, where
participants will be called upon to imagine their ideal communities by borrowing from the
landscape, using found objects in metaphorical and symbolic fashion to organize themselves
with relation to each other and the environment. Participants will also be asked to create their
own funeral altars, once again borrowing found objects from their surroundings. In this way,
Balitrónica and Gómez-Peña said, participants will create images of how they would like to be
remembered.75 Both of these exercises emerge from new performance strategies La Pocha Nostra
has been developing, based in part on Jodorowsky’s Psychomagic: The Transformative Power of
Shamanic Psychotherapy (2010) and Manual of Psychomagic: The Practice of Shamanic
Psychotherapy (2015), as evidenced in Balitrónica’s 40 Mini Psychomagic Acts for Radical
Personal Change (2017) and Gómez-Peña’s earlier 10 Psychomagical Actions Against Violence
(2009). Balitrónica lists the mystic N. Grace, would-be shaman Carlos Castaneda, artist and
filmmaker, Alejandro Jodorowsky, and philosopher Anton Lavey as direct influences on her
work. Gómez-Peña’s most recent publication, Doc/Undoc Documentado/Undocumentado Ars
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Gómez, Balitrónica and Guillermo Gómez-Peña. Personal Interview. March 2018.
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Shamánica Performática (2017) further evidences the need for more research into La Pocha
Nostra’s interest in psychomagic actions and its current and future formations. It occurs to me, at
the end of my investigation, that the 2018 retrospective of Gómez-Peña’s work in the Museo
Nacional de Arte Moderno, in Mexico, and the upcoming anthology of his work to be published
by Routledge, are his way of creating his own funeral altar, to remind us of how he wants to be
remembered.
In addition, Coco Fusco’s, Violeta Luna’s, and Roberto Sifuentes’s work is ongoing and
ever-evolving and requires further study. I see Luna’s representations of indigenous identities as
an important line of inquiry issuing from the intersection of Chicana, Mexicana, and Native
American performance art and artists, and what their roles will be in the years to come.
Likewise, Fusco’s work with Cuban artists may lead to new performance work. Sifuentes’s work
with students at the Art Institute shows leadership and ongoing development of performance
pedagogy. This dissertation serves as a good point of departure for studies of transcultural
performance art.
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